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Every great movement in the history of literature has
jbeen accompanied by an important body of criticism. It was
:Saint-Beuve 1 s belief that before we judge an author, we must
understand him, that we must know not only what he did but
iwhat he tried to do. So from Plato with his theory of imita-
tion and of reason divorced from the errors of sense down to
Croce with his belief that art is intuition, the expression
sithin the mind of impression, we have a long line of critics,
who try to gain understanding of their work by explaining what
they are attempting to do.
In regard to this, William Butler Yeats has said: "Al-
most certainly no great art, outside England, where journalists
are more powerful and ideas less plentiful than else here, has
j
arisen without a great criticism for its lieraid or its inter-
preter and protector, and it is perhaps for this reason that
1 great art, now that vulgarity has armed itself end multiplied
itself, is perhaps dead in England. All writers, all artists
of any kind, in so far as they have had any philosophical or
critical power, perhaps just in so far as they have been
(deliberate artists at all, have had some philosophy, some
criticism of their art; and it has often been this philosophy,
or this criticism, that has evoked their most startling
inspiration, calling into outer life, of the buried reality.
I
which could alone extinguish in the emotions what their
philosophy or criticism would extinguish in the intellect.’' (1)
It would seem then that, since criticism forms such an
integral part of any literary movement, a knowledge of the
concomitant criticism of a literary movement is essential to
a complete understanding of the literature itself. Applying
this idea to the movement termed "The Irish Literary Re-
naissance," the writer has made a collection of the expressed
theories of the principal literary figures in the movement in
an attempt to get greater appreciation for the fruit by show-
ing the tree from which It came.
The plan followed has been to collect the theories of
each writer into a unit, which is examined to determine in
which literary category it belongs. These units are then
assembled so as to make obvious the critical pattern they
form. In most cases the pattern proves to be one of basic
Romanticism tempered by Classicism.
As an introduction to this work, a general survey is made
of the literature of the period to clarify the perspective
| of the reader. Because it is a commonly accepted belief that
; Standi sh 0 f Grady fathered the movement with his Introduction
of the Bardic History of Ireland
,
a review of this piece is
made to ascertain from what seed the Revival grew. This is
then followed by an account of Douglas Hyde, whose ideas form
'(1) William Butler Yeats, Ideas of Good and Evil
, pp. 239-240.
|
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the foundation of the movement.
The selection of the authors that follow whose theories
are discussed is based on two considerate ons t the importance
of the author and the availability of his literary opinions.
The order in which these authors are considered is to a cer-
tain extent arbitrary. Since many of these authors are con-
temporary in their literary production, it has not been pos-
sible to follow a purely chronological order, but an effort
has been made to deal first with those who represent the main
stem of the movement, those who are closest in sympathy to
i its origins. There follows a section of miscellaneous theorie
and then finally a survey of the critical tendencies of the
movement. This survey is in the form of summarization,
classification, and evaluation.
The writer of this thesis wishes to express her gratitude
to those who have in any way assisted her in her work. She
feels herself particularly indebted to the following Irish
writers, who graciously supplied her with material which
would otherwise have been unavailable: Dr. Douglas Hyde,
Mr. Padraic Colura, Mr. Seumas MacManus, Mr. Sean O'Casey,
Mr. Brian O’ Higgins, Mr. Seumas O'Sullivan, Mr. Maurice Walsh.
To Professor Thomas Mather and Professor Oeorge Sneath of
Boston University she also owes her thanks for their valuable
suggestions which have directed the writing of this thesis.
woilc • ijwij e-ior ff> '3
Work of Other Investigators in the Field
It is the writer’s belief that no attempt has hitherto
been made to collect the literary criticism of the Irish
Renaissance. To be sure, there may be found in occasional
works written about the individual writers of this movement
references to their literal theories. These references are
sometimes in the form of interpretation, sometimes in the
form of judicial criticism. In no case, however, has there
been found evidence of an attempt to make a formal compilation
of the theories of either an individual or a group, or to
trace the observable critical trends of the movement.

TEE RENAISSANCE
The Irish Literary Renaiss
sire to clarify the turbulent s
it back to its pristine source
natural channels of nationality
fleeted by foreign invasion and
by the awakening consciousness
character lies in the force of
ance had its source in the de-
trear;i of nationalism by tracing
and redirecting it through its
,
from which it ha at been ,: e-
oppression. It was generated
that the strength of a nation’
?
its native ideals and that
nationality can be repaired only by the restoration in indige-
nous form of those ideals which had found early expression in
the ancient communal literature of the country.
Prom the founding of The Nation in 1842 there were sporad
ic attempts made at such a restoration, but it was not until
Standish O’Crady published his history of Ireland in 1878 that
the voice of Ancient Ireland spoke with sufficient force to
be heard generally. In this work were the seeds for a new
literary movement. They fell upon fertile ground.
Of the state of the country in the last decade of the
century, Seumas T cl,’anus writes:
"The dreary years .from 1892 onwards, character-
ized by strife and bitterness and the growth of dic-
tatorial management of Irish affair' by the Parlia-
mentarians, were not without some good results. hon-
est and patriotic men and v omen in Ireland rew tired
of the squabbles of rival politicians, of the manip-
ulation of parliamentary and local elections, of the
general corruption of public life, and, fa!lin0 ba k
on first principles, endeavoured to plan a future
for Ireland far different from that in the dreams
of the provincialist politicians. National conscious-
ness was Awakening, and the intellect of Ireland

found expression, first in the Sean Bhean Bhocht
of Belfast edited by Ethna Carberry and Alice Milli-
gan, and afterwards in the United Irishmen of Dub-
lin edited by Arthur Griffith and contributed to by
William Rooney. The Gaelic League had been estab-
lished and by slow degrees the Ir ish people were
taught to rely on themselves, to rebuild their
ancient, cultured and dignified race, and no longer
an obscure beggar seeking for English doles. And
worthily did the best of the Irish race respond to
this appeal . " Cl)
This was
.
period of unity, achieved through the medium
of a national purpose, not political but intellectual in its
nature. The purpose was realized in the Irish Literary
Renaissance
.
Among the disseminating organs of the movement were the
literary clubs which now came into existence. These were
j devoted to the encouraging and publicizing of Irish litera-
iture. Their membership represented a 11 the constituent ele-
ments of the early period of the Revival. On their rolls
were most of the important names in Irish literature.
The propagative activities of these clubs were mainly
of four types: lectures, translations, literary history, and
creative -writing. The nature of the lectures may be inferred
jfrom the titles of some of the most important ones: The
Necessity for de-Analicisin. Irel nd by Douglas Hyde
,
The
(1) Seumas McManus, The Story of the Irish Race, p. 667-

•Meed and Use of Petting Irish Literature Into the •ngllsh
Tongue by Stopford rooke, Irish Literature: Its Origin
,
Environmen t and Influence by ''’eorge Ligerson and Poetry and
Patriotism bv Lionel Johnson.
I
The translations were from the old Gaelic fold-legends
and poetry. In connection with these, special mention should
be made of the work of Douglas Hyde. Among all the individual
contributions to tine mosaic of the movement there was none more
important than his. By his organization of the Gaelic League
he gave an impetus to the return to Irish sources, and the
Gaelic literature found at the original source served as the
j
fountain of youth where the writers could regain the vigor
|
lost in the effete a. e of literature. xxe also gave back to
I
the nation the folk-lore, or which the gradual loss of the
native language was portending extermination. He did this
in the form of translations.
Of the creative literary work of the Revival, Andrew
|
Malone has made a terse summary: "The Irish Literary Movement
j
began with poetry, developed into drama, and has nov/, apparent-
i ly, settled down to novels." (1)
The poetry which marked the first sta e of the movement,
jhas had several different trends. The most distinctive of
j these is the tendency toward use of legendary materials. One
'of the important facets of the poetry movement has been that
(
1
) Andrew E. Malone, The Irish Drama, p. 122

planed by the mystics, of whom George ... Russell was the
leader. Another is the poetry of Padraic Colum and others
who sing of the life of the peasant as seen through the eyes
of the peasant himself. there is also poetry like that of
Lionel Johnson and Katharine Tynan that attempts to interpret
the Catholicism which plays such a significant part in the
lives of the people. The whimsical note is struck by James
Stephens. Finally there is the poetry of symbolism, of which
William Butler ^eats, the greatest of Irish poets, is the chief
exponent
.
'-‘-'he second stage in the movement which was that of the
development of drama may be said to have begun in 1894 when
Yeats, havin seen his Land of the Heart 1 s Desi re produced,
was inspired with a vision of an Irish theatre of uncommercial
drama. Sharing his dream with his friend, Reward Hartyn,
Yeats found the latter ready and eager to cooperate in the
realization of his pet ambition. Together they persuaded Har-
tyn 1 s cousin, George Idoore, to lend his support to the project.
Lady Gregory and other writers joined them arm in the 1899
the Irish Literary Theatre was established. The group was
united in the desire to give Ireland a national theatre, but
beyond that came division in purpose. Yeats wanted a theatre
of poetic drama based on national legendary material. Yartyn
and ' oore, accepting Ibsen as their master, wanted to produce
the social and psychological drama.

A survey of the repertory of the Abbey Theatre will show
that still gre ter diversity in aims followed. »<e find repre-
sented there oetic drama, folk-drama, social rama, force,
phantasy, symbolism, and finally, dominating all else, realist:
oram.a . As Lalone comments, "hot one of the founders desired
a realistic theatre, or a realistic, drama, but only a few
years were destined to pass ere the Irish Theatre had ceased
to be definitely, and defiantly, literary, and had passed into
the hands of the re. lists.” (1)
The third stage of the movement was marked by the emer-
gence into popularity of prose fiction. Although the Irish
have always been famous as story-tellers, the conventional
form of the novel s e en Q to have had until recently but a lim-
ited attraction for them. Tar r ic -Colum s a\ s
;
”It seems to
me that the discovery for the present generation is the novel
and the short story, and that the Irish writers will begin to
reveal Ireland in the narrative.” (2)
In the development of the novel of the Renaissance,
realism has been the strongest tendency. To be sure, we have
in I oorels The Lake a masterpiece of psychological analysis,
and in the work of Dunsany and Stephens fantasy and whimsy,
and in James Joyce naturalism and expressionism. nevertheless,
the main current of Irish prose fiction is realism.
A picture of the present state of literature in Ireland
(1) Andrew S. h alone, The Irish Drarsa, p. 174.
(2) Padraic Colum, The Nation, Oct.” 10, 1925, p. 369,

may be drawn from excerpts taken from Sean O’faolain’s article,
Irish Letters Today and Tomorrow:
"Is it any wonder that the Celtic Twilight s
become an annoyance? That Joyce reads like Isaiah?
That 0 ' .laherty . has taken to writing his reminis-
cences, or, so rumor has It, a novel about the
famine of 1847. That; Mr. Yeats hould have to be-
wail that no Irish plays are being sent to the Abbey
now, and that we all feel that the Abbey is moribund
-
for the drama is of all arts, the most communal and,
where the commune is a puzzle how can the dramatist
depict It? Is It surprising that O'Casey should
have turned from realism to a form of exp: essionism
and have exchanged the Dublin slums for Hyde Park?
(He probably knows that world, by now, even better
that he could possibly know his own world with all
the changes it has undergone since his exile.) The
Ireland of today is a muddy sea and few would care
to dive into it .
"What follows must be obvious. Realism is doomed,
and the swing back to romance, fantasy, poetry, is in-
evitable. -‘•he modern Irish writer is reorientated
into himself, for there alone In his own dark cave of
self can he hope to find certainty of reality. And
beiu_
,
perforce, divided by his interest in life and
his retirement into self, he must be forever seeking
like Yeats who has lived long enough to see all these
chahges one by one a solution to the antinomies
’Ithin him, a possession of his ego, a Unity of .eing.
In that searci I feel that Irish literature will deep-
en considerably, and no English critic can any longer
say, 'We are growing rather weary of the Irish scene’
-
for the exploration of the Irish scene is done with
for the time being, certain to be replaced by a subjec-
tive, intellectual art, possibly of formal beauty, pos-
sibly of fantastic colour, possibly of a fiery equality
in which reality will become melted Into strange shapes,
shapes." (1)
On the truth of this prophecy concerning the future of
Ireland’s literatsire, the future must pass judgment.
(1) Sean C’Faolain, The fortnight ly, I ept . 193o, p. 367.

THE MANIFESTO OF THE RENAISSANCE
Since Standish O'Grady is generally referred to as The
Father of the Irish Renaissance, and his Introduction of the
Bardic History of Ireland Is frequently called the manifesto
of the movement, it is fitting that an investigation of any
phase of the movement should begin with him.
Up to his twenty-fourth year, 0 f Grady tells us, he had
heard nothing of Irish history and legend. Then an event oc-
curred that was to change the complexion of contemporary Irish
literature. While visiting in the west of Ireland in 1870,
he was forced because of rain to stay indoors one day and so
spent his time looking over the books in the library. By
chance, he picked uo O’Halloran's History of Ireland, which
went back to an age when Greece was still in the cradle. His
reaction to his reading and the subsequent results of it he
tells in an autobiographical account that appeared in the
literary supplement of The Irish Homestead in 1399:
f,
I was greatly interested, perhaps excited.
'How, ' I thought, 'was all this interesting history
of my country never brought before my notice by any
one?' None of the pastors or masters had ever uttered
a hi it
.
"Returning to Dublin, and with a determination
to learn more of this fascinating subject, I found
my way -how I don't know- to the Royal Irish Academy,
where Mr. MacSweeney, the librarian, was very kindly
and helpful to me in my Irish studies Then, and
how I again forget - probably through the advice of
Mr. McSweeny, I lighted on 0’ Curry’s 'Manners and
Customs of the Ancient Irish’ and his 'MSS. Materials
of Irish History. ’ Here, owing to the numerous and

often lengthened quotations in which he indulged,
I was introduced for the first time, to the wonder-
world of Irish heroic and romantic literature. That,
indeed, was a revelation." (1)
O'Grady then went into the ancient literature itself and,
he tells us, was greatly impressed by the story of Cuculain's
heroic defense of Ulster against the forces of the rest of
Ireland. It was this story, simmering in his imagination,
that was responsible for his writing eventually The History
of Ireland : Heroic Peri od .
Such was the real beginning of the Irish Literary Re-
naissance. In 1878 The History of Ireland: Heroic Period
* " * 1 11 L * • 1
was published; in 1880 appeared the concluding volume, which
had as its sub-title Cuculain and Hi s Contemporari e
s
. In
j
these two volumes, O'Grady rescues from oblivion the literary
treasures of' heroic Ireland and collected the materials out
of which was to be created a new national Irish literature.
The fire of the poetic imagination with which the bardic
stories o^ Ancient Ireland were treated attracted the literary
genius of the country to the themes found in this hitherto
[unclaimed heritage.
It was the introduction of The Bardic History of Ireland
,
however, that sounded the assembly for the movement. In this
introduction, O'Grady first points out how rich the country
is in legendary materials. He goes on to tell that not even
Christianity, which they received with great enthusiasm,
—
(l) Standish O'Grady, Sele ted Essays and Passages
, pp. 3-4-
I
7
f ' >{. f •
•
destroyed the traditions of the old heroic age. Nor did the
attempted conquests o^ the country dissipate them. He follows
this implication of patriotism by an indirect appeal to pride
in the nation’s past. He reminds the reader that the indige-
nous history of the neighboring nations commences with the
Christian ages while that of Ireland goes back to the pre-
Christian; that the Irish bards, unlike those of Gaul, Britain,
and Germany, had passed on to the monks and other mediaeval
scholars, a great mass of mingled history, tradition, and
mythology, which the scholars accepted and to a certain ex-
tent verified.
He impresses on the reader the idea that connected with
the ancient history of Ireland there is an immense mass of
literature of an imaginative nature. The importance of this
literature he stresses with the statement that it attracts
profound attention and arouses deep feelings. ’’Even within
the limits of the historical period it is the imaginative
treatment of persons and events which the strongest hold upon
the world.’’ (1)
After having thus sharpened the reader’s interest in the
literature of antiquity, 0’ Grady strikes the keynote of the
Renaissance; ”1 would also add when I consider the extra-
ordinary stimulus which the perusal of that literature gives
to the imagination, even in centuries like these, and its
(1) Standish O’Grady, Selected Essays and Passages
, p. 42.
«, te 1'" lse,V v; - “3
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wealth, of elevated and intensely human characters that, as I
anticipate, with the revival of Irish literary energy and ihe
return of Irish self-esteem, the artistic craftsmen of the
future will find therein, and in unfailing abundance, the
material of persons and sentiments 'it for the highest pur-
poses oi1 epic and dramatic literature and of art, pictorial
and sculptural." (lj Such is the manifesto of the Irish
Literary Renaissance.
(l) Standish O’G-rady,
_
,
.
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DOUGLAS HYDE—THE ARCHITECT OP I ' 33 ISH REMIS SA I
r'Q Standi sh 0 1 Qrs 3 r groes credit for issuing man—
?sto of* the Iris! r Iterary T> --'- issance, but it if p Dr.
Douglas T%rde that Tr^lend Is most indebted for tbs ground-
work of nationalise on which the movement r = si Knc fir *
that a great national literature derives its being from a
vital nationality, he collected and brought to + ~ ' movement
the essence of Ireland 1 s oristine character.
the last refuge of Gaelic Ireland, he fathered the
of race memories, communal ideals, and traditions, ’'ousted
nearer and nearer to xte western seaboard—the e^e of the
world. n (l) Out of their orimal vi^or T»oc T, ?f !t ed t’^e
Hf.tior0 ^ ? tv o <-** pyo gp* t_, ' + eT'or”' cstt ? tp 7 <_,rcuT) f a mo i er —
7 e nr* -r miic t ^U-ld ' OT ” t«t r *r» n ' 0 build well.
Be cau s e a kno''"1 pIop o -^ f70 . Uvdf3 * c - g pcmt 1,1 + ^ un^er'
standing? o^ m & ' -v»i sh Literary Rena i r nc * g nd - 1- - 7 - - op ? r r
Qpj[ 1 icism, si 13 summarize 4- ' ~ mosl import? ’' x phs s ^ r
work before discussing the literary criticism of the movem
Hirst, however
,
to shoT” horn moll equipped he is for his
work, r*- shall review some of the facts of his early life.
3orr in County Sligo in 1330, Douglas Hyde escc idant of
tie Hyde illy of County Cork. was a Prot~
estant cler<£»man *n. Uor th Connacht. As .. b^y, Dr. ’"” ,de 'as
7
J j q 0
-
- Poet ~ ud Dreamers t>
,
27

r C 1 CFT
Branch, " they named him, and bv that rp.ma "he is affectionately
known throughout Ireland.
"'bis love for the Irish Ianm.a P’s and ^or the lit ere tore
and race traditions it clothes, Hyde + o^k with bin when be
went to Trinity College, Dublin. There be made a brilliant
scholastic record, gaining first honore in German ~nd Trench,
and w inninp* first orize in Celtic and Its lien and gold medals
in modern literature
,
i n En^li sb '"•omoosi +.ion, in histor,r
,
in
qt-o+otv,
" nd in Celt i c litera + ure.
’rT
° tow]k the
Interim Professor of Modern Languages in the State University
of Hew Brunswick. Soon, however, be returned to Connacht and
settled down to bis life work.
All Dr. Hyde's work has been centered around bis aim of
d e -Ang1 i c i z ing Ireland. Tbe methods by which he lamed to
achieve this end "'ere tbe restoring of tbe Gaelic lencuare,
tne stirring of the oeools’s oride in their nation by reveal-
ing >er cultural e chievements the oast, °nc the r evivinv
of ancient "*da r Is throw cf' +Ti° ap d ium of + "'"'0 ana t ent literature
in wh:‘ch the’/ me reflected.
In-. H^ rde ' s central a n'm can be best exole.ine^ b',r nuotinv
and in 1887 thr + o^ LT..D, In 1891 he became

^ron the lecture he delivered before the Irish Hat i one. 1 liter
arv SoeietTr in Dublin, November 75, 189°
,
on the subject,
The Necessity for Ee -Anglic is ing the Iri
s
h ration .
"Then we speak of ’The Necessity for be-Anglicising the
Irish Fation, 1 we mean it, not as a protest against
imitating what Ls best in the English people, ^or
that would be absurd, but rather to show the folly
of neglecting what is Irish, and hastening to adopt,
pellmeli, and indiscriminately, everything thrt is
English, simply because it is Engl" sh. 1)
It seems to him most il Logical that men who ’"rofess to
hate England should drop their own language to sneak the Eng-
lish language and read English books while they know noth ing
about Gaelic literature. To the question, why should we wish
to make Ireland more Celtic than it is, he offers the follow-
ing reason:
"I answer because the Irish race is a" present in a
most anomalous position, imitating England and : ret
apparently hating it. How can it produce anything
good in literature, art, or institutions as long as
it is actuated by motives so contradictory?"(2)
Hyde goes on to stir the sense of national pride in his
hearers b: r reminding them of the cultural d ebt that the rest
of Eu.rore owes to ancient Ireland. TTe tells that until the
nineteenth, century even the Irish peasantry —re 12 to a
a in ex ent cultured men while the m^re prosperous ones were
in many instances scholars and poets. r/her ever in Ireland
the native language continued he sucker, the ancient manu-
(l.) Douglas Hvd©* The Revival o^ Ir ? - Literature, n,
(2.) Ibid.
,
p. 121.
117 .
•rfr-
scripts were read, the ancient epics were told, and poetry
j
and music held sway Now Ireland is losing its
and more anglicized.
native culture
;
Dr. Hyde ends his speech with an exhortation, in which he
j
expresses the purpose to which he has dedicated his entire
; life.
"In conclusion, I would earnestly appeal to everyone
,
whether Unionist of Nationalist who wishes to see the
Irish nation produce its best--and surely whatever our
politics are we all wish that— to set his face against
this constant running to iingland for our boohs, liter-
ature, music
,
games, fashions, and ideas. I appeal to
everyone whatever his ooiitics--for this is no polit-
ical matter— to do his best to help the Irish race to
develop in the future upon Irish lines, even at the
risk of encouraging national aspirations, because upon
Irish lines alone can the Irish race once more become
what it was of yore—one of the most original, artistic,
literary, ana charming peoples of Nurope." (1)
Jr. Hyde’s work for the preservation of the Irish lan-
guage has been done in connection with the Gaelic League,
jin 18S3 he was elected president of this organization, which
was founded by a few people, who realized that if the- Irish
language were to be saved, it must be taught as a living lan-
guage for the learning of which a desire must be created.
This, they realized, could be done only by the awakening of
racial pride.
Dr. Hyde attempted to awaken this pride by writing The
Story of Sarly Gaelic Literature
,
which he published in 1895,
1. Douglas iyde, The Nevival of Irish Literature
, p. 11.
I
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-
.
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and by showing in this work the importance of the literary
achievement of ancient Ireland. He furthered this work of
stimulating the national pride of the people by his trans-
lations. The Love Songs of Connacht had been published with
an English translation in 1893. This was a collection of
songs the strains of which had been running in his memory
since his youth when he had first heard them sung by the
people who had inherited them and their burden of love, de-
spair, hope, and joy from generations long passed. With the
Religious Songs of Connacht
.
Dr. Hyde continued his labors,
and then with the poems of the blind singer, Raftery, and
more folk-tales. Meanwhile, the attention of the Irish people
had been caught by the light that was being focused on the
ancient Irish tradition. Into the ears now turned toward him,
Hyde poured his plea that the Irish language should not be
allowed to die. In 1899, he published the first complete lit-
erary history of Ireland.
The first fresh shoots of the seed sown by the leaders of
the Revival were now appearing. Yet Hyde did not feel that
his work was done. This meant to him merely an encouragement
to even greater effort. In an endeavor to reach the great
masses of the people, he now turned his attention to the writ-
ing of Irish plays. Dramas such as fln Tinnce-r agus an t-
Sidheog ( The Tinker and the Fairy ) , An Posadh ( The Marriage )
,
and An Noah ar Iarraidh (The Lost Saint) stirred audiences, to

whom a play in Irish was a new art form.
As has been said. Dr. Hyde has been actuated in his work
; by a desire not only to restore the Irish language and to stir
the people's pride in their past but also to revive the old
ideals found in the ancient literature. Regarding a trans-
lation in The Religious Songs of Connacht , he says: "I give a
portion of this poem because it is one which throws much light
upon the minds and mode of thought of the greater number of
I Irish at that time."(l) This may be said of all his literary
work, for every poem and play sshows some aspect of the Irish
mind. Prom them we get a composite picture of the true charac-
ter of Ireland with its native traits, its idealism and ideol-
ogy. It is important that we should have this picture in mind
because it was an important influence on the theories and work
of the early part of the Literary Renaissance.
In the poem, I_ Thought It Lonesome
,
the harmony between
man and nature is depicted in such lines as
"The loud sounding of the waves
Bating against the shore.
Their vast, rough, heavy outcry.
Oh, there was loneliness with me!"
The loneliness expressed here is part of the sorrow that under-
lies most Irish songs, even those of mirth. As Dr. Hyde says,
"The life of the paels is so pitiable, so dark and sad
and sorrowful, and they are so broken, bruised, and
beaten down in their own land and country that their
talents and ingenuity find no place for themselves,
(1) Douglas Hyde, The Necessity for De-Angl i c i s ing Ireland
,
p. 55*

II
’’and no way to let themselves out but in exces-
sive foolish mirth, or in keening and lamenta-
tion. We shall see in these poems that follow,
more grief end trouble, more melancholy and
contrition of heart, than of gaiety ©r Mope.” (1)
Yet even in their songs of sorrow there is heard a note
of hope like the one in the following stanza from I_s There A
Change Coming
,
33
’’But from this old, cold, withered tree,
A new plant will grow up;
The old world will die without pity,
But the young world will grow up on its grave.”
The ideals expressed in Hyde's The Love Songs of Con-
nacht are mentioned by Lady Gregory in her discussion of the
love songs of the west coast: "Love of country, tirgradh,
is I think the real passion; and bound up with it are love
of home, of family, love of God.” (2) The passion for country
explains the Irish attitude toward the law, reflected in the
lines
:
”It is with the people I was,
It is not with the law I was.”
The respect which poets commanded in ancient Ireland
and the fear they engendered through their ranns are recalled
I
as in The Twisting of the Rope, Meurya says of Hanrahan: "He’s
a great poet, and maybe he’d make a rann on you that would
stick to you forever, if you were to anger him.” Again in
(1) Douglas Hyde, The Love Hongs of C onn?- cht . p. 3.
(2) Lady Gregory, "Poet s and Dreamer s T P. 60.

The Marriage
,
the miser cries out to the poet: '’Oh, Reftery,
don’t do that. I tasted enough of your ranns just now, and
I don’t want another taste of them.”
Recognizing the religious element as an integral part
of Irish life, Dr. Hyde interprets it with a sympathetic
understanding that has endeared him to his Catholic country-
men. Its many phases are encompassed in his work. Of the
religious poems he says: "But I shall return, I hope, to
these Religious Poems again, because they are very numarous,
precious and readable, and they are, in a way, almost nec-
essary to anyone who may desire to understand the soul of
Connacht.” (1)
The great reverence that Ireland has for her priests
he justifies in telling of the persecution priests and people
suffered together:
"She has not yet Quite forgotten it; and if the priest-
hood of Erin has so good a position, in comparison
with the Roman Catholic priests of other countries,
it is not on account of Celtic blood being in the
people, nor on account of anything else of the sort,
but on account of the comfort, the satisfaction,
the aid, and the continuous help which the poor
people of Erin received from their priests in the
last two centuries when there was no other person
of education to take their part, but they only." (2)
Of the worship of the Virgin Mary, he remarks: "It was
no wonder then, that especially respected and honoured its
(1) Douglas Hyde, The Religious Songs of Connacht
,
p. 393.
(2) Douglas Hyde, The Religious Songs of CLaanacht
,
p. 109.
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(1) Ibid., p. 129.
>35
women, should give itself up particularly to Mary."(l)
His plays, The Marriage
,
The Last Saint t and The Nativ-
ity all embody the simple religious faith of the people.
Through his treatment of this material he has achieved a
comprehensiveness of interpretation that has been approximated
by no other writer of the real Anglo-Irish group.
In an attempt to preserve the spirit of the work he
translates, Dr. Hyde reproduces as nearly as possible the
Irish idioms of the original. In his verse translations, he
tries also to reproduce the vowel-rimes as well as the exact
metres of the originals.
Dr. Hyde started out to try to de-.mglicize Ireland.
His accomplishment far outstripped his initial aim. Tes-
timony of this is given by Lady Gregory as she tells of what
he has done for the Irish Theatre.
"He was one of the vice-presidents of our Society
for a while and we are always grateful to him for
that Twisting of the Rope in which he played with
so much gaiety, ease, and charm. But in founding
the Gaelic League, he had done far more than that
for our work. It was a movement for keeping the
Irish language a spoken one, with, as a chief end,
the preserving of our own nationality. That does
not sound like the beginning of a revolution, yet
it was one. It was the discovery, the disclosure
of the folk-learning, the folk-poetry, the folk-
tradition. Our Theatre was caught into that
current, and it is that current, as I believe,
that has brought it on its triumphant way. It is
chiefly known now as a folk-theatre. It has not
only the gre&t mass of primitive material and
legend to draw on, but it has been made a living
--V 2 e
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"thing by the excitement of that discovery. All
our writers, Mr. Yeats himself, were influenced
by it. Mr. Synge found what he has lacked be-
fore-fable, emotion, style." (1)
Of what Dr. Kyde has done for Irish Literature in general,
Diarmid O'Cobhthaigh says:
"It appears that the Irish literary movement owes
much to Hyde's work for its basic ideas. It also
owes much to him in that his movement for educat-
ing Irishmen in a knowledge of their own country
has prepared an audience for the present genera-
tion of Irish writer." (2)
In epitome, it may be said that from Douglas came the
materials and the pattern for the Literary Revival. Fittingly
may he be termed the architect of the Irish Renaissance, the
.
literary criticism of which we shall now study.
(1) Lady Gregory, Our Irish Theatre
, pp. 76--77
(2) Diarmid O'Cobhthaigh, Douglas Hyde
,
p. HE.
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STOPFGRD A. BROOKE
The criticism of Stopford A. Brooke is, in the main, his-
torical and interpretative rather than judicial. Scattered
through his works, nevertheless, we find theoretical oits,
which, when pieced together, indicate the trend of his liter-
ary opinions. His ideas concerning the Irish Revival, however,
are given very definite expression in his address, The Need
and Use of Getting Irish Literature into the English Tongue .
Brooke states that there are two great subjects of poetry:
the natural world and human nature. Where poetry is at its
best, the two are found mingled.
"Human nature is first in poetry, and Nature second,
but they must be together, if the poetry is to be
great and passionate, simple and perceptive, imagina-
tive and tender. It is a terrible business for poetry
when it is wholly employed on man or wholly employed
on Nature. In either case, the poetry becomes thin,
feeble, unimaginative, incapable of giving impulse
or bringing comfort.” (1)
The poet’s work is to engage the reader's permanent pas-
sions. If he does this, it doesn’t matter a great deal
whether his subject is ancient or modern. Yet he adds:
"No wise critic would ever say that the poet should
not take his subjects from the past, or that the sub-
jects of the past are exhausted. But he would say
that the poet who wrote only of the past, ignoring
the present, would find that after a time his poetic
enthusiasm would lessen and finally die away; or that
he would be forced to introduce, probably unconsciously,
modern feeling or a modern atmosphere into his record
of the ancient subjects; or, at least, that he would
bring the subjects nearer to us by mediaevalising
(1) Stopford ii . Brooke, Naturalism in English Poetry ,p, 27.
cf
-
<r
.
.
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r
r
\them, as Morris did the Greek tales." (1)
To deal with only a limited section of mankind is unintel-
i ligent. Poetry must feel the pulse of mankind in general. Only
in this way can it achieve its purpose which is "to find and, if
possible, to express the eternal, the infinite, the primaeval
Sand universal elements in human nature, the ideas underneath
all philosophies, the passions whose forms are as numberless
and as varied as the leaves of all the forests of all the uni-
|| verse.'
1
(2) Because it is the office of poetry to reveal what
| is infinite and perfect, it falls below its task when it en-
gages in satire, which pictures the imperfect. The predominance
/of satirical poetrv is a sign of decadence. It is also his be-
'lief that the highest poetry appeals to the multitude.
-’ome of the virtues of literature that he mentions are im-
agination, emotion, simplicity, naturalness, sincerity, conti-
inuity, impartiality, and individuality. Human emotion he con-
j
aiders the highest and most inspiring passion which can thrill
a poet. It is more important than philosophy.
"Men feel themselves expressed, sympathised with, and
empowered by the noble representation of their trouble
,
: and send back to the poet their gratitude and sympathy,
till he, conscious of their affection, is himself up-
lifted and inspired. 1hen his poetic power, fed by human
love, increases. full emotion, a wider thought, a
knowledge of life, deepened by imagination into something
far more true than any intellectual philosophy of life
can give, --fill his verse with the unsought^ for
,
reveal-
ing phrases, which seem to express, with strange simplic-
ity, the primary thoughts of Being, to speak from the
secret place where the laws of the universe abide." (3)
The absence of simplicity in a work of literature is al-
gtopford A. Brooke, Four Victorian Poets, pp. 102-103
Stopford A. Brooke, Naturalism in English Poetry, p.18
'Stopford Brooke, Four V 1 fetorlan PoetsT 65^
..
.
. , ,
.
.
ways a cause of grievance to him . Even against Paradise Lost
he has a complaint of this nature: "It has its faults. It is
often, not only needlessly, but as it were of set purpose, in-
volved." (1) He complains, too, of the surprises in the style
of Pater's writing:
"They weigh down the style, do not animate it, and
there is an oddity in them which excludes simplicity,
and this is a great mistake." (2) "Many lyric poets
lose the natural simplicity of the lyric by over-
ornament. They make their poem flamboyant; adorn it
from the outside, like some Renaissance palaces, with
garlands of thoughts and emotions which have no clear
relation to the subject, and which destroy its pro-
portion. The reason of that is that the original im-
pulse has either not been intense enough, or that as
he writes the poet has ~ r,own chili . When the passion
is intense enough, it burns up the needless, it attains
simplicity. There is nothing so simple in the world
as pure passion; not only of love, but of hate and
hope and melancholy, despair and jealousy and joy.
^ny one of these, at white heat, becomes simple. The
too much, either in ornament or thought cannot live
in passion." (3)
Brooke has a strong admiration for naturalness and sin-
cerity. Naturalness is, he believes, Burns's greatest power.
At the same time, he is aware that naturalness and sincerity
do not make a poet
. He must have the natural gift of imagina-
tion
.
Brooke's position in the controversy concerning the use of
literature as a vehicle for propaganda may be judged by a
remark he makes about Shakespeare: "He records things as they
are, and in the -uarrel seems to take no sides. This is the
(1) -Stopford A. Brooke, iton p. 6
5
(2) Stopford Brooke, Lif e and Lette rs of Stopford Brooke
.
Vol . II. P, 671
'
(3) Stopford A. Brooke, Studies in Poetry , p. 143

proper position of a great dramatist." (1)
The critical theories of Brooke which were of most im-
portance in the Irish Revival were those expressed in the ad-
dress he delivered at the inaugural meeting of the Irish Lit-
erary Society in London. The following are some of the ideas
expressed. It is important that a nation should guard its
distinctive nationality. The best way for Ireland to do this
is to preserve the ancient Irish literature. Since, unfortu-
nately, the Irish tongue is perishing, this literature must be
put into English. "Translation, then, is our business. We
wish to get the ancient Irish literature well and stately
afloat on the world-wide ocean of the English language, so
that it may be known and loved wherever the English language
goes." (2)
The first thing to do is to get the best forms of the
ancient stories and poems into accurate translations that will
be at the same time literature. The second thing is to take
the various cycles of Irish tales and to group each around a
central figure, giving to each a dominant human interest.
"I want, in fact, the writer to recreate each cycle in
his own mind into a clearly constructed whole, having
an end to which the beginn^nc looks forward, and to
promote which every episode is used. This single web
of a quasi-epic narrative ought to be put into a
form and written in language fitted for the reading of
our ovm time, but preserving the ancientry of the story.
(1) Btopford . Brooke, Ten Nore Flays of Shakespeare > P*63*
(2) Stopford A. Brooke, The Need and Use of Getting Irish
Literature into the English tongue
,
p. 26.
-•-
"The books ought to be done in prose, and the way in
which Malory treated the various Arthurian tales is
a good example of what I mean." (1
The third step is to use the episode of these tales as subjects
j
for short poems in English.
In doing this, the poet will have to retain part of the
original exaggeration of color and ornament, of war and love.
He will have to represent the supernatural world, the sympa-
thy with nature, the emotion found therein. Those who have
done best in this kind of work have invented new English
rhythms that, are to a certain extent in harmony with the sub-
tlety and variety of the Irish metres. If a collection were
made of the work which has been done in this field, it would
stimulate the young poets of Ireland to follow the example set
for them.
a fourth step is the collecting and editing of the old
Irish folktales which show the imagination of the Irish people.
i o do this-- to show to the world the beautiful things his
country has done is a patriot’s work. Then the influence of
Irish romance will extend beyond Ireland as it has done in the
past. The qualities of Irish literature ar. a love of color,
a love of Nature for her own sake, a wildness in sorrow and a
triumph in joy, a weird supernaturalism, a sad and fiery am-
orousness, an excessive individuality, an excessive national-
ality and a fierceness of satire.
( 1.) Stopford A . Brooke, The Need andUse of Getting Irish
Li t eratur .. into the English Tongue
, p. 31-32

If great poets are to arise in Ireland, there must be a
profound study of the great models in classic and modern poet-
ry. The poets must not be content with careless work. It is
also necessary that they avoid in their poetry a nationalistic
aggressiveness while retaining a national spirit. They must be
alive to the universal interests and passions of humanitv. "No
poetry is really great till it appeals, beyond its national
home / to the universal human heart. "(1)
In his book on Naturalism in English Poetry, Brooke ex-
plains that Naturalism is a movement which has for one of its
foundations an interest in human life over all the earth, in
human nature as human nature
.
"It began, in fact, to get hack to the natural Im-
pulse of man towards his own progress, towards the
Illimitable which the nature of man presages; to sail
to unfolding horizons--to have, to cherish, to wish
to express man's passion for development. It escaped
from London into the world, from artificial into nat-
ural thinking on the subject of mankind.
And along with this outlook to the future of man in
which fresh life was hoped for, there was also, and
concordant with It, a reversion to the past when life
was natural, when convention scarcely existed, when
the artificial was all but unknown, and men spoke,
wrote, acted and thought out of the impulse passion
of the moment.' 1 (2)
Stopf'ord Brooke's criticism is a compendium of the gen-
eral initial trends of the Irish Literary Renaissance. Like the
other early writers of the movement, he feels that Ireland, in
order to save her distinctive nationality, must preserve
(1) Stopford Brooke, The Need and Use o f Getting Irish
Literature into the English Tongue
, p. 66.
(2) Stopford JErooke^. Naturalism in English Poetry, n. 21.
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her ancient literature. Yet the writer's interest in the past
must not overshadow his interest in the present. Likewise,
he should not allow his nationalism to narrow his perspective,
which should he of mankind in general. In short, he should
express the eternal and the universal. Two subjects await the
poet, the natural world and human nature, but he must not deal
with one to the exclusion of the other. Most important to him
is human emotion. Important, however, as human passions may
be to him, he must maintain an attitude of impartiality. His
work must be free from propaganda. At the same time, it must
express his individuality. It must be marked by simplicity.
Brooke's criticism, like the general run of the criticism of
the Irish Renaissance, is a combination of Romantic is- with
Classic checks and balances.
..
e
WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS
Of the literary critics of the Revival, the most out-
standing in the department of poetry is Yilliam Butler ':reats,
whose literary career was crowned in 1923 when he was awarded
the Nobel Prize. To assure ourselves of a thorough knowledge
of his theories we shall acquaint ourselves first with some
of the early circumstances of his life because in them were
the influences that molded his literary tastes and opinions.
In the case of no other Irish writer are these influences so
directly traceable. There is a definite relationship between
certain conditions of Yeats’s life and his theories concerning
imagination, passionate types, romance, truth, beauty, emotion
intensity, aristocracy of art, symbolism, mysticism, mediaeval
ism, and literary style.
First among the influences that .gave an imaginative cast
to his work and to the theories concerning his work was Sligo,
the county in the western part of Ireland where he spent much
of his boyhood. Of the influence of Sligo, on Yeats, L. Paul
Dubois has written;
"Entre le climat et l’homme, nulle part le lien n’est
plus fort. Oe n’est pas ici la rigueur glacse du Lord,
qui tend nerfs et muscles, durcit les coeurs et parfois
affole les arnes. C’est, daws le Lord, le Midi, doux
et mou, portant a la contemplation, a la fantaisie et
a l’inertie. Rudes sont les tempetes, mais comme
l’epreuve s’oublie vite des que la nature deploie a
a nouveau sa magnificence’. Somme on s'explique ici la
..
,
.
,
. c
rnobilite mercurielle des caracteres, cette emotivite
impulsive et cette outrance dans Inspiration
spirituelle 1 C’est une terre de reve, ou
1
’ imagination est maitresse. Si la pierre figure
la duret& du monde, la mer par-le de l’inconnu, de
1' inf ini. Sous le del pale et la brume languissante
qui estompe tous les contours, la realit^ se .dole un
mirage, et le mirage une realite. Les choses meties
sont-elles, —Tout n’est qu ’hallucination, fant-
asmagorie, chimere. La nature changeante et fuyante
s ’efface devant les visions et voic$ parfois que
semblent s'ouvrir aux regards des mondes incoanus
cornme, ceux que les vieux Celtes voyaient surgir
ce L’ Ocean. Idealisme, symbolisme, rr.yst cisme ont
ici leur partie d’ election; c’est celle de M. Yeats,
et c’est Sligo qui a donne son caractere a sa poesie.
( 1 )
ii
Sligo did much for the poet. She fertilized his
imagination with her folk-stories. He tells us that he
heard so many, stories from the sailors along the wharf or on
the little steamer that ran between Sligo and Rosses n that
the world seemed full of monsters and marvels . 11 ( 2 ) But it
was through his cousins, the Middletons, that he first be-
came interested in country stories. The Middletons with
whom the boy spent much of his time when in Sligo were
apparently a very democratic family, for, according to Yeats
they were always in and out of the tenants' cottages. It
was in these cottages that the poet heard his first fairy
stories, and the first seed was sown for Land of the Heart 1 s
Desire
.
The Middleton's home must have been a delightful
place to a boy of strong imagination. It hao been a
smuggler's house a hundred years before, and, the poet tells
us, sometimes at
(1)L. Paul Dubois, Revue des Deux Mondes, Oct. 1, 1S29.
(2-)_hiLliam BnjLLe.r.JYext s Aufobhographies, p
.
.
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sundown some dead smuggler would come to the window and give an
accustomed signal of three raps. And, he goes on to say, one
of the Middletons had second sight.
Outstripping the Middletons in interest was his maternal
grandfather. Grandfather Pollexfen did more than stir the hoy’s
imagination. He gave the poet the prototype for Cuchulain and
his other heroic characters. Of his Yeats says: ’’Even today
when I read King Lear, his image is always before me and I often!
wonder if the delight in passionate men in my plays and in my
poetry is more than his memory. "(1)
It was Sligo and the Pollexfens that stimulated Yeats’s
interest in romance. Of their influence Katharine Tynan says in
her Memories: ”1 am sure that Sligo and the Pollexfens’ ships,
and the wharves and quays and tarry ropes and warehouses, all
contributed largely to the shaping of W. B. Yeats. The Pollex-
fens and romance were synonymous in the minds of the Yeats boys
and girls as they grew.” (2)
The strongest influence on the boy during his plastic years
was that of his father. To it can be traced many of Yeats’s
romantic tendencies. His father first read poetry to him when
he was eight or nine years old. The works chosen were food for
romantic tendencies-
-
The Lay of the Last Minst rel
,
Ivanhoe
,
and
:{L> Willi Butler Yeats, Aut ob i ograph! e
s
,
. 10.
'2) Katharine Tynan, Memories
,
p. 276.
.V
.
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The La;;rp of Ancient Rome. The boy was about fifteen when his
father told, him about Rossetti, and Blake, and gave him their
poetry to read. The impression they made was lasting.
In his striving after truth Yeats shows himself to be his
father's son. To understand the sincerity of the poet's work,
one need only hear the following anecdote. On one occasion whil< :
in school at Harcourt Street, the boy, then fifteen, was asked
to write an essay on "Men may rise on stepping- stories of their
dead selves to higher things." The assignment stirred the
father to eloquent indignation. "That is the way," he said,
"boys are made insincere and false to themselves. Ideals make
the blood thin, and take the human nature out of people. "(1)
The subject was then changed to the lines, "To t line own self be
true, and it must follow as the night the day thou canst not
then be false to any man." The father was always praising the
mother to the boy and his sister because she pretended to nothin?;
she did not feel. This same accent on sincerity and truth is
found in a letter written years later by the father to the son
in which he says: "I would add that I think Tolstoi turned away
from the educated man and the people of culture to associate
with the peasant because he found in the latter the passion for
truth which is the soul and the body of poetry. "(2)
One of the artist's most emphatic convictions was that the
(1.) William Butler Yeats, Autobiographies, pp. 71-72.
(2) iiiSra Pound, Passages from the Lett ers of John Butler Yeats ,
p. 23.

emotions were more important than the intellect, that all
valuable education was but a stimulating of the emotions. Years
after the artist had engaged in a controversy on this subject
with his friend, Edward Dowden, his son angered Lionel Johnson
by talking as if art existed for emotion only.
Yeats’s attitude of literary aristocracy was fostered by
his father, who in a letter wrote to him: "Genius is fundament-
ally odd and men hate the exceptional. " (1) On another occasion
he wrote to his son: ’’The artist must always be an aristocrat
and disdain the street. "(2)
Yeats’ heritage from his mother was the passion for the
intensity that he demands in poetry. She was a woman who ’’read
no books but she and the fisherman’s wife would tell each other
stories that Homer might have told, pleased with any moment of
sudden intensity and laughing together over any point of satire.
She had always, my father would say, intensity and that
was his chief word of praise.” (3)
Art school, which he attended in Dublin, made a strong
imprint on the youn
v
man. Here was formulated his fundamental
aesthetic principle, upon which he ba.c ed all his literary work.
"In my heart I though that only beautiful things should be
painted and that only ancient things and the stuff of dreams
1) Ezra Pound, Passa es from the Letters of John B tier Yeats,
p. 47.
2)
.
Ibid, p. 50.
3.) William Butler Yeats, Autobiographies , pp. 75-76.
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were beautiful ."( 1)
Yeats's theories regarding mysticism had their origin in his
study of psychical research and mystical philosophy. This study
had as its incentive a discussion heard at the house of Professo:
Dowden of A. P. Sinnett's Esoteric Buddhism and The Occult
World, which books he later read and recommended to Charles
Johnston, who interested a group in the forming of the Hermetic
Society in 1885. A Brahmin philosopher was persuaded to come
from London to talk to the roup. The impression he made may
be judged by the comment, "It was my first meeting with a
philosophy that confirmed my va ue speculations and seemed at
once logical and boundless. Consciousness, he taught, does not
merely spread out its surface but has, in vision and contempla-
tion, another motion and can change in height and depth." (2)
Yeats's interest in mysticism was stimulated by his contacts
with George Russell and Edwin Ellis. With the latter he worked
for four years on the Prophetic Books of William Blake. Of
Ellis, Yeats remarks that his mind was constantly upon the edge
of a trance.
Part of the responsibility for Yeats's leaning toward
mediaevalism must be borne by William Morris. Yeats attended
the Sunday evening deba.es by the Socialist League at Morris's
house in Hammersmith and was one of the little group invited
1) William Butler Yeats, Autobiographies, op. 92-93.
2)
. Ibid, pp. 113-114.

to supper there afterwards. The impression made on him by
Morris may he judged by the statement:
" nor had Morris written as yet those prose romances
that became after his death so great a joy that they
were the only books I was ever to read slowly that I
might not come too quickly to the end Today I
do not set his poetry very high, but for an odd altogether
wonderful line or thought; and yet, if some angel of-
fered me the choice, I would choose to live his life,
poetry and all, rather than my own or any other man’s.
Again he mentions the influence of Morris when, in speaking of
Coole House, he says:
"Wondering at myself, 1 remember that when I first saw
that house I was so full of the mediaeval! sm of
William Morris that I did not like the ^ld frames,
some deep and full or ornament, round the pictures in
the drawing room. Years were to pass before I came to
understand the earlier nineteenth and later eight-
eenth century, and to love that house more than all
other hous es . "
(
2 )
Several influences are accountable for Yeats’s absorption
in literary style. In the first place, we know that When he
stuch in in Dublin, he travelled to the city daily with his
father, having breakfast in the artist’s studio at v. ich his
father read passages from the poets. How much the artist was
interested in style can he estimated from what the poet tells
us of the morning readings. The passages his father selected
were those in which the poet was heard in his most passionate
moment. He wanted to feel an actual man behind. any noetic
[
1 ) William Butler Yeats, Dramatic Personae , p. 7.
(2) William Butler Yeat r , Autohiogra hies, pp. 174-175.

passage. In his opinion Keats was a greater poet than Shelley
because he was not so abstract. Yet he read Keats very little,
for he did not care for poetry that has cone under the influence
of poetry. lie insisted that all should be an indealization of
speech at some moment of passionate action or somnambulis tic
reverie. The discussions that followed these readings were
never of the story but always of the style.
Yeats’s association with the members of The Rhymers ' Club,
which he helped found, undoubtedly was another influence on his
theories of style. The members were John Davidson, Ernest
Dows on, Edwin Ellis, Herbert Horne, Seiwyn Image
,
Lionel Johnson
Richard le Galliene, Victor Plarr, Ernest Radford, Ernest Rhys,
Arthur Symons
,
John Todhunter, and William Watson. Occasionally
Oscar Wilde attended the meetings. Of these writers, Yeats says
"The one conviction shared by all the younger men, but
urine ipally by Johnson and Horne, who imposed their per-
sonalities upon us, was an opposition to all ideas,
all generalizations that can be explained and debated.
Symons
,
fre.sl , from Paris, would sometimes say, ’We
concerned with nothinCJ but impressions,’ but that it-
self was a generalization and met cut stony silence. "(1)
According to Yeats, Rossetti was a subconcious influence on the
group, perhaps the greatest of all, but it was to Pater that
they turned deliberately for their pjbilose hy.
"Poetry was a tradition like reli gion and liable to
corruption., and it seemed that they could best restore
it bp writing lyrics technically perfect, their emotions
pitched high, and as Pater offered instead of moral
earnestness life lived as ’a pure gem-like flame’ they
(1) William Butler Yeats, A tob i o raphi e
s
,
p. 206.

a._l accepted him for m s ter . ” f i)
.
How much hi s -tylistic theories owe to the passages which
Lrthur Symons re d. to him from !.!• 11 rme is stilx a uesjticnto
YYats. Symons, he tells us,
/H s k ! ng those tr-c nsl< o' ns fron M 11 m ne c nd frcra
Verlaine, fro -i Calderl >n, from St. John of the Cross,
which art the most accomplished wmtricsl transl- ti ns
f our t-n.e, nd I thi rue that those fr -m. 'la11 a rme may
ll’ ve given el- bore te for i to my verse.: of those years,
to the 1: ttc r o lems of The Wind a none; the Feeds . to
The S h : dov.j Y.Yt c _ ^ > idle Villiers de L f T.:le .idem h d
she ped wh tever i i my . >. ^alche c ? ter } lot
shaped .
" (2)
The results of these influences nay be ooserved in Yeats’s
[Literary theories, which follow. He shall consider these theories
jin the following groupings: his purpose i; \rit:ng, his concep-
tion of the Celtic movement, his aristocratic view of literature,
lis ideas on subject matter, his specifically romantic bell is,
lis styl
‘ stic opinions, his liter ry definitions, nd his etti-
.ide toward imitation.
In disc is sing the purposes of his work, Yeats soys: ”T
hoove desired, lake every artist, to create a little world, out of
;he beautiful, pleasant, and significant things )f this marred
iind clumsy world, and to show in o vision something of the face
of Ireland to i ny of my own people who v ould look where I bid
;hem.”(o) He wants his work to mean something to vigorous end
simple men. His aim is not to educate them but to make them
And erst nd his
) a Lilia: a Butier
-Yeats* /•Utobio^rwoh'? es . n.PPfi
13.) Lilian. Butler Yeats, The Celtic Twilight,
'
p . 1.
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vision. When he and. Katharine Tynan and Lionel Johnson be an
to reform Irish poetry, their thought was
"to keep unbroken the thread running up to Grattan
which John O'Leary had put into our hands, though it
might be our justness to explore new paths of the laby-
rinth. We sought to make a more subtle rhythm, a
more organic form than that of the older Irish poets
who wrote in English, but always to remember certain
ardent ideas and high attitudes of rind which were to
our Imagination the nation itself, so far as a nation
can be summarised in the intellect. "(1
)
They wanted to change anti -English feeling of the Irish people
into a hatred of the vulgarity and materialism from which spring
the worst features of English life.
The purpose back of the National Theatre was to "bring the
imagination and speech of the country, all that poetical
tradition descended from the Fiddle Ages, to the town. "(2) The
plays for presentation were to be, for the most part, remote,
spiritual, and ideal. The dramatist was to write the slay not
for the audience but for himself, for. It is the opinion of
Yeats, the modern theatre has fallen into Its present lowly
state because the writers have considered their audiences rathe]
than their subject. "We must not," he says, "ask is the world
Interested In this or that, for nothing is in question but our
own Interest, and we can understand no other. "(3) '"/hen the
writer has chosen his subject, Yeats believes he should think
of nothing but giving it a form of expression that will please
1) William Butler Yeats, Poetry and Ireland
,
p. 3.
(2)
. William Butler Yeats, jg Personae , p. 198.
(3) William Butler Yeats, The Cutting of an Aga ce , p. 101.

himself. "To speak of one's emotions without fear or moral
ambition, to come out from under the shadow of other men's
minds, to for et their needs, to be utterly oneself, that is
all the Musas care for."(l)
To Yeats, the Celtic movement means the reopening of the
fountain of national legend to intoxicate the imagination of th«
world in a reaction against the rationalism of the eighteenth
century and the materalism of the nineteenth. He defines
national literature as "the work of writers who are moulded by
influences that are moulding their country, and who write out
of so deep a life that they are accepted in the end. "(2)
goes on to explain that by "deep life" he means "that men put
into their writing the emotions and experiences that have been
most important to themselves ."( 3
)
When Yeats talks of bringing the imagination of the country
to the town and of intoxicating the imagination of the world,
be may mislead the reader into believing that he thinks of the
Celtic movement in terms of a popular literature. The opposite
is true. Yeats is a strong believer in the aristocracy of art.
lie bemoans the belief that he thinks Egl . ng ton has in the
popular form of the arts. He is skeptical of the crowd's
appreciation of good art. With them it is just a passing
enthusiasm that will be forgotten when vulgarity presents some
(1.) William Butler Yeats, The Cuttir of an Agate
, p . 101.
(2). William Butler Yeats, Plays and Controversies, p. 106.
(3) Ibid , p. 107.

novelty. So he asks in Beltaine:
"Why should we thrust our works which we have written
with imaginative sincerity and filled with spiritual
desire before these quite excellent people who think
that Rossetti’s women are ’ guys’, that Piodin's women
are ’ugly
’ ,
and that Ibsen is 'immoral’, and who only
want to be left at pea- e to enjoy the works so many
clever men have made especially to suit them? We must
make a theatre for ourselves and our friends, and for
a few simple poeple y/ho understand from sheer simplicity
what we understand from scholarship and thouplnt. " ( 1
)
Yeats feels that Ireland, could never create a democratic poet
of the type of Burns because its genius is by nature solitary
and lonely. He believes, however, "that the poet should know all
classes of men as one of themselves, that he should combine the
greatest possible personal realisation with the greatest possible
knowledge of the speech and circumstances of the world. "(2)
He expands the idea of the essential solitariness of the
artist by saying that the artist has prayers and a cloister and
if he does not turn to them away from such temporary things as
the zeal of the reformer, sis 0enius will soon leave him.
must keep himself apart from temporal causes
,
• concerning '.ms elf
only with the search for eauty and truth. He continues, while
we seem to hear the echoes of the voice of John O’Leary, the
Irish patriot, to say that to create beauty and truth is to serv<
the country better than to compromise them in writirn that seems
to serve a cause. ’’Hope and Memory, ,f he says, "have one daughter
and her name is Art, and she has built her dwelling far from the
desperate field where sen hang out the r garments upon forked
l). William Butler Yeats, Uel taine
,
o. 1 , p. 20.
(2) William Bi
g
dramatis Personae
, | , .

bought to be banners of battle.” (1)
Believing that the artist should remain aloof from causes,
he finds irresistible only that which does not try to tea h or
persuade. Propaganda in a play is worse than in a poem or essay
"for dramatic writing is so full of the stuff of daily life that
a little falsehood put in that the moral may come right in the
end, contradicts our experience. ”( 2 ) He completes this idea
when he says of the creative minds : "If, in the sincere work-
ing-out of their plot, they alight on a moral 'that is obviously
and directly serviceable to the National cause, so much the
better, but we must not force that moral upon them. "(3)
According to Yeats, the subject of all art is passion. In
Ireland there are two passions awaiting the artist's hand, love
of the Unseen Life and love of country. To the devout writer he
recommends the former as his subject, suggesting that he content
himself with subjects taken from his religious beliefs, for his
passion will bring him to many besides those who have been edu-
cated to an aesthetic appreciativeness. To others he commends
the history and legends of their country.
"The Greeks, the onl^ oerfec.t artists of the world,
looked within their own borders, and we, like them,
have a history fuller than any modern history of imagi-
native events; and legends which surpass, as I think,
all legends but theirs in wild beauty; and in our
land, as in theirs, there s no river or mountain
that is not associated in the memory with some event
or legend; while political reasons have made love of
1) Tilliam Butler Yeats, The Celtic Twili fit
,
p. 2.
2) William Butler Yeats, PI ays and Controversies
,
p. 41.
’3) Ibid, p. 56.

comtry
,
as I think, even greater amom; us than among
them. J would have our writers and craftsmen of many
kinds master this history and these legends, and fix
upon their memory the appearance of mountains and
rivers and make it all visible again in their arts, so
that Irishmen, even though they had vone thousands of
miles away, would still be in their own country . " ( 1
)
"I believe that the renewal of belief, 'which is the
great movement of our time, will more and more liberate
the arts from 'their age' and from life, and leave
them more and more free to lose themselves in beauty
and to busy themselves like all the reat poetry of
the past and like religions of all times, with 'old
faiths, myths, dreams,' the accumulated beauty of the
age . ” ( 2
)
Closely allied in Yeats's mind to the passion for country,
which he says may be the subject of art, is folk-literature,
which he terms the oldest of the aristocracies of thought.
"Because it refuses what is passing and trivial,
the merely clever and pretty, as certainly as the
vulgar and insincere, and because it has gathered into
itself the simplest and most unforgettable thoughts of
the generation, it is the soil where all great art is
rooted. Where it is spoken by the fireside or sung
by the roadside, or carved upon the lintel, apprecia-
tion of the arts that a single mind gives unity and
design to, spreads quickly when Its hour is come. n (3)
Unless literature is constantly flooded with the passions and
beliefs of ancient times, it dwindles
,
he tells us, to a chro-
nicle of circumstances or passionless phantasies and meditations.
The Irish legends are as beautiful as the Horse and the German
legends, and since, unlike them, they have the beauty and wonder
of the new, they may well give the present century its most mem-
orable symbols. In making use of the Irish legends the writer
should be very definite about the setting.
1). William Butler Yeats, i>d and Evil
,
p. 324.
(2). William Butler Yeats, Literary Ideals in Ireland
,
p. 36.
.
William _3utier Yeats
,
The Celtic Twilight, pp. 232-255.

"Our legends are always associated, with places., and
net merely every mountain and valley, but every strange
stone and little coppice has its legend, preserved in
written or unwritten tradition. Our Irish romantic
movement has arisen out of this tradition, and should
always, even when it makes new legends about tradition-
al places and things, be haunted by places. It should
make Ireland, as Ireland and all other lands were in
ancient times, a holy land to her own people. "(1)
In speaking of suitable subjects for literature, Yeats says
that if a dramatist wishes to give pleasure to the countryman
and the- artisan, he must write either of their own life or of
that life of poetry where everyone can see his own image. Alice
Milligan in ^he Last feast of the Fianna
,
Edward I'artyn in iaeve,
and G-eor ,e Moore in Bending of the Bough did this. They n touched
the heart as greater drama on some foreign theme could not,
because they had found, as I think the drama must do in every
country, those interests common to the man of letters and the mar
in the crowd which are more numerous in a country that has not
passed from its time of storm, than in a long settled country
like England
.
,r
( 2
)
A favorite theme of Yeats is the war of immortal u^.on ; ortaJ
life. So movin_ and necessary a thought it is, he tells, that
i t may insp i r e many plays.
"It has come upon us, not because we have sought It out
but because we share, as I thin
,
a moiety of the blood
and the Intellectual traditions of the race that gave
romance and the kingdom of faer?/ to European literature,
and which has always waited with amorous eyes for some
'1). William Butler Yeats,
_
cry Ideals in Ire l ane.
,
. IS.
2) William Butler Yeats, Beltaine
,
Yq
. 3^ pp . 4-5.
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impossible beauty. Our daily life has fallen among
prosaic things, but our dreams remember the enchanted
valleys .
"
( 1
)
He makes use of this theme, himself, in The Secret Rose, in the
dedication of which he says to A. E. : "Although I wrote these
stories at different times and in different manners, and without
any definite plan, they have but one subject, the war of spirit-
ual with natural order; and how can I dedicate such a book to
anyone but to you, the one poet of modern Ireland who has mould-
ed a spiritual ecstasy into verse?" (2)
There are certain subjects of which Yeats expresses his
disapproval. One of these is passive suffering. He rejects
much of the war poetry because it has this for its theme. He
also Ians the play about modern educated people because he think:
that it can not become impassioned without making someone senti-
mental .
Yeats refers to himself as "a romantic when romanticism
was in its final extravagance ."( 5 ) His art and his Irish criti-
cism, he tells us, were founded, so far as they were founded on
anything but literature, on the romantic conception of Irish
nationality, to which belonged John O’Leary and John P. Taylor.
He places the label of romanticism also on the origin of the
Irish Revival as he talks of the early dramatic aspirations of
the group that launched the movement. "When we thought of these
plays, we thought of everything that was romantic and poetical,
:i). William Butler Yeats, Beltaine
,
No. 2, p. 24.
(2} William Butler Yeats, mbe secret Rose, p. VII
(_5^Wi 11 igurg By.
t
ier Yeats, Dramatis Per's'onae
,
p. 52.
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because the nationalism we had called up--tbe nationalism every
nation had called up in moments of discouragement- -was romantic
and poetical ."( 1 ) The apotheosis of his romantic philosophy is
expressed in the passage: "May it not even be that death shall
unite us to all romance, and that some day we shall fight dragonj
among blue hills, or come to that whereof all romance is but
' Poreshadowings mingled with the images
Of man’s misdeeds in greater days than these,’
as the old men thought in The Earthly Paradise when they were in
good spirits. "(2)
Yeats further reveals his romanticism in his theories
concerning imagination, emotion, extravagance, mysticism, in-
spiration and revelation, essences, symbols, and literary free-
dom.
He is continually stressinr the importance of imagination.
Regarding it he says:
"Ever:/ writer who is doing better work than another
excels because he has a more daring imagination. All
bad art is based on impersonal types and ima es, the
result of imaginative poverty and timidity. I cannot
get it out of my mind that this age of criticism is
about to pass, and an age of imagination, of emotion,
of moods, of revelation, about to come in its place
and when the external world is no more the standard
of reality, we will learn again that the great Passions
are angels of God, and that to embody them ’uncurbed in
their eternal glory, ’ even in their labour for the
ending of man’s peace and prosperity, is more than to
comment, however wisely, upon the tendencies of our
time, as the phrase is. "(3)
!
1). William Butler Yeats, Dramatis Personae, o. 187.
(2)
. William Butler Yeats, The Celtic Twili ht, p. 108.
(3)
. William Butler Yeats, Ideas of Good and Evil, p. 310.

In reply to the assertion that the imaginative artist needs the
restraints of reason, he maintains that "the only restraint he
can obey is the mysterious instinct that has made him an artist,
and that teaches him to discover immortal moods in mortal desires,
an undecaying hope in our trivial ambitions, a divine love in
sexual passion. "(1)
"I have observed dreams and visions very carefully and
am now certain that the imagination has some way of
lighting on the truth that the reason has not, and
that its commandments delivered when the bodv is still
and the reason silent, are the most binding we can
ever know. "(2)
Imagination is closely allied in Yeats's mind with emotion.
He says that emotion "is always justified by time, thought
hardly ever. It can only bring us back to emotion. "(3) The
emotion should be impersonal, for, he says:
"Does nob all art come when a nature that never ceases
to judge itself, exhausts personal emotion in action
or desire so completely that something impersonal,
something- that has nothing to do with action or desire,
suddenly starts into its pla^e, something which is as
unforseen as completely organized, even as unique, as
the images that pass before the mind between sleeping
and waking?
"
( 4
)
The extravagance attending imagination, which lies at the
bottom of the Celtic heart is justified, for, he maintains, "Jt
is only by extravagance, by an emphasis far greater than that of
life as we observe it, that we can crowd into a few minutes the
knowledge of years. "(5) He even goes so far as to say that all
(1) William Butler Yeats, Ideas of hood and Evil, p. 507.
[2 \ Ibid;, pp . 90-91.
"
3/. William Butler Yeats, Dramatis Personae, p. 97.
0. Ibid., p. 153.
' ’ ~
5 } Willimn-Iditier- lesls ,-:plav^ ,-^and -Controversi ©s
,
p . 156

^ood art is extravagant.
Yeats’s rejecting of reason in favor of imagination and
emotion is a manifestation of the symbolic mysticism which colors
most of his poetry, reaching its highest point of control in The;
Wind among the Reeds . To appreciate this poety, it is necessary'
to understand the creed of mysticism underlying it. The poet
explains it in saying:
,f I believe in the practice and philosophy of what we
have agreed to call magic, in what I must call the
evocation of snirits, though I do not know what they
are, in the power of creating magical illusions, in
the visions of truth in the depths of the mind when
the eves are closed; and I elieve in three doctrines,
which have, as I think, been handed down from early
times, and been the foundations of nearly all ma^ ical
practices. These doctrines are:
(1) That the borders of our minds are ever shift-
ing, and that many minds can flow into one another, as
it were, and create or reveal a single mind, a single
energy
.
(2) That the borders of our memories are as shift-
ing and that our memories are a part of one great memo-
ry, the memory of Nature herself.
(o) That this great mind and great memory can be
evoked by symbols .
"
( 1
)
Out of his mystic creed grows Yeats's theory that all art
is inspiration and revelation, and "our most elaborate thoughts,
elaborate purposes, precise emotions, are often, as I think,
not really ours, but have of a sudden come up, as it were, out
of hell or down out of heaven. "(2)
"When a nan writes any work of genius or invents some cre-
ative action, is it not because some knowledge or power has
’
1^ William Butler Yeats, Ideas of Good and Evil, o . 29.
(2) Ibid., p. 49.
'
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ij come into his mind from fce 7/ond his mind?" (1) The mystical
j
experience he explains as follows:
"When I wrote these poems, I had so meditated over
the images that came to me in writing Ballads and
Lyrics
,
The Rose
,
and The panderings of Oisin
,
and
other images "from Irish folk-lore, that they had oe-
come true symbols. I had sometimes, when a.ake, but
more often in sleep, moments of vision, a st te very
unlike dreaming, when the. e images took upon t enselves
what seemed an independent life and became a part of
a mystic language, which seemed always as if it would
bring me some strange revelation. Being troubled at
what was thought a reckless obscurity, I tried to
explain myself in lengthy notes, into which I ut all
the little learni ng I had, and more wilful chant a sy than
I now think admirable, though what is .. . o s t mystical
still seems to me the most true." (2)
Yeats believes that Ireland is naturally rustic. he feels
that it has preserved a gift of vision, that the more success-
ful nations have lost. "No shining candelabra have prevented
us from looking into the darkness, and when one looks into the
darkness there is always something there. "(3)
Related to his mystic beliefs is his theory of essences.
It is essences, he says, not tilings, that should concern the
man of letter.
"Man has wooed and won the world, and has fallen weary,
and not, I think for a time but with a weariness that
will not end until the last autumn, when the stars
shall be blown away like withered leaves. He grew
weary when he said--’ These things that I touch and see
and hear are alone real,
1
for he saw them without
illusion at last and found them but air and dust and
moisture. And now he must be philosophical about every-
|
thing, even about the arts, for he can only return the
(1) William Butler Yeats, Ideas of Good and Evil, p. 336.
K 2 ) William Butler Yeats, Collected Works in Prose and Verse , p
.
(3) ’William Butler feats. The Secret Rose, p. VIII. 19,

way he cane, and so escape from weariness by philosophy.
The arts are, I believe, about to take upon their
shoulders the burdens that have lain upon the shoulders
of priests and to lead us back upon our journey by
fillin'; our thoughts with the essences of things, and
not with things . " ( 1
)
The importance of symbols in his mystical art he explains
by saying:
"It is only by ancient symbols, by symbols that have
numberless meanings besides the one or two the writer
lays an emphasis upon, or the half -score he knows of,
that any highly subjective art can escape from the
barrenness and shallowness of a too conscious arrange-
ment inot the abundance and depth of nature. The poet
of essences and pure ideas must seek in the half-
lights that glimmer from symbol to symbol as if to the
ends of the earth, all that the epic and dramatic poet
finds of mystery and shadows in the accidental circum-
stances of life. "(2) "Allegory and, to a much greater
degree, symbolism are a natural language by which the
soul when entranced or even in ordinary sleep, communes
with Toe and with angels. "(3)
He divides symbols into two classes, emotional and intel-
lectual .
"Besides emotional symbols, symbols that evoke emotions
alone, --and in this sense all all ring or hateful things
are symbols, although their relations with one another
are too subtle to delight us fully, a av from rhythm
and pattern, --there are intellectual symbols, symbols
that evoke ideas alone, or ideas mingled with emotions;
and outside the very definite criticism of certain
modern poets, these alone are called symbols. "(4)
Light may be thro..n upon the cause of the obscurity in his
symbolism by his avowals:
"I desire a mysterious art, always reminding and
half-reminding; those who understand it of dearly loved
( L) ’Villiam Butler Yeats,
1 2) dll. Butler
3). Ibid.
, pp. 231-232.
(1.) Ibid,, pp. 243-250.
Ideals in Ireland
, pp . 73-74
Good and Evil
, pp. 127-128.
.:
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t1 • i hg s , doing :! ts work by suggestion, not p irect
statement, a complexity of rhythm, colour, gesture,
not space-pervading like the intellect but a memory
and a prophecy ."( 1 ) "Poetry that is not popular
poetry presupposes
,
indeed, more than it says... Hie
form of sincere poetry, unlike the form of popular
poetry, may ndeed by sometimes obscure, or ungram-
matical as in some of the Lest of the Songs of Inno-
cence and Experience, but it must have the perfections
that escape analysis, the subtleties that have a new
meaning every day, and it must have all this whether
it be but a little song made cut of a moment of dreamy
indolence, or some great epic made out of the dreams
of one poet and of a hundred generations whose hands
were never weary of the sword." (2)
The question of 1 ! terary freedom assumes a great deal of
importance to Yeats as it does to the romanticists in :eneral.
Impelled, no doubt, by his memories of the bitter controversies
arising over his work and that of Synge, Yeats defends the
right to freedom in choice of subject and hone ty in treatrent
of i t
.
"If we were certain of bein granted this freedoi
,
we would be certain that the work would grow to _reat
importance ."( 3 ) "It may be our duty, as It has been
the duty of any dramatic movements, to bring new
kinds of subjects into the theatre, but It cannot be
our dtity to Make the bounds of drama narrower. n (4)
Then he "oes on to say of literature:
"It must claim its ri vht to pierce through every crev
ice of human nature, and to describe the relation of
the soul and the heart to the facts of life and of law,
and to describe that relation as it Is, not as we would
have it be; and in so far as it fails to do this, it
fails to give us that foundation of understanding and
'1)l William Butler '"eats
,
2). William Butler Yeats,
(5). Wi 1 1 iam Bt1 1ler Yea t s
,
4) Ibid., p. 51.
plays and Controversies
,
p
.
deas of food, and Evil
, pp
Play s and Controversies
, p
213 .
255 - 256 .
43 .

Icharity for whose lack our moral sense can but be cruel-
ty. "(1)
He answers the question, has art nothin;" to do w.i th moral
judgment, by saying that it has and that its judgments are
those from which there is no appeal. "The character, whose for-
tune 7/e have been called in to see, or the personality of the
writer, must keep our sympathy, and whether it be farce or trag-
edy, we must laugh and ween with him and call down blessings on
his head.” (2) He has always agreed with Verhaeren that a master-
piece is a portion of the conscience of mankind, and he finds
that it is, strangely enough, when a writer is illuminatin - some
obscure corner of the conscience that he is most severely de-
nounced for immorality. Against the denouncers Yeats takes his
stand for the liberty of the artist.
Although Yeats is strongly romantic and has no love for
realism, he realizes the need for it as a medium through which
to teach reality and justice. He tells that the Abbey dramatists
were compelled against their v/ill to become always more real-
istic. It is his opinion, however, that the greatest play is not
the one that gives the sensation of an external reality but the
play in which there is the greatest abundance of life itself, of
the reality that is in our minds.
Another phase of Yeats's romanticism is marked by the im-
portance he attributes to form and style. Some of the aspects
l). William Butler Yeats, Plays and Controversies
,
p. 58.
,2). Ibid., p. 103.

6 7
of these topics that he considers are words, the language of
poetry , dialect, sp e e ch , rhy tftmii c uses o f 1an guage , s ound value s ,
* a i . t-men
subject, we have an account of his process of writing a play.
In explanation of the emphasis he places on form, he writes:
"Nor would it be any longer possible for anybody to
deny the importance of form, in all its kinds, for
although you can expound an opinion, or describe a
thing when your words are not quite well chosen, you
cannot rive a body to something that moves beyond
;
the senses unless your words are as subtle, as com-
plex, as full of mysterious life, as the body of a
flower or of a woman." (1)
For lack of form he criticizes the work of Ezra Pound.
"When I consider his work as a whole I find more
style than form: at moments more style, more deliberate
nobility and the means to convey it than in any con-
temporary poet known to me, but it Is constantly
interrupted, broken, twisted into nothing by its direct
opposite, nervous obsession, nightmare, stammering
co : fusion; —This loss of self-control, common among
uneducated revolutionists, Is rare--Shelley had it in
|
some degree- -among men of Ezra Pound’s culture and
erudition. Style and Its opposite can alternate, but
form, must be full, sphere-like, single. Even where
! there is no interruption he is often content, if
certain verses and lines have style, to leave una-
; bridged transitions, unexplained ejaculations, that
make his meaning unintelligible. "( 2
)
In the following excerpts we find his conception of style.
I
"The style is in the arrangeme t of events as in the
words, in that touch of extravagance.* of irony, of
surprise, which is set there after the desire of logic
has been satisfied and all that is merely necessary
establised, and leaves one, not in the circling nec-
essity, but caught up into the freedom of self-de-
f) it. " (3) -possession.
l). William Butler Yeats, Id eas of Good and Evil
,
pp. 255-2bS.
,?). William Butler Yeats, glish Verse
,
.
[3) William Butler Yeats, otry and Ireland, p. 10.

and in the arts style, are the sensible impressions of
the free mind, for' both arise out of a deliberate shaping
of all things, and from never being swept away, what-
ever the emotion, into confusion or dulness . " ( 1
)
Yeats believes that a writer’s style should reflect the
colors of his own climate and scenery in their right proportion.
"When I found my verses too full of the reds and
yellows Shelley gathered in Italy, I thought for two
days of setting things right/ not as I should now by
making my rhythms faint and nervous and filling my
images with a certain coldness, a certain wintry ild-
ness, but by eating little and sleeping upon a board. "(2)
After the writing of The Wanderings of Oisin, he made a delib-
erate effort to simplify his style.
No phase of scyle interested him more than words, for, as
he said, "Music is the most impersonal of things, and words the
most personal . "( 3 ) Many were the arguments he had with ”'oore on
this subject.
"Because his mind was argumentative, abstract, diagram-
matic, mine sensuous, concrete, rhythmical, we argued
about words. In later years, through much knowledge
of the stage, through the exfoliation of my own style,
I learnt that occasional prosaic words gave the im-
pression of ancactive man speakin. . In dream poetry,
in Kubla Khan
,
n the The Stream’ s Secret
,
every line,
every word can carry its unanalysable, rich associations;
but if we dramatise some possible singer or speaker,
we remember that he is moved by one thing at a time,
certain words must <e dull and numb. "(4)
Yeats tired early of the conventional language of modern
poetry.
]). William But] r Yeats, Poetry eg Ireland , p. 9.
2y William Butler Yeats, Ideas ct "ood and Ev 1
1
,
p. 3.
3). William Butler veats, The ^uttin; of an A a e , p. 81.
(4) William Butler Yeats, hramati s Personae
,
p. 55.

"I was very wear:/ of it, for T had finished The Secret
Ros e, and felt how it had separated iny imagination
from life sending my Red Hanrahan, who should have
trodden the same roads with myself into some indis-
co v..i able country. "(1)
Dissatisfied with modern English and unable to write in Ir i sh
Yeats found himself confronted with a dilemma, the solution o
which he relates.
"Some years ago I wrote some stories of mediaeval Irish
life, and as I wrote
1
was sometimes made wretched by
the thought that I knew of no kind of English that
fitted them as the language of -orris' prose stories--
the most beautiful language I hav^ ever rear --fitted
his journeys to woods and wells beyond the world. I
knew of no language to write asout Ireland in but raw
modern English ; but now Lady Gregory has d ‘ s covered
a speech as beautiful as that of Dorris, and a living
soeech into the h ar • • a i n . As she moved about among her
people she learned to love the beautiful speech of
those who think in Irish, and to understand that It is
as true a dialect of English as the dialect Burns wrote
in. It is some hundreds of years old, s -d age gives
a language authority. One ^inds in ' t the vocabulary
of the translators of the Bible, joined to an idiom
wh i ch mak e s it t end e r , c ompa s s i ona t e , and c omp 1 a i san t
,
like the Irish Language itself. It is certainly well
suited to clothe a literature which never ceased to be
folk-lore even when it was recited in the Courts of
Kings . "
(
2 )
Of the interest that Yeats had In dialect, koore tells
while speaking of a paper that he, Yoore, had written.
"It was to be read by me at a lunch that the Irish
Literary Society was -iving in our honor, and in it
some ideas especially dear to Yeats had been evolved:
that language after a time becomes like a coin too
long c.urrent--the English language had become defaced,
and to write in English it was necessary to return to
the dialects. Language rises like a sprin among the
mountains; it increases into a rivulet; then it be-
(1) William Butler Yeats, The Well of the Saints
,
p. rT .
(2)
. William Butler Yeats, u chnls in of 1 ui rthemne . . VI - '

n comes a river (the water is still unpolluted), but
when the river has passed through a town the water
must be filtered-* And Milton was mentioned as the
first filter, the fihst stylist. lever did I hear so
deep a note of earnestness in Yeats’s voice as when
he begged of me not to "O back upon the ,e opinions . "( 1
)
On another occasion, Foore dramatizes the poet’s expression of
his theory as follows:
"’It is with idiom and not with grammar that the lit-
erary artist should concern himself; ’ and stroking
his thin yell.ow hands slowly, he looked into the mid-
night fire, regretting he had no gift to learn living
speech from those who knew it--the peasants. It was
only from them one could learn to write, their speech
being living Speech, flowin out of the has its of their
lives, ’struck out of life itself,’ he said, and I
listened to him telling of a volume of folk-lore--
collected by him in Sligo; s welcome change truly is
such after readin the Times
,
and he continue to drone
out his little tales in his incomparable fashion, mut-
tering after each one of them like an oracle that has
spent itself— ’a beautiful story, a beautiful storyJ M (2)
The importance of beautiful language and beautiful speech
Yeats continually stresses.
”If one has not f*ne construction, one has not drama-,
but if one has not beautiful or powerful and individ-
ual speech, one has not literature, or, at any rate,
one has not great literature Literature decays
when it no longer makes ore beautiful, or more vivid,
the language which united it to all life; and when
one finds the criticism of the student, and the pur-
pose of the reformer and the logic of the man of
science, where there should have been the reveries of
the common heart, ennobled into some raving Lear or
unabashed Don Quixote." (5)
The rhythmic uses of language concern him a great deal.
The purpose of rhythm, it has always seemed to him.
l) Geor ~e Foore, Ave, pp. 340-541.
[2) Ibid., p. 56.
Wiliam Tv tier Yeats, T> rell of the Saints
,
p. IX-XI.

M Is to prolong the moment of contemplation, the moment
when v/e are both asleep and awake, which is the one
moment of creation, by hushing us iyith an alluring
monotony, while it holds us in that state of perhaps
re-.l trance, in which the mine liberated from the
pressure of the will is unfolded in symbols. "(1)
The rhythms which delight him are not the energetic rhythms
but "those wavering, meditative, organic rhythms, which are the
embodiment of the imagination, that neither desires nor hates
,
because it has done with time, and only wishes to gaze upon
some r ea1 i ty , some b eauty . " ( 2
)
From his writing of drama Yeats learned much about rhythm.
"When I began to rehearse r play, I had the defects
of my early poetry; I insisted upon obvious all-
pervading rhythm. Later on I found myself savin -
that only in those lines or words where the beauty
of the. passage comes to its climax must rhythm be
obvious ."( 3 ) "In all dramas which would ive direct
expression to reverie, to the speech of the soul with
it elf, there is some device that checks the rapidity
of dialogue ."( 4 ) "Synge found the check tiat suited
his temperment in an elaboration of the dialects of
Kerry and Aran. The cadence is long and meditative
as befits the thoughts of men who are much alone. "(5)
The attention that Yeats gives to sound val les is indicated
by .Moore.
"as he went away he told me that he might attain his
maximum of nine lines that evening, if he succeeded in
finishing the broken. But ’S' must never meet 'S’;
'for his sake’ was inadmissible, and w. ile seeking how
he might avoid such a terrifying cacophony we tramped
(1)
. William Butler Yeats, ideas of Good and Evil, p. 247.
(2)
. Ibid., pp. 254-255.
(3) William Butler Yeats, Dramatis Personae , p. 56,.
(!)• William Butler Yeats . he Cutting of an A ate, . 181.
($. Ibid.
,
p. 134.

"down wet roads and climbed over low walls into scant
fields, finding the ruined castle we were in search of
at the end of a long boreen among tall, wet grasses ."( 1
)
Of sound, Yeats, himself, says,
"Whatever method one adopts, one must always be certain
that the work of art, as a whole, is i asculine and
intellectual, in its sound as in its form. "(2) "Rhyme,"
it seems to him, "is one of the secondary causes of
the disintegration of the per oral instincts which
have given to modern poetry its deep color for color’s
sake, its overflowing pattern, its background of
decorative landscape, and its insubordination of detail. "(3
I, ocre tells us that Yeats could theorize as well about con-
struction as about style,
"and when Lady Gregory left us he would, say that the
first act of every good play is horizontal, the second
p erp endi cul ar
.
"’And the third, I sup
:
ose circular?’
"’Quite so. In the third we must return to the
theme stated ir the first scene;' and he described with
Ion
,
thin hands the shapes the acts should take. "(4)
It is interesting to read now what Yeats thinks of core’s
constructive ability.
"He vrould have been a master of construction but that
his practice as a novelist made him long for description
and reminiscences. If Dtarnuid and 3-runia failed In
performance, and I a not sure that it did, it failed
because the second act, instead of i.iovin
;
swiftly from
incident to incident, was reminiscent and descriptive;
almo s t a new act. " ( 5
)
Another critic! mm, that of Hyde's Tine oar a us S~‘ rhea
,
cates more of Yeats’s theories of lay structure. "Ills
Indi-
1 -Ui O 7* * —
( 1) Geor e I core, ve , pp
(2) William Butler Yeats.,
(3) Will tier Yeats,
4). Geor 'e 'bore, Ave
,
p.
5} Wi 1 1 iam Butier '^ ea t s ,
283-234.
Plays and Controversies
, p
Cutting or an Agate,
3o4."
Drama tis Personae
,
p. 37.
. 47.
. 215.
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"nation, which is essentially the folk-imagination, needs a
looser construction, and probably a more crowded stage. "(1)
Yeats is aware of his own weakness in construction, for he
tells us of the Countess Cathleen:
"The play was ill-constructed, the dialogue turning
aside at the lure of word or metaphor, very different,
I hope, from the play as it is today after many al-
terations, every alteration tested by performance. It
was not, nor Is it now more than a piece of tapestry . " (2
)
His mention of alterations here and in the excerpt, "I am
but a writer of plays which are acted by players with a litera-
ry mind >r a few evenings, and I have altered them so many
tomes that I doubt the value of every passage, "(3) reminds one
of his comment on his father, "He is never satisfied and can
never make himself say that any picture is fInished
.
,T
( 4 ) Both
agree with p en Johnson that "he who casts to write a living line
must sweat." Further proof of the poet’s belief in persistent
work is found in the following passage:
"Oh thou great abyss of inane facility, how many fine
natures hast thou swallowed--abcve ali
,
how many
Celtic ones? An unkind Providence has granted to us
Irish folk a terrible love of immediate results,
wholly fatal to great work. It will leave us with the
approach of more orderly and successful times. We
shall then trust the future sufficiently to work for
i t . " ( 5 )
" reats explains his process of writing a play as follows:
( 1
.) Willia utler Yeats, Plays and Centro os
,
p. 24.
(2). 3utler Yeats, latis Perse nae, p. r .
(o) Ibid., p. 158.
(4) William Butler Feats, Autobiographies* p. 54.
( 5} utler Yeats, letters to the New [sland, pp. 129-130,

"In Christianity what was philosophy in Eastern Asia
be co ;.'10
2
life, biography, an- drama. : A .lay sfss.es
through the same process in being written. At first,
if it has psychological depth, there is a bundle of
ideas, something that can be stated in 'philosophical
terms; my Countess Cathleen, for instance, was once
the moral question, may a soul sacrifice itself for
a ~ood end? but gradually ph losophy is eli i* rated
until at last the onlv philosophy audible, i ° there
is even that, is the mere expression of one character
or another. When it is completely life it seems to
the hasty reader a mere story. " (l)
’'ore of the process is explained by him when he is .defin
ing drama.
"What attracts me to drama is that it is, in the most
' obvious way, ‘what all the arts are upon a last analy-
sis. A farce and a tragedy are alike in this, that
they are a moment of intense life. An action is
taken out of all actions; it is reduced to its simp-
lest form, or at any rath to as simple a form as it
can be brought to without our losing the sense of its
place in the world. The characters that are involved
in it are freed from everythin- that is not a part of
that action; and whether it is, as in the less impor-
tant kinds of drama, a mere bodily activity, a hair-
breadth escape or- the like, or as it is in the more
important xinds, an activity of the souls of the char-
acters, it is an ener ;y, an ecidy of life purified from
everything but itself. The dramatist must picture
life in action with an unpreoccupied mind, as the
musician pictures her in sound and the sculptor in
form.
" ( 2
)
He differentiates among the various types of drama by
saying *
"Tragedy is passion alone, and rejecting character,
it ^ets form from motives, from the wandering of pas-
sion; while comedy is the clash of character. Elim-
inate character from comedy and you get farce. Farce
is bound together by incident alone. A poet creates
tragedy from his own soul, that soul which is alike
(1) William Butler Heats, Drama tt s Personae , p. 5
(2) William Butler ve ats , -lays and Controversies
,
.
102-105
I
in all men. It has not joy, as we understand the
work, but ecstasy, which is from the contemplation
of things vaster than the individual and imperfectly
seen, perhaps, by all those that still live. 1 ' (1)
Another of his definitions is that of beauty: "Yet is not
ecstasy some fulfilment of the soul in itself, some slow or
sudden expansion of it like an overflowing well? Is not this
what is meant by beauty?"(2)
On the subject of imitation, which has from the earliest
literary a;?es anyared critics in controversy, Yeats writes at
considerable 1 anyth.
"A writer is not less national because, he shows the
influence of other countries and of the great nations
of the world. No nation, since the beyinnin of His-
tory, has e er drawn all its life cut of itself. Even
The 7/ell of Enylish Undefiled, the Father of Enylish
Poetry himself, borrowed his metres
,
and much of lis
way of looking at the world, from French writers, and
it is possible tnat the influence of Italy Was more
powerful among the Elizabethan poets than any litera-
ry influence out of England herself. "(3)
He insists on the necessity of the writer’s purifying his mind
with the great writers of the world, but he adds:
"Their example can never be more than a preparation.
If his art does not seem, when it comes to be thr cre-
ation of a nev/ personality, in a few years it will not
seem to be alive at all. If he is a dramatist his
characters must have a like newness. If they could
have existed before his day, or have oeen imagined
before his day, we may be certain that the spirit of
life is not in them in ^ ts fullness. This is because
art, in its highest moments, is not a deliberate
creation, but the creation of intense feeling, of
(1)l hi 1 1 iam Butler Yeats, Dramatis Personae, on. 95-9s.
[2.) Ibid., p. 9S.
(3 * William Sutler Yeats, Plays an Controversies , p. 1
’-
r
-
pure life; and every feelin is the child of all. oast
apes and would be different if even a moment had been
left out." (1)
Nowhere, perhaps, do we find a better summary expression
of Yeats’s literary ideal than that which grows out of his
commentary on Paddy Flynn, a little bright-eyed old man of
"allisodare
.
"He was a great teller of tales, and unlike our ommon
romancers, knew how to empty heaven, hell, and pur-
gatory, f&eryland and earth, to people his stories.
He did not live in a shrunken world, but knew of no
less ample circumstances than did Homer himself > Per-
haps the Gaelic people shall by his like bring back
again the ancient simplicity and amplitude of ima ina-
t'ion. What is literature but the expression of moods
by the vehicle of symbol and incident? And are there
not moods which shall find no expression unless there
be men who dare to mix heaven, hell, pur, atory, and
faeryland together, or even 10 set the heads of beasts
to the bodies of men, or to thrust the souls of ten
into the heart of rocks. Let us go forth, the tellers
o f tales and seize whatever prey the heart longs for,
and, have no fear. Everything exist.:, everything is
true, and the earth is only a little dust under our
f eet .
" ( 2
)
In this passage there seem to resound the echoes of the
words spoken by the first romantic, Longinus: "Hence it is,
that the whole universe is not sufficient for the extensive re-
search and piercing speculation of the human understanding.
It passes the bounds of the material world, and launches forth
at pleasure into endless space. "(3) for does the similarity
Ibetween the theories of Yeats and those of Longinus end here.
1. William Butler Yea
,
Plays and Controy s
, pp. 101-102.
2. William Butler Yeats, The' Gel tic hwlli ht
,
pj . 6-7.
|3. Dicnysius Longius, The S blime, . 131 r

To the Greek critic as well as to the Irish one the mark of
sublimity in literature was ecstasy, achieved not through'
reaso : through imagina ion. lie, coo, demanded passion in
literature. In these theories Romanticism had its beginnings;
on these theor es the work of Yeats is based. But the Irish
poet did ot stop here. He went the whole length of the road
and joined the roup of romantic extremists, tie "Art for Art’
Sake" roup.
There are but few of the offshoots of Romanticism even to
the last flaccid blossoms that Yeats has not utilized. The
reaction against rationalism, the hatred of materialism, the
passion for intensity, the stress on other-worldiness
,
the be-
lief in inspiration and revela ion, the turnin' to imagination
and emotion, the interest in mediaeval ism, the demand for
literary freedom--all are found in the work of Yeats. Popular
among romantic themes is the pursuit of the soul In strange
and unknown places. No more romantic development of the theme
Is found than 'The Shadowy Waters . The romantic inclination
toward novelty finds expression in his Plays for Dane .rs
,
con-
stunted according to the plan of the Japanese Noh plays. The
settings he chooses for his work, the wilder scones of
Ireland, are naturally romantic ones. Romantic too in its
revelation of a leaning toward the novel is his enthusiasm for
the speech of the Irish peasantry.
Opposed to Yeats’s generally romantic criticism is his
aristocratic attitude toward literature. The poet’s advocacy

of persistent work and revision implies a critical stand that
is usually thought of as classic. These ideas mark the limits
of his d viatic from Romantici sm
.
Irving Babbitt in 'The Hew Laokoon says:
"There is, however, a carelessness of rationality
and a love of the marvelous that, instead of being
child-like, is a symptom rather of over-refinement.
Such a difference, for example, we feel b tween the
author of a genuine old Irish saga and some modern
Celtic revivalist. In the one we' have to do with a
really naive person speaking to a :aive a; e; n the
other with an aesthete who is simply isolating him-
self In his tower of ivory. "(1)
This chare may well be laid against Yeat . Although close
contact with the theatre has put a small amount of humanity
Into his work and has simplified to a certain extent his Style,
he has never really escaped from the influences of the "Yellow
Book" days. He still holds to Pater's view of literature, his
main consideration bein' form, not content. A. E. quotes rum
In a letter to Poore: "'If you have style,' he argued with me
once, 'you .ill have something to say. '"(2) Yeats writes to
please himself. His idea of communication of his vision Is
seemingly an afterthought. He writes a poem beginning:
"Do you hear me calling, white deer w' th no horns?
I have been changed to a hound with one red ear."
and then adds notes to explain his recondite symbolism. He
purposes plays that are.remote. forgetting that literature
grows from the soil of reality, he says with Dectora:
Irving Babbitt, The Hew Laokoon
, p . 75.
(2) John Egli w ton, A memoir of A. E. , p. m.

"Bend lower, that I may cover you with hair.
For we will raze upon this world no longer."
Such is the literary criticism that guides the work of the
man to whom was awarded the Mobe-l Prize "For his consistently
emotional poetry, which n the strictest artistic form expresses
a people’s spirit. "(1) One can do no better than leave him in
the literary category to which he assigned himself by his
reference to himself as "A romantic when romanticism v/as in its
final extravagance ."( 2)
(1) Inscription accompanying the award.
(2) William Butler Yeats, Pr ana t 1 s Personae , p. 52.

A. E.
"He would like to He remembered for this, that he was
the friend of the Irish poets, those who make the soul of
the nation. "(1) In this Quotation from the farewell edi-
torial which George William Kussell wrote when he was resign-
ing from the editorship of the Irish Statesman
,
the poet
suggests to us the outlines of his conception of poetry. To
arrive at an understanding of this conception, it is nec-
essary to know some of the circumstances of the poet’s life.
He was about sixteen or seventeen when, according to
his account in The Candle of V is ion
,
imaginations of another
world began to overpower him with myriads of memories and
a secret wisdom. This, seemingly, was the inception
of his doctrine of the Ancestral Self. He now began to
paint his visions. In one of his pictures he tried to
imagine the apparition in the Divine Hind of the idea of
the Heavenly Fan. While he lay pondering over a name for
his picture, a voice whispered to him to call it The Birth
of an Aeon . A fortnight later while he was in the National
Library, his eye involuntarily falling on an open book
caught the word, "aeon." He had never seen the word
before
;
(1) John Eglington, A I.'Iemoir of A. E.
,
p. 205,

so there came into his mind the idea that this was memory
of the past. One time in later years when he wanted a new
pen name, he subscribed himself as Aeon. His penmanship
not being of the most legible, the printer was able to
decipher only the first diphthong and put a query over the
rest. On the proof sheets the author struck out the
questioned letters and adopted the letters, A. E., by which
he is generally known. A3 A. E. we shall refer to him.
It was at the Art School in Dublin that A. E. met
W. B. Yeats, who drew him into the theosophical movement,
which was the chief formative influence on his poetry.
His literary preference at this time, Eglington tells us,
was for the exuberant in literature, "...Hugo, Dumas,
Whitman—and for all impassioned personal utterance.”( 1)
In 1894 he published his first book of poems, Homeward :
Songs by the Way , regarding which Eglington says:
"He has suddenly put away childish things, and the
little volume really contained his essential poetic con-
tribution. Later on he was to acquire an elevated diction
and technique which he could direct at will on devotional,
speculative and on occasion (with much success) topical
themes; but the freshness, conviction and spontaneity of
Homeward were due to a combination of circumstances in his
(1.) John Eglington, A Memoir of A. E. , p. 23.
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life which could not recur—the first excitement of
Theosophy, companionship and probably some wistful love
affairs. All coming together at the moment of youthful
receptivity. ”(1)
Since A. E.*s poetry is inextricably enmeshed with
theosophy, an understanding of his literary theories is
predicated upon a knowledge of his theosophical doctrine
For a general interpretation of his creed we again turn
to his friend, John Eglington.
"And for A. E. individuality is a state of
self-imposed exile; over each human soul stands
its archetype, what he calls the Ancestral Self,
a blissful perfection which it has renounced—as
is shadowed forth in the myth of the rebel an-
gels—entering for the sake of experience on the
‘pilgrimage of pain* and nursing its power once
more to ‘storm the heavens.* The gods are our-
selves, as we have been and as we shall be again
when we have returned ‘Homeward*. The Ancestral
Self is the Oversoul of each human entity. The
individual is not by itself an immortal entity
but ‘comes to its immortal* ; just as in youth
(and here A. E.‘s experience seems very differ-
ent from that of Wordsworth in his *Ode‘) we
are at first an inherited animal soul, until,
generally about the time of puberty, with the
coming of the spiritual soul we enter into
our full inheritance of life, with a renewed
opportunity of advance. One sublime privilege
belongs to every human being, that of entering
during ‘deep sleep* into one‘s ‘own immortal*,
whence come the true ’ intimations of immortal-
ity* ; and could the waking soul possess the
knowledge which it reclaims in that state the
purpose of life would for it have been ful-
filled. But for this man must be born again
many times. **( 2)
(1.) John Eglington, A Memoir of A. E.
,
p. 31
(2.) Ibid., pp. 166-167.
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Another aspect of theosophy, important because of the
influence it has upon his theories, A. E. explains as
follows
:
"But I surmise that whatever faint relation to di-
vine feeing there may be in our waking thought, as
it ascends to the fourth state of spirit-illumina-
tion, the germinal idea is perfected. From the
segment the circle is completed, and its perfection
is the mirroring in the psyche of the archetype of
the idea in the divine mind. Here we only receive
frail echoes in words which do not hold at all or
only a faint trace of the oris tine and magical beauty,
as in a muddy street may shine faintly in its wet-
ness the reflection of a star." (1)
^he influence of this theosophical creed mair fee ob-
served in the follov\ring compilation of A. E.’s literary
theories, which deal with such subjects as imagination,
inspiration, the poetic process, the noetic ideal, the na-
ture of the poet and the nature of truth, the poetic obliga-
tion, the subject of poetry, poetic materials, freedom in
literature, and desirable characteristics in poetry.
The imprint of theosophy is very plain in A. •Lj . f s
concept of imagination. It is his belief "that the im-
mortal in us has memory of all its wisdom, or, as Keats puts
it in one of his letters, there is an ancestral wisdom in
man and we can if we wish drink that old wine of imagination.
( 2 )
(1)
--A. E.
,
Song and Its Fountains
,
p. 71
(2)
--A. E. The
-
Candle of Vision, p. 75

It was from this memory and. not from imagination that the
characters of Shakespeare and Balzac came. "When we sink
within ourselves, when we seem most alone, in that sol-
titude we may meet multitude.
1
' (1)
With theosophy, too, is tied up his theory of inspi-
ration. In The Barth Breath and other poems he expresses
his faith in the divinity of the earth. From the earth
he receives his inspiration. Eglington tells us: "He
believed firmly that certain magnetic centres of the
Earth-Being were located in Ireland, and in the possibil-
ity, especially in these places, of entering into the
Earth-Memorv; a psychic region, in which the forms he be-
held seemed to have some kind of objective existence,
as though what has been, still is." (2) In a letter to
Vachel Lindsay, A. E. writes:
"I see nobody. I read nothing. I eat griddle
bread, drink buttermilk, sit by a turf fire,
and walk over hills and sands, and try to
empty my mind so that the Mother Earth may
come into it and talk to me a little. She used
to breathe in me, and I
(1)
--A. E. Son and Its Fountains, o. 42.
(2)
--John Eglington, A Memoir of A. E., op. 168-169

have hopes she may sing a little song through me again." (1)
Further information about his theory of inspiration is
found in the account he gives of his poetic process, which
is of a decidedly theosophic nature. He tells us of his
writing of Michael
,
and we are reminded of Coleridge’s com-
position of Kubla Khan .
"I woke up one morning and some lines of verse tum-
bled out of the dream state into the waking--
A wind blew by from icy hills.
Shook with cold breath the daffodils.
And shivered as with silver mist
The lake’s pale leaden amethyst.
It pinched the barely budded trees,
And rent the twilight tapestries.
Left for one hallowed instant bare
A single star in a lonely air.
"After these followed a line which seemed to have
no relation to the preceding lines:
The city with its burning piles.
"I had an instinct that rather a long poem had
been completed in dream, and that all I had to do
was to let the poem drift into consciousness. Walk-
ing about the hills, in a few days the poem was com-
pleted. After about two hundred lines had been written
The city with its burning piles
fell into its proper place, and the plan of the poem
Michael first became clear to myself I noted
that toward the close of the poem there were some
verses suggesting that the real fountain of many acts
lay in the kingdom of sleep.
For many a one a tryst has kept
With the immortal while he slept.
Woke unremembering, went his way.
Life seemed the same from day to day.
1. John Eglington, A Memoir of A. E., pp . 231-232.
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Till the predestined hour came,
A hidden will leapt up in flame,
And through its deed the hidden soul
Strides on self-conquering to its goal.”(l)
A. E. feels that his poetic experience is not abnormal,
that all poetry comes to life "beneath the dream conscious-
ness.”
”1 have only been more curious than others about the
forge in which poetry is fashioned, and when as in
that wild dialogue between Glory and Shadow, I know
that the waking consciousness had nothing whatever
to do with the making of it, and not until it was
writ ten , down did I know the purport of what was
written, I could only assume an internal creator. ”(2)
The natural deduction from this accomt* would be that the
writing of poetry involved no .effort on the part of the
poet, who is an involuntary agent. A. E. while stating that
writing depends on intuition and imagination more than on
industry, modifies the implication by stating that inspi-
ration corresponds to aspiration.
”In that mysterious journeying from time to eternity,
where the soul moves on to ever higher planes of its
own being, there must be many transformations of the
psyche. Something I think goes with it from this
world to that other. ’The gods nourish us.' There is,
I believe, some commerce between this world and that
other. As our aspiration is, so is our inspiration.
The higher nature takes our fragmentary knowledge,
thought, experience, and our aspiration, which is
sacrifice, and it is transfigure, made whole ^and re-
turned to us.” (3)
The center of this metamorphosis he refers to as the
Mount of Transfiguration and speaks of it in the early poem.
1. A. E. °ong and Its x ' ountains
, pp. 58-59.
2. Ibid, pp . 58-59.
3. Ibid. p. o3.
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Sacrifice
:
"The offerings -arise:
Hazes of rainbcw light.
Pure crystal, blue and gold.
Through dreamland take their flight;
And mid the sacrifice
God noveth as of old."
The poet acknowledges that months previous to the writing
of the poem he had gathered certain of the ideas but says
that the ideas were not in memory at the time the poem came
to him. "the ideas were there as colors might be on a paletts^
but the artist who blended them and who made the design was
behind the consciousness which received the words." (1)
He contests Yeats's belief that poetry is fashioned more
by the conscious mind by citing the perfection of Yeats's
choice of words as proof of a guiding perfection within him.
He confesses, however, that as he grev; older, he had a more
conscious art in verse-making, that his poetry seemed to be
less revelation than summing up of whatever wisdom his outer
mind had gathered. Yet of this he is not quite sure. "I do
not know whether I am still r ceiving oracles out of the psycho,
or whether I am not like that sad singer lost in the Caves of
Lilith, playing with symbols left in a temple from which the
divinity had departed, where the ancient ritual is still sung
but in the absence of the indwelling god." (2)
To know the nature of A. S.'s poetic ideal, one needs only
to read the .following lines from his poem. On Behalf of Some
Irishmen not Followers of Tradition .
1. A. E. Song_ and Its Fountains, p. 71 2. Ibid. pp. 7^-77.

"We hold the Ireland in the heart
More than the land our eyes have seen
And love the goal for which we start
More than the tale of what has been.
We would no Irish sign efface.
But yet our lips would gladlier hail
The first born of the Coming Race
Than the last splendour of the Gael.
No blazoned banner we unfold--
One charge alone we give to youth
Against the sceptred myth to hold
The Golden heresy of truth.”
It Is truth rather than beauty that is his prime consideration
Toward truth his chief guide is intuition,
"which tells us to follow only those images which seem
to have a lamp of spiritual meaning within them, which
are not opaque but transparent, which do not stay us
by their beauty, but suggest a lordlier beauty than
their own My own Daimon in one of the earliest
inspirations I had, warned me—
Oh, be not led away
Lured by the colour of the sun-rich day.
The gay romance of song
Unto the spirit life doth not belong.
Though far-between the hours
In which the Master of Angelic Powers
Lightens the dusk within
The holies of holies, be it thine to win
Rare vistas of white light." (1)
Since his ideal is truth, it is not surprising that he
looks upon the poet as a prophet. He does not, however,
claim infallibility for even his highest utterance, for it is
his conviction that "Truth for us cannot be in statements of
ultimates but in an uplifting of our being, in which we are
raised above ourselves and know that we are knocking at the
door of the Household of light." (2)
1. A. E. Song and Its Fountains, p. 130
2. Ibid., pA„,9TT
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What he considers the poetic function he has already
indicated by referring to the poets as "the makers of the
soul of the nation.” It is to the poets he looks for the
creation of a national ideal, for "The faculty of abstracting
from the land their eyes beheld another Ireland through which
they wandered in dream, has always been a characteristic of
the Celtic poets." (1)
This is to be accomplished by the creating of ideal types,
"heroic figures, types, whether legendary or taken
from history, and enlarged to epic proportions by
our writers, who would use them in common, as Cuculain,
Finn, Ossi&n, and Oscar were used by the generations
of poets who have left us the bardic history of Ireland,
wherein one would write of the battle fury of a hero,
and another of a moment when his fire would turn to
gentleness, and another of his love fbr some beauty
of his time, and yet another tell how the rivalry of
a spiritual beauty made him tire of love; and so from
iteration and persistent dwelling on a few heroes,
their imaginative images found echoes In life, and
other heroes arose, continuing their tradition of
chivalry." (2)
Concerning the subject of poetry, A. E. denies in a letteif
to Yeats that Beauty is the only end and law of poetry and
maintains that the True and the Good are equally the subject
of verse. At the same time he concedes that the idea which
cannot be filled with beauty is unsuitable for verse.
The Idea is to him always more important than the form.
"With regard to the use of words it is quite allowable
to use some which express ideas with a peculiar fitness
even if the word be modern or not beautiful. So in
music discords are purposely introduced to heighten
an alter harmony or the total effect. Ideas have a
1. A. E. Some Irish Essays by A. E.
,
p. 13.
2. Ibid., p. ITT
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beauty in themselves apart from words, and in literature
or art I think the aim of the writer should, be to afford
an avenue to the idea, and make the reader forget the
words or painting or sound which first evoked it. A o
quote Plato in The Banquet, the aim of the initiate
is to lead the neophyte "from the perception of the
beauty of forms, sounds or colours to the beauty of laws
and of ideas until at last he attains a vision which is
equal to a beauty so vast. 0 (1)
Although A. E. stresses the importance of content as
greater than that of
danger of art is not
forn, he feels at the same time that the
in its subjects bur in the mental attitude
of the artist. "The nobler influences of art arise, not be
cause heroes are the theme, but because of noble treatment and
the intuition which perceives the inflexible working out of
great moral laws. 0 (2)
A3 materials for literature he suggests the ancient
legends of Ireland. He informs Yeats that "to Standish O' Grady
who was most enthusiastic, I suggested to him as a subject the
renewal in Ireland of the figures of our own dawn, that whatever
great, vast, ennobling, was possible then is possible tod*%y.
Let that be our Ideal.” (3) O’ Grady's enthusiasm, however, was
not without limitations, for at a later date A. E. writes of
him: "I have claimed for drama that no subject is too great
for treatment. He says that the Red Branch is. I point out
Prometheus, greater than Cucullain.” (4)
1. a. E.
,
a_. E.
1
s Letters to hill jam Butler Yeats
.
p. 26.
2. A. E., Imaginations ano~ ReVerTes, pp.~X0-Tl.
3. A. E., A. E.’s Letters to William 3utler Yeats, p.
4. Ibid., p. 29
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In answer to John Eglington's contention that the ancient
legends refuse to be taken out of their old environment, he
replies
:
"These dreams, antiquities, traditions, once actual,
living, and historical, have passed from the world of
sense into the world of memory and thought: and
time, it seems to me, has not taken away from their
power, nor made them more remote from sympathy, but
has rather purified them by removing them from earth
to heaven They have now the character of symbol
and as symbol are more potent than history." (1)
The passion for truth that dominates A. E. is at the core
of the following indirect plea for freedom in literature:
"I do not think because a spiritual flaw cm be urged
against a certain phase of life that it should remain
unexpressed. The psychic maladies : which attack: alii
races when their civilization grows old must needs be
understood to be dealt with: and they cannot be under-
stood without being revealed in literature or art. " (2)
Some of the qualities that he deems desirable in literaturf
are humanism, naturalhess, clarity, and simplicity.
His mysticism is not a form of escapism but rather embrace?
humanity in its scope. He is disturbed by the lack of humanis
in the work of Yeats, of which he writes:
"The pearly ohantoms are dancing there with blown
hair a^id cloud- 'rail daffodils. They have known
nothing but beauty, or at most a beautiful unhappiness.
Everything there moves in procession or according to
ritual, and the agony of grief, if it is felt, must
be concealed. There are no faces blurred with tears
there; some traditional gestures signifying sorrow
is all that is allowed. I have looked with longing
eyes into this world. It is Ildathach, the Many-
Coloured Land, but not the Land of the Living Heart." (3)
1. A. E. Some Irish Essays by A.
,
p. 16
2 . Ibid
. ,
p . 10
3. Ibid.
,
d. 35
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Again he goes on to say:
"We all of us, poets artist, and musicians who work
in shadows, must some time begin to work in substance,
and why should we grieve if one labour ends and another
begins? I am interested more in life than in the
shadows of life, and as Ildathach grows fainter I await
eagerly the revelation of the real nature of one who
has built so many mansions in the heavens." (1)
To A. E. the Twilight School of Irish poetry has beauty,
but "A beauty not our own, more perfect than we can ourselves
conceive is a danger to the imagination." (2) Although
formerly a member of thi's school, he repudiates it in saying:
"
^or a generation the Irish bards have endeavoured
to live in a palace of art, in chambers hung with the
embroidered cloths and made dim with pale lights and
Druid twilights, and the melodies they sought for were
half soundless It was a great relief to me, per-
sonally, who had lived intthdi palace of Irish art for
a time, and had even contributed a little to its dimness
to hear outside the walls a few years ago a sturdy voice
blaspheming against all the formulae, and violating
the tenuous atmosphere with its 'Insurrections." (3)
He asks for nattralhasa in expression. He deprecates
over-refinement and artificiality.
"Nature has an art of its own, and the natural emotions
in their natural and passionate expression have that
kind of nicturesque beauty which Marcus Aurelius, tired,
perhaps, of the severe orthodoxies of Greek and Homan
art, referred to when he spoke of the foam on the jaws
of the wild boar and the mane of the lion." (4)
His admiration of clarity in literature is suggested by
his disapproval of the obscurity of Yeats. "I like that
natural infinity which a prodigal beauty suggests more than
1. A. E., Some Irish Es ays by A. E., p. 37.
2. A. H.
,
imaginations and Reveries, p. 24.
3. Ibid
.
,
p.
' 24
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that revealed In esoteric hieroglyphs, even though the
writing he in precious stones. "(1) Of the symbols which
are the chief cause of this obscurity he says: "Your
detestable symbols too get a reflected light from the
general twilight luminousness and beauty which does not
belong to them by right, just as moonlight makes an ugly
scene beautiful ."( 2 ) At a late period he says in a letter:
"Yes, there was a time when Yeats called himself a symbolist
and would have made me out to be one but I preferred
mysticism to symbolism .However the meaning of words
grows and all literature is symbol ism, in some fashion." (3)
His dislike of Yeats's symbols is consistent with his
distaste lor excessive decorativeness in poetry. In de-
ploring over-elaboration of language, he reminds the reader
that
"literature is, after all, only an ineffectual record
of speech. The literary man has gone into strange
by-ways through long contemplation of books and he
writes with elaboration what could never be spoken,
and he loses that power of the bards on whom tongues
of fire had descended, who were masters of the magic
of utterance, whose thoughts were not meant to be
silently absorbed from the lifeless page. "(4)
He commeds the simplicity in Yeats's later poems.
"I notice a change in your lyrics, they are much
simpler, more classic, and with a better feeling for
the idea, nothing of unnecessary beauty in them.
1. A
. ,
Some Irish Essays of A.E. p. 57
2. A.E., S.E. r s Letters to William Butler Yeats, p. IS.
3. A.E., A.i.'s Letters to Minanlabain , ~p. L TT
4. A.E., Imaginations ancT~Reveries
,
p. 11.
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You used to be carried away by every lovely fancy,
into side images which marred a little the direct-
ness and effect of the central passion. The little
song in The Rose in Shadow is simply perfect. Long
ago you would have s aid" some beautiful thing, say
about the sea and stars in this, which we would have been
forgiven Tor its beauty but which would have destroyed
the passionate intensity of the poem as a whole.” (1)
In this last sentence we can read the Romanticist's ad-
miration for intensity.
Many semblances can be found between the theories of
Plato and those ofA -E. Like Plato, A. .E. was interested
in literature only in so far as its influence was beneficial
in forming the life of the good citizen. As Eglington says:
"The dynamic idea of the poems is that man is divine
and sc far equal with God. The recovery of this true
estate, both for himself and for others, was A.E.'s
errand among men. In his poems (and this no doubt
was his motive in consenting to publication) he might
point the way ' Homeward ' ; and in one of his later books,
the Interpreters, the conceptionof storming the
HeavensTs" expressed with unabated fervour." (2)
Divine inspiration of the poet is another of the Greek sage's
beliefs that the Irish poet shared.
"Hush--not a whisper 1 Let your heart alone go dreaming.
Dream unto dream may pass: deep in the heart alone
Murmurs the Mighty One his solemn undertone."
The idea of the existence of a divine prototype for each of
the things of this world also belonged to both. AA.E. expresse
this thought when he writes in Transience :
"The suns that rise, the suns that set.
Time's tidal waves of blue and gold.
That roll from far ethereal seas.
A.E.’s Letters to William Butler Yeats, p. 9.
2. John Islington, A Memoir of A.E
., p . 28.
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Hill-land and forest, starlit pool.
Are images we soon forget.
And swiftest when most beautiful.
For when nost beautiful we feel
That there is s ome thing 'they reveal.
Some lordlier being of their kind;
And beauty only meaneth this
And to the symbol we are blind.
The gifts that fortune brings, the kiss.
The lovely lfe, the heart unveiled..
Are images of heights unsealed."
Out of this belief that the beauty of this world is but a
faulty imitation of the ideal probably grows the defense
which both make at the expense of beauty.
The theosophical philosophy of A* .E-, which fashioned the
body of his poetry and of his criticism, assigns him to a
place in the ranks of the Romanticists. The literary
criticism of the Romanticists concerns itself with inspiration
and intuition that are derived from some source beyond the
physical world. The criticsim of A.,S. has the same basis.
To recognize his kinship with the Romanticists, one has only to
read Shelley's credo that poetry was breathed into him by
some invisible influence and Blake's declaration that his poems!
were dictated by spirits. Another similarity toA*.E.'s ideas
is seen in those of Wordsworth. To be sure, the doctrines
of A.-E. and Wordsworth differ in certain respects, but they
have in common the belief in pre-existence, which gives body
to their poetry. The two are related also in their aversion
to artificial rhetoric. The "passionate intensity" thatA...S|
admires in poetry, the excitement without which he says he
cannot write are also markings of the Romantic movemen t.
...
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To what ext ent AA.E-* 1 s Romanticism coincides with the
general literary trends of the Irish Renaissance is now
the question. In his desire to revive the ancient legends
of Ireland and to make use of them in the creation of a new
national literature, he shows an affinity to most of the
writers who opened the Revival. Ris background of mysticism
relates him to a more limited group of these writers. His
range of sympathetic contacts is widened, however, by his
theories of humanism, simplicity, and intensity, which put
him in line with most of the Irish writers.
As one considers the literary theories ofA,.E., a number
of inconsistencies appear therein. Take, for example, his
theory of inspiration of which he says: "But as the writing
depends on intuition and imagination more than industry the
industrious writer has to wait while the idle psyche, or a
psyche otherwise engaged, thinks fit to do its part in the
work." (1) This theory of passivity would seem to be in
opposition to the philosophy expressed in The Burning Glass :
"Ah, time-long must the effort be.
And far the way that I must go
To bring my spirit unto thee.
Behind the glass, within the glow."
It is contradicted also by the account he gives of his method
of work: "I have started the seventh chapter in a new book.
I rough them out to get the shape of the book clear and then
when I have roughed out twenty chapters I will take each
t >
A. E* * s Letters to Minanlabain , p . 40
.
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sentence and agonize over it until it is clear and shapely
as I can make it." (1) Another conflict is seen when he says
that as he gets older, his poetry seems to be less of
revelation than of summing up of whatever wisdom his outer
mind has gathered. This would seem to weaken his theory of
gradual return to divine perfection.
Of the criticisms to be offered ofA-.E.’s literary theories^
the most important is a complaint against the esoteric nature
of the creative experience they assume, which precludes all
but the initiate few from sharing in any benefits to be
derived from the poet’s bequest of critical wisdom. to the
many he has left his imaginative works; the heirs to his
literary criticism are few.
1(1) .A.E.’s Letters to Minanlaoain , P. 40
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'III
The interest in transcendentalism which he shared with
several of his literary friends Is manifest in the critical
theories of W: lliam Larminie. The necessity of transcenden-
talism in literature and the natural limitations of it are
both (riven consideration. In addition, he turns his attention
to the value of humanitarian! idealism, the importance of ideas
rather than words and rather than form In - eneral
,
and prosody.
Regarding the importance of transcendental belief, he
says: "It is clear that just as the meanin
^
and seriousness
of life shrink to nothing in the acsence of transcendentalism,
so does the value of the art shrink which deals. with a life
from which transcendental belief has disappeared.
" (1)
This, however, does not mean that the subject of art
should be limited to transcendentalism. The writer must
roco 2 nize physical life as well.
"We are living on the physical plane; -we are em-
bodied spirits; and we must accept the conditions.
They are tacitly accepted by the professed artist.
Art is a lan uage, and it consists of physical
signs. 7/hat we know of souls able to converse
otherwise will not o far as material; and if we
knew infinitely more we coula only communicate it
by means of physical signs. But just as our means
of expressing our ideas, so is the nature of our
knowledge. Knowledge of life and its facts is
simply a knowledge of the behaviour of spirits
(1) William Larminie, literary Ideals in Ireland, p.63t

immersed in matter under very varied conditions. The
actions of men are the chief revelation to us of the
nature of spiritual beings under the particular lim-
itations and disadvantages entailed by the physical en-
velope. It would seem needless, then, to point out
that to cease to study life is to turn away from the
chief source of knowledge available." (1)
The utmost use a poet can make of transcendentalism is to
consider it as a solemn background for the facts of life and
to interpret the significance of these facts in relation to
their background.
Larminie says that Shelley exemplifies a necessity for
conta.ct with and interest in life. The original source of the
beauty in his poems is his humanitarian enthusiasm. "We now
set but little value on most of his formal doctrine; and so it
comes to pass -hat his fame principally depends on the extraor-
dinary beauty of parts of his work. But will anyone maintain
that had the poet not been animated by his unselfish humanita-
rian enthusiasm we should have this beauty in anything like
equal measure? Who will affirm that the ardour which carried
him almost into the region of the unheard and the unseen was
not born of the rapture of his impracticable ideals?" (2)
When he says that the poet should draw his materials from
the facts of life, he is not confining the poet to contemporary
life, for he remarks: "I am by no means inclined to exclude
Irish legends from the subjects permissible to Irish poets. "(3)
(
1)
--William Larminie, Lit erar / Ideals in Ireland
.
pp. 63-64.
(2)
-- Ibid
.
,
p. 53.
(3)
--Ibid., p. 57.

Because he apparently feels that they lead away from life,
he is distrustful of the theories of the French school. He
thinks that Yeats inclines toward them more than is safe, that
he either did his best work before he felt their influence or
in spite of it. He rejects the French offshoots of the "Art
for Art's Sake" theor;y and insists on the importance of the
idea.
"t ere weariness and vacuity come of the aimless ransack-
ing of the dictionary to find words which may cap-
ture sudden fire instead of finding ideas on which
the sunlight of emotion, playing naturally, may work
its effects of magic, as the natural sunlight on the
mountains or the sea. It is clear enough that these
wonderful theories have yielded no result comparable
to their pretensions, a thin by no means to b-s
marvelled at, seeing that they are as unsound in
art as they are practically barren of novelty. There
are, curiously enough, several instances to be found
in which the poetic literature of France has exercised
on that of other countries an injurious effect.” (l)
'The exaggerated importance that is being attributed to
form comes from a dearth of stimulating communal ideas which
are generally essential to the success of poetry.
"Poetry may not be merely, as Byron said, the ex-
pression of excited passion, but the history of
many literary epochs has shown that it is seldom
written with conspicuous success if there are no
great animating- ideas stimulating; the ’whole commun-
ity. There ere no such ideas now. X*he poets either
have, nothing to write about, or, if they have, they
sit down to their work in a cold-blooded languor
from which great results can by no possibility sprin .
Under these circumstances they naturally attribute
extravagant importance to form, and endeavour to
(1) kill i a:. Larminie, Literary Ideals in Ireland, g.62-

conceal poverty of matter by elegance of dress. But
even here they are not very successful. The lack of
exuberant vitality deprives them of the energy by
which difficulties of form are really overcome." (1)
Larminie protests against the use of worn-out and value-
less rimes. He contends that assonance, which was employed by
the early Gaelic poets, may be substituted for rime, especially
in cases where the rime is merely visual.
These theories- -the necessity of relegating transcenden-
talism to the position of background for the facts of life, the
importance of humanitarian enthusiasm, the inferiority of form
to idea- -when seen together, seem to rest on the fundamental
theory that literature is an interpretation of life. In this
theory Larminie is in harmony with most of the writers of the
Irish literary movement. Also, the interest in transcendental-
ism that he displays is consonant with the enthusiasm for theos-
ophy, which was felt by several members of the vanguard of the
Revival
.
(l)--William Larminie, Literary Ideals in Ireland
,
p. 60,

JOHN EG LING-TON
Two main critical interests are evident in the literary
opinions expressed by John Eglington, the outstanding essayist
of the Revival: the de-Davisat ion of Irish literature and the
relation of literature to life. In the first of these he found
himself in harmony with his literary associates; in the second
interest his stand was opposed to that of some of his friends.
By the "de-Davisat ion of Ireland" is meant the lifting
from Irish literature of the shackles of political bias. Eg-
lington suggests that the modern Irishman, instead of nourish-
ing racial and religious antipathies, should, by introducing
new ideals of nationality and by sinking the wells of thought
beneath the surface of tradition, bring the country into spirit
ual unity. He feels that literature must be free to go along
its way quietly in search of truth and wisdom. He says that
"one would like to see the day of what might be
termed, without any disrespect to Davis, the de-Davis-
ation of Irish national literature, that is to say,
the getting rid of the notion that in Ireland a writer
is to think, first and foremost, of interpreting the
nationality of his country, and not simply of the bur-
den which he has to deliver. The expression of nation-
ality, literature cannot fail to be; and the richer-
more varied and unexpected that expression the better. "(1)
He sees the salvation of Irish literature in nature.
"Happily there is in Ireland something older than race
(1). John Eglington, Bards and Saint
s
,
p. 42.

distinctions, older than the Catholic Church, older
than archaeology, older even than the gods,- Mother-
Nature herself, in whose presence the poet can forget
the squalid animosities of race and creed. The future
of Irish literature is mainly an affair between the
poet and this kindly mother, as she manifests herself
to the solitary thinker on the hills and plains of
Ireland." (if
To create a national literature, Eglington believes the
writer must concern himself with the realities of his age. He
finds a tendency among his contemporaries towar:1 ignoring
actuality. He comments on this, saying:
"There are two conceptions of poetry, mutually antagonis-
tic so far, and not to be reconciled except in the
life-work of another great poet, of which one may be
called Wordsworthian, which regs-r-ds the poetic con-
sciousness as acting from within outw^ard and able to
confer on even common things the radiance of the
imagination; the other, to which those who are rather
in sympathy with art than with philosophy are in-
clined, regards the poet as passive to elective in-
fluences and endowing old material with new form.
The first regards the poet as a seer and a spirit-
ual force; the second as an aristocratic craftsman.
The first looks to man himself as the source of
inspiration; the second to tradition, to the forms
and images in which old conceptions have been em-
bodied-old faiths, myths, dreams.... The bias of the
first is toward naked statement, hard fact, dogmatism;
the second toward theory, diffuseness, insincerity.
The latter appears to be the bias of belles lettres
at present. The poet looks too much away from him-
self and from his age, does not feel the facts of
life enough, but seeks in art an escape from them.
Consequently, the art he achieves cannot be the ex-
pression of the age and of himself-- cannot be re-
presentative or ns/tional." (2)
Eglington answers the symbolists who announce that art is
to be liberated from life by saying that life is what we make
John Eglington, Anglo - Irish Essays
, p. 9.1).
2 ). John Eglington, Literary Ideals in Ireland , pp. 26-27.
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it and that if the transcendent realities are not existent in
the normal human consciousness, they are non-existent in the
arts. Against Yeats's theory that Shakespeare deliberately
interested himself in humanity for the sake of his art, he sets
up his opinion that Shakespeare ' s interest was a broadly human
interest from; which came his power as a dramatist. Relative to
this subject of art for- art's sake, Eglington says: "Art which
only interests itself in life and humanity for the sake of art
may achieve the occult triumphs of the symbolist school, but
humanity will return its indifference in kind, and leave it to
the dignity and consolation of 'unpopularity.'" (1)
If there is to be a national drama in Ireland, 'he says it
must have its source in an interest in life and its problems.
He finds a tendency on the part of the poet to look away too
much from himself and his age, to seek an escape in art from the
facts of life. For this reason his art, expressing neither him-
self nor his age, cannot be called representative or national.
On the poet's attempt to escape from reality he comments as
follows
:
"in religious matters also the childhood of nations and
individuals believes in powers and presences, in giants,
fairies and hob-gobl ines
,
and not in a law- governing
life and conduct; and the poet, who represents in a
nation far on into its full maturity, its early be-
liefs and make-believe reality, shuns in these days
the paths of actuality, and seeks the twilight haunts
of memory and shadows. And thus poetry though treated
(1) John Eglington, Literary Ideals in Ireland, p. 46.

with indulgence and consideration, falls in our own
time into some contempt; the poet insisting that
these memories and shadows are the only real, or at
least the most real thing, and the ordinary man, when
the poet is out of earshot allowing his opinion on
the matter to explode in noisy and good humored merri-
ment .
" ( 1
)
Because he feels so strongly the necessity of the poet's
dealing with the hidden realities in the life of each man, he
is skeptical concerning poet's use of the ancient legends of
Ireland. In his opinion the legends refuse to be taken out of
their old environment and moved into the modern world because
the proper method of treating them as they exist in tradition
is a lost secret. He is afraid that from pre-occupation with
them will come nothing but belles lettres, which seek a subject
outside of experience and consequently are contrary to a.
national literature, which is the expression of an interest in
life. If, however, a great poetic intelligence with a supreme
interest in life should find in these legends typical situation^
and characters, such as those Shakespeare took from history and
legend, he must infuse a new spirit a.nd a new import into them
and make them live again as new creations.
"Finn and Cuculain, if they are to appear once more
in literature--and I, for one, shall welcome them--
must be expected to take upon their broad shoulders
something of the weariness and fret of our age, if
only to show how lightly they may be carried, and to
affright with shadowing masses of truth, such as
mortals hurl not now, the uneasy seats of error." (2)
( 1). John Eglington, Anglo - Irish Essays
,
p. 45.
( 2). John Eglington, Literary Ideal s in Ireland
,
p. 24.
—
When Eglington says that the poet should be concerned with
the facts of life, he does not mean the complex and conventional
facts, but the simple and universal. There is no such thing as
realistic poetry, for all poetry is ideal. This idealism of
poetry has been permeated by a Wordsworthian rapture and mysti-
cism. "No genuine child of light but is liable now to sudden
visitations from the wilderness; fallings from him, vanishings,
illuminative misgivings, and the skirts of transcendent hope.
And once the wilderness has breathed upon him, it claims him
more and more for itself." (1)
He finds that poets are of two kinds, either of which may
be great: "the poet who lives in a world of his own, to which
in certain moods we have the passport, like Spenser or William
Morris; and the poet who invades upon our secret passions and
aspirations." (2)
To him the poetic gift seems a variety of the philosophi-
cal
.
"Poets are the infancy of the coming race; philosophers
are the age of the race that is passing. Philosophers
are confirmed in experience; poets are inspired by hope--
The philosopher has once been a poet: the poet, after
many vexations and disillusionment s , will one day be a
philosopher." (3)
In a summary of Eglington' s theories we find his mystic
creed mirrored in his attitude toward nature, in his belief
that the genuine poet is touched by transcendentalism. In this
(1)
--John Eglington, Some Essays and Passages by John Eglington
_
- p.33.
(2)
--John Eglington, The Dial
,
May 1926, p. 362.
(3)
--John Eglinsrton, Some Essays and Passages by John Eglington
p .26-

respect he is closely akin to A. E. and the other theosophists,
whose work was important in the early stages of the Revival.
Also like A. E., he believes that literature must not seek to
escape from the realities of life. He feels that the author
best helps to create a national literature by expressing the
transcendent realities of himself and his age. His mystical
creed establishes Eglington's contribution to the criticism of
the Revival as basically Romantic.

JOHN TODHUNTER
108
Much attention is given by Dr. Todhunter in his critical
writings to the subject of aesthetics. We find him writing at
considerable length on such phases of the subject as the nature
of the beautiful, the rels.tion of love to beauty, the differ-
ence between the beautiful and the sublime and the beautiful
and the pretty, the grotesque, and sympathy. His ideas on lit-
erature pertain to such topics as the ethical element in poetry,
sensuousness, reason and imagination, the creating of new ideals
and ideas, the evil of vague fantasy, and translation.
In defining beauty, he says: "The Beautiful is the revela-
tion of the Divine purpose in creation; the Divine Word which is
perpetually being made flesh." (1) Harmony is the inherent
characteristic of the beautiful object; love is the emotion it
produces. In the Beautiful we find a reconciliation of contra-
dictions, brought about by the imagination with its power of
association of ideas. "Things not beautiful in themselves may
even become in a manner beautiful, by being associated with oth-
ers in the composition of a beautiful whole." (2) That is the
essence of harmony, the uniting of dissi ilar elements "so that
by the very clashing of their natures they enhance the other's
perfection." (3)
In explaining the relationship between love and beauty he
(1)- John Todhunter, Essays, p.33,
(2 Ibid., p. 39.
(3)- Ibid., p.39.
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explains that love, which is a yearning towards something of
a different nature from ourselves, unites dissimilar personali-
ties .
"Once we have arrived at the idea that beauty is har-
mony, and harmony the Kosmical Order, it is easy to
see why Love should be the emotion of the Beautiful.
Happiness, in its highest conceivable sense is 'our
being’s end and aim,' and happiness is only possible
for us through the free activity of our whole nature;
body, soul, and spirit must be in harmony with each
other, and with the external world. Love is at once
the cause, inasmuch as it is the aspiration after our
ideal of beauty or perfection, by which we are made
one vdith the ideal; the product inasmuch as we must
have some harmony in ourselves to be capable of this
aspiration, and are indeed started in life m th at
least a few common chords, which we develop as best
we may." (1)
He now proceeds to draw differences between the Beautiful
and the pretty and the Beautiful and the Sublime. He thinks
of the Beautiful and the Sublime as expressing different
moments in the Kosmical Order. The Beautiful is the resolution
of discord; the Sublime is discord unresolved but suggested.
The difference between the Beautiful and the Pretty is that
the former implies triumph over evil while the latter implies
innocence of evil.
He next points out the difference between the Bublime and.
the Grotesque.
"The emotion of the Sublime is the awe produced by the
contemplation of the mysterious discords of Creation,
but in the Grotesque the mind plays with these mys-
teries. This playfulness may be that of a most rev-
erent mind, which thus seeks, relief from the weight
(1) John Todhunter, Essay s
, pp. 40-41.
..
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"of all this unintelligible world. It feels the dis-
cord, but it feels it in faith that it will be re-
solved. Or it may be the hysterical outburst of an
overstrained mind--the mirth of Hamlet after the
ghost scene. Or it may be the blasphemous jesting
of a base nature with sacred things, and then it
degenerates into burlesque. All humour is of the
nature Grotesque, but in humour it is chiefly the
human feelings that are played with, hence the pa-
thos which underlies it." (1)
Another phase of aesthetics that Todhunter discusses is
sympathy. He considers sympathy a more definite thing than
love because through it we feel again something that we have
experienced before, whereas love carries us into regions of
the unknown and develops in us new capacities for sympathy.
The essential conditions for sympathy are a sufficient simi-
larity between us and the object of sympathy so that we shall
find it intelligible and yet an absolute distinctness from us."
It would be truer to say that the more life there is in any-
thing, the more it is capable of exciting in us sympathy or
antipathy, which is a kind of inverted sympathy. We sympathise
most, not with what has most life, but what is most like our-
selves." (2) Todhunter feels, however, that the emotion of the
Beautiful is an emotion of love rather than one of mere sym-
pathy .
In expressing his literary theories, Todhunter takes a
definite stand against the "Art for art's sake" gospel. He says
"It may be true that the essence of art is the emo-
tional expression of emotion; yet the value of the
work of art must surely in some degree depend upon
the quality of the emotion thus expressed. Style may
(1)
--John todhunter, A Study of Shelley
, p. 9-
(2)
—John Todhunter, Es say
s
, p. 34.
€
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be the incarnation of this emotional expressions; yet
the artist who lives in his studio, and makes style
his main object, cuts off the spiritual fountain-
head which gives his style vitality. In all art, how-
ever free from the self-consciously didactic, there
are, underlying and permeating the purely artistic
element, ethical and philosophical elements derived
•from the moral and truth-grasping personality of the
man; and these cannot rightly be ignored in estimating
the final value of his work. ' (1)
Todhunter believes that Keats is such a great poet because he
is full of modern ethical ideas.
That he considers sensuousness a characteristic of
artist is indicated when he says: "Keats, though no mere art-
ist, as he is falsely accused of being, had at least this
characteristic of the artist in him, that his first craving
was for sensuous beauty, and his first deliberate effort for
the perfection of his style." (2)
To differentiate between reason and imagination as be-
tween two faculties is, he feels, absurd.
"The feet with which reason walks are themselves the
wings of imagination, painfully furled for slow pro-
gress along the narrow path of certainty; and our
deepest and highest life ranges through the abysses
of the unknown on the wings of imagination, not over
the firm ground of knowledge on the feet of reason.
The mind has its little sphere of reality floating
in the boundless ether of ideality. This sphere is
itself, perhaps, but inspissated air--a concentration
of that nebulous stuff of which dreams are made. In
any case, it is as impossible for the soul to live in
a skyless earth or an earthless sky, as it is to say
where sky ceases and earth begins. We may burrow as
we please in what we deem the solid earth of fact;
the ether pursues us still, and permeates every atom-
space as we dissect and analyze. Few of us are so
(1)
--John Todhunter, A Study of Shelley
, p. 9.
( 2
)
-
- lb i d , pp. $-10-

"stern in our fidelity to truths of reason that we are
content to abandon the airy regions of imagination,
where pleasant delusions abound, no doubt, but whence
we may often descry new plots of solid truth slowly
orbing out of the domain of nebulous hypothesis.
Pure science advances by means of hypothesis, and
hypothesis involves an act of imagination, in which
the man of science may be said to become for the mo-
ment a poet--the distinction between the pure man of
science and the pure poet being that, while the man
of science makes but short excursions from the re-
gion of certainty, and esteems nothing true that can-
not be verified in the region of observed fact, the
poet exhausts the sphere of possible ideas to create
from their combination an ideal which corresponds
more or less remotely with observed facts. The re-
gion of poetry is emphatically the region of the un-
verifiable by the methods of pure science, and yet
cannot be called a region of falsehood; it is rather
a region in which truths half apprehended loom dimly
around truths seen in intensest vision, in which the
actual and the possible enter into the closest re-
lationship, until the actual seems but a link in
the chain of possibilities, and the possible seems
half actual. The imagination seizes upon the sub-
tlest hints conveyed through the senses, the most
delicate movements of desire, on all that the reason
rejects as too impalpable for its chain of evidence,
to build the soul a home iwhose oundations may be
fixed upon solid fact, while its pinnacles and tow-
ers reach upward into the sky of the ideal." (1)
He tells us, too, that there are two classes of imagina-
tive visions, those that are believable and those that are not.
The former, which he terms truths of the imagination, com-
prises scientific hypotheses, types of actual things as are
the characters in a play, myths which embod/ things that the
senses apprehend only vaguely, and ideals which may be realized
at some future time. The unbelievable visions are fantasies.
When new ideas possess the imagination, there will be found
something real in the universe to correspond to them. 3o,
(l)--John Todhunter, A Study of Shelley
, pp . 14-15,

the poet who creates a new ideal becomes a real force in the
developmental process of humanity.
In his creation of an ideal, he must not, however, ignore
t reality. Todhunter deplores Shelley's tendency to reduce the
real world to a vague and fantastic dream. Could he but have
made his ideal Argolis a little less moonshiny, could he have
given it something of the reality of Prospero's enchanted is-
land, this interest would have been immensely increased." (1)
Vague fantasy is in his opinion Shelley's besetting sin.
Another fault he finds in Shelley is that in the transla- 1
tion of poems he so rarely reproduces the metre of the origi-
nal. He does not insist on this in the case of assonant verse
because he believes it has never become naturalized in English
j|
and to attemp: it woul: handicap the poet's genius.
Much of Todhunter 's criticism, it can be seen, is defini-
tive. In the department of judicial criticism we find his
main points to be a repudiation of the "Art for Art's Sake"
idea, an insistence on the ethical and philosophical elements
in literature, a belief in the inseparability of reason and
imagination, a stress on imagination and idealism, an: a con-
viction that assonance is not suited :.o English verse. Only
in the attention that he devotes to imagination do we find him
adhering to Romanticism. In this and in his advocacy of reali-
ty he follows the common trends of the Revival
.
(l)--John Todhunter, A Study of ^helley
,
p. 67.

T. W. ROLLESTON
The literary theories of T. W. Rolleston which we are to
consider have their principal origin in an interest in the
Irish dramatic movement, which he deems of great importance
in the general literary movement in Ireland. His opinions
concern the nature of the literary movement, the task set for
Irish, literature, the need for freedom of expression, the
value of drama as a unifying and disciplinary agent, one of
the functions of art, the choice of the language in which a
literature is to be written, the necessity for the dramatist's
being in contact with life, digression in a play, and narrative]
poetry. Another critical section is devoted to his aesthetic
theories
.
He represents the Irish literary movement as "the im-
pulse to seek for Irish themes, to treat the history, scenery,
legendary literature and current life of our country with the
ennobling touch and the revealing insight of poetry; in gen-
eral, to express the Irish imagination in an Irish way." (1)
The task which he sees lyin'"- before Irish literature and
Irish art in general and which he realizes to be a very diffi-
cult one is the spiritual unification of Ireland. In under-
taking this, the artist must make claim for freedom of sincere
expression; without such freedom, art cannot live.
(l)--T. W. Rolleston, Irish Art and Thought
, p. 32-
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In the unifying process, drama will be found a valuable
aid "because the drama is a popular form of literature, a form
which above all others visibly and effectually unites men in a
common sentiment and can make itself equally at home in the
cultured city and in the country village.” (1) Besides this,
the drama has another values it furnishes "training in ex-
j: pression which it seems almost essential for a literature to
I pass through if it is to achieve real greatness and force of
style .
” ( 2
)
Ke does not find the Abbey drama satisfactory because the
i more serious plays do not cover the whole of Irish life. They
j
deal with only one class and with onlv a few of the aspects of
that class. They ignore, as material, the life of the better-
educated class, the class that frequents the Abbey Theatre.
!
They seem to forget that
"it is one of the functions of art applying that
word in its widest sense to all impassioned and sin-
cere activity of the mind- -to keep on breaking up
the crust of prepossession and convention that gathers
over the idea of every class, every interest, every
group or community, when left too long undisturbed.
And these people, to whose nature the ^bbey xheatre
never holds up the mirror, are after all the people
in Ireland who really matter.” (3) he concedes, how-
ever, that the dramatists must write according to
their own vision.
i
he feels that the dramatist needs to maintain contact with the
liie around him, Concerning Mendelssohn's suggestion
J
(l)--T. W. Rolleston, Irish Art and xhought
,
p.35.
(2)-“Ibid., P. 33-
;
(3)--Ibid., pp. 34-35.
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that Lessing should have been developing his talent in retire-
ment instead of in a life full of distraction, he remarks:
"He was wrong; plays written in the closet, alone mostly remain
there, and Lessing meant his for the stage." (1) The language
of a people's literature must be the living language of their
business and bosoms isolated from common life it is merely a
waxen flower which will never strike root or bear fruit." (2)
From his criticism of one of Lessing's plays, we can see
that he feels the necessity of adequate motivation and the dan-
ger of digressions and reflections encumbering the action of a
play. Nor does he feel reflection necessary to a poem, for he
says, "The Nibelungenlied proved that a poem may be truly great
without imagery or reflections, simply by the powerful narra-
tive, in the simplest imaginable kind of a human speech, of
action controlled by passion and character." (3) In his opin-
ion, two of the essentials in producing results of poetic gen-
ius are critical intelligence and moral character of true no-
bility and refinement. Among the essentials of genuine crit-
icism are flexibility, tolerance, and sincerity.
He defines art as an exploration rather than a criticism
of life. It is the purpose of the artist to make his work more
expressive of life than the raw facts of life can ever be. In
! achieving this purpose, he must make his fellow-men feel what
(1)
--T. W. Rolleston, Life of Leasing, p. 76-
( 2
)
--T
.
W. Rolleston, Irish Art and Thought
,
p. 42,
(3)
--T. W. Rolleston, Life of Lessing
,
p. 13 «
—
he feels. "There can be no art which does not communicate tc
others the feeling of the artist. This implies that the artist
must have a distinct and sincere feeling to communicate." (1)
This, he asserts, does not imply that the greatest work is the
most strongly and widely communicable. "It is the quality of
art to communicate feeling; it is the ob.j ect of art to communi-
cate a feeling for life. Art is man
1
s expression of lif
e
;
and
he delights in art precisely because and in so far as he de-
lights in life." (2) By turning our external perceptions of
things into real and vital perceptions, the artist widens our
range of life. He opens our eyes and brings to consciousness
new faculties and powers of living of which we were not pre-
viously aware.
In expressing life, he, at the same time, expresses his
personality. He gives himself with his subject. He expresses
the harmony of the whole. "His work is therefore greater and
more vital than nature, that is to say than any fragment of na-
ture, for his is looking at the part he renders sub specie
aet emit at is
.
in the light of the Whole." (3)
The mark of art is Life, not 3eauty, but the presence of
Beauty shows that the mark has been hit. "Beauty arises, then,
when we find a certain brightening, a saliency, and intensity
in the expression or vitality, whether by external nature or,
(1)
--T. W. uolleston. Parallel Paths, p. 245.
(2)— Ibid., p. 246.
( 3
)
-- Ibid
. ,
p. 248-
-
in art, by man." (1) for the slogans, Art for Morals and Art
ifor Art, Rolleston suggests substituting Art for Life.
The laws by which life acts are the laws of rhythm, con-
trast, and harmony. "Under the spell of rhythm the mind is
(capable of moods and emotions which without it could never have
been evoked into consciousness. And that makes the difference
between telling a thing in verse and in rrose. Verse arouses
| the mood in which the surject has emotional value and signnifi-
jcance. Even prose always becomes more or less rhythmic when
in passioned . " (2)
In these opinions it is manifest that Rolleston 1 s impelling
desire is to humanize literature, to bring, it close to the life
of man, to make it serve man according to mankind's highest
standards of critical intelligence and moral judgment. This de-
sire is in harmon, with that of most of the writers of the
movement. The impai cat, ions of Classicism that are found in the
expression of this desire may be noticed again in his statement
that the artist, expresses the harmony of the whole.
The Romantic aspects of Rolleston' s criticism are sug-
gested by the favorable mention he makes of imagination, in-
tensity, and expression of personality and by the claim he
makes for freedom of expression. In making this claim, he
joins a chorus of protest made by his literary contemporaries
in Ireland against religious and political censorship.
(l)--T. W. Rolleston, Parallel Paths , p. 252.
..
lioiel j. i.:;: .
Biographical data concerning Lionel Johnson, such as
birth in England, ancestry Er lish an(‘ elsh alth ugh with an
Anglo-Irish strain, education in England, may awaken in the
mind of the reader a question as to why Johnson is included
among the Irish critics. The answer is that, since Johnson
claimed the Irish as his and the Irish claim Johnson as
theirs, the writer feels it would be unwise presumption to
form a dissenting minority. Therefore, Johnson, the scholar-
poet takes his place as one of the iir.pt rtant critics of the
Irish Literary Revival.
The next question to arise in logical succession will,
no doubt, be the following: to what extent did t] circum-
stances of Johnson’s life, lost of which
. was spent in
England, influence his critical theories? The influences
which the writer has found traceable would seem to come under
two headings, t ose of books and those of people.
The knowledge of the nature of Johnson's early reading
is based on allusions found in the collection of letters
written by him while at Winchester College. Scattered through
out the collection are found such comments as : "I adore
Browning with an ecstasy well-nigh passiona eh "I have
been reading Comte and ...ill together just now; sue: an ab-
solute death in life as their respective philosophies I can
scarcely realiz ‘'so I am going to walkaway down the river

this afternoon and read Lmerspn: my idea of love finding
partial expression; "I believe ir Carlyle; 1 ' i: fes, - have
been r or ding Swinburne too, and always with- unspeakable re.; -
ture;” ”1 am of Blake’s humanity; 11 ’’Shelley whom we wor-
ship;” "What a lorious man Thomson was, or is;
”
and of
Morris and Ruskin, "I almost worship them both.” (l) To be
sure, these are the reactions of a boy between the ages of
sixteen and eighteen, and so It would seem that the:* r im-
ortance as permanent influences s ouli be discounted; but
a reading of the entire text of the letters shows a critical
in; i
.
t far be yon:, what couLd be empected of a schoolboy.
Moreover, his exceptionally wide acquaintance ith English
literature and classical literature gave hi i sue! lar _e
perspective and, bp the tine of na urity, such a familiar
one that he could view literature 11 steadily and see it
whole.
Much of his reading was apparently in the dep rtment of
philosophy.- it the age of sixteen, he tells of reading
and digesting the doctrine of Lsoteric Buddhism and fin ing
it very noble. And again at the sane age: "I am absolutely
confirmed in y Luddhlsm by readin • ?latp.— " (2) n another
occasion he '-rote to a friend: "If you ossess a dictionary
(1') dome Winchester Letters Of Lionel Johnsons
( 2 ) J-C-id.
~
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strike out the words ’materialism’ and ’rationalize’. They
are Satan and Be<-lzebub." Later references are nade to
Thomas _a ie pis and Tracts of the Time
s
. These -readings mark
the development or an interest in philosophy, which culminated
in his conversion to the Homan Catholic °hurch . His Cathol-
icism was reflected in his theories concerning sacrhi poetry
and in his stress on the study of the classics.
Among the personal influences on his life was undoubtedly
that of The Rhymer’s Club, although Yeats indicates that it
was the Club that was influenced by Johnson. ^eats speaks of
Johnson's imposing his personality upon them. Stil it was,
no doubt, the contagion ol the enthusiasm manifested by the
Irish members of the Club in the xrish literary movement that
drew Johnson into it.
The strongest of the influences evidenced in Johnson's
critical theories is that ol' his ol tutor and frienb, Walter
Hater. Philosophically Johnson may differ with him as he
acknowledges: "It Is possible to differ from Mr. Pater in many
things: his estimate ol ^ichael Angelo’s religion, his views
of Plato's doctrine, his interpretation of Boticelli’s Madonnas,
his whole conception of the Renaissance, with much else, have
been thought by some dubi us, if not perverse." (1) never-
theless, when it is a case of his general conception of lit-
erature, his theories testify to an understand-in of and
(l)--Licnel Johnson, Post Liminium, p. 39.

sympathy with his old friend. He was a disciple of Pater,
—
not in the manner of the "Art ror Art's fake" group-, regarding
whom he says: "Now I heartily hate the cant of ’ Art for art's
Sake, ’"--but in adherence to the spirit Oi Pater's ideals.
Johnson's literary theories may be placed in the follow-
ing divisions: (1) his definition of literature, (2) ais at-
titude toward romantic tendencies, (3) his classic theories
of work, (4) his ideas on sacred verse, (o) his opinions on
stylistics, (6) his stand in the controversy over nationalism
in Irish literature.
Johnson thinks of literature as the expression oi a per-
sonality. "Certainly no one can observe life without colour-
ing or shaping his observations by his thoughts; each has his
Own way oi observing life, accordin': to his own habit and
cast of mind .
" ( 1) The quality of the writer's personality
d? ciermin.es the quality and degree of excellence in his work.
"The desires of the artist's mind, the vision of his soul,
the passion of his personality, apprehend beauty and truth,
well or il
•
,
finely or less finely, according to their own
excellence." (2) The origin of literature, he says, is life
in contact with the passions and emotions of men, provoking
their minds to expression. Concerning the end ol art, he says:
(1)
--Lionel Johnson, Reviews and Critical Papers, p. 19.
(2)
--Lionel Johnson, Host Lirninium, P. 3d.

"lastly: to write .town a commonplace, w Ich some
'artists' call a paradox; tie ideal artist, and
not least the novelist, will know with ‘lJessing,
that truth is a necessary ox the soul and may
not be suppressed; but that pleasure, the end
of art, is not a necessary, and may be dispensed
with or foregone . " ( 1
)
Johnson leaves no doubt in the reader’s mind as to his
antipathy toward the modern romantic iaea oi literature. lie
uses as the objectives of his attack such phases of the roman-
tic movement as mysticism, passionate rhetoric, volatile
fancies, the Gothic novel and its general hectic unrest.
In speaking of mystics, he grants that Slake is the
:
1 greatest of them but "denies that even the greatest nr. sties
have been among the greatest writers. "Pure mysticism, though
skilled interpreters, as Mr. Ellis and Mr. Yeats, may make it
plain to us, is still too far away to be the stable and sub-
stance of common literature." (2)
Dislike of romantic rhetoric, or bombastic rhetoric, may
be inferred from the statement: "It is a rare praise, to say
of a book that it is pas ionate, wit ...out a neces ity to add,
that it lapses into rhetoric and rant." (3)
Another anti-romantic inference can be drawn from the
following: "A passionate prepossession by some few dominant
thoughts must issue either works or singular an distinguished
f loftiness, or In works of a rigid arid stark monotony: there
(l)--Lionel Johnson, The Art of Thor us f^ardy, p .40.
I
(2)--Lionel Johnson, Post Liminiurn
,
p. GO.
i (5)--Lionel Johnson, The / rt of T ~ oma s Hardy
, y
. 20o .
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is little room for flashing plays of thoughts and fancies,
volatile, mercurial, rapid.” (1)
In discussing some of Davidson’s work, he assails its
Romantic weaknesses: "And the defects of its qualities are
not lacking: a certain feverishness at times, an unpruned
wealth of words, a rapidity which the verse pants for want
of breath." (2) The rapidity which he stigmatizes on sev-
eral occasions is probably distasteful to him because it is a
sign of unrest, which is opposed to his theories of Classic
repose. Even Hardy he finds to be a victim of this at times.
"The Hardy of our preference is a writer of impassioned and
beautiful solemnity. The Hardy of our occasional dislike is
a writer of querulous questioning and unrest." (3)
His general attitude toward modern tendencies in litera-
ture he summarizes in a rather sharp-edged satire.
"Just now, a new philosophy is coming into fashion:
it is required of a man that he be virile, robust
and bitter. Laugh at life, and jest with the world:
waste no words and spare no blushes: whatever you do,
do it doggedly, and whatever you say, put a sting
into it. In sentiment, let Voltaire talking Ibsen
be your ideal: in life, rival the Flying Dutchman
for recklessness, the Wandering Jew for restlessness
and the American rowdy for readiness to set. Life
is short, so stuff it full: and is long, so cut it
short. Various men have various methods: some
.
writers cut art short by reducing it to impressions,
some by reducing it to epigrams. Whichever you do,
(1) Lionel Johnson, The Art of Thomas Hardy
. p. 168.
('') Lionel Johnson, Reviews and Crit ical Papers
,
p. 46.
(3) Lionel Johnson, Post Liminium
, p. 142.
.'
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care nothing for beauty and truth but everything for
brevity and effect. You may have stayed at home and
analyzed y ur >elf till you were sick of yourself; or
that you have raged around the world and found all
hollow, without you and within. You can make litera-
ture an affair of nerves or an affair of blood: you
may aint life grey, or paint it red. But if you be
a modern man of letters, before all else, ignore the
Ten Commandments and the Classics. '3we ar oy the
sciences, -which you have not studied, and the foreign
literature
,
which you read in translation: if you
want to make a hit sring the Iliad up to date: you
need only douole the bloodshed, and turn the long
Speeches into short, smart, snapping cynicisms." (1)
In plac of the literary standards that he so strongly con-
demns, Johnson suggests ideals of a classic nature. "The
great literature/' he says, "has always expressed the sanity ,
the measure, the harmony of the world." (2) He finds Thomas
Hardy's control over his
tempestuous writing: an
strength." (3) In place
ticists, he insists on a
art is a good example
,
for our day of
example of sanity, of seauty, and of
of the "elan vitale" of the rornan-
"frein vitale." This restraint he
commends in the work of Hardy and of Wordsworth. "Each style
displays a rare mingling of richness and severity; that oeauty
I of restrained art, /hich enchant us beyond all the charms of
i
an art ever prodigal and gorgeous." (4) The "perfect work-
manship," toward which ho strives, he tells us, "is the last
good gift, and granted only to the faithful and the laborious
i
in literature." (5)
(1)
--Lionel Johnson, Heviews and Critical Papers
,
p. 29.
(2)
--Lionel Johnson, The ^rt of Thomas Hardy, p. 217*
(3)
—Ibid, p. 207.
(4)
--Ibid, p. l67*
(5)
--Lionel Johnson, deviews and Critical Papers
,
p. 18.
iC
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Among his other classic theories are those pertaining to
scholarship, detachment, simplicity, universality, unity of
design, reason, attituae toward nature, and reverence of the
old masters
.
A classic sense of scholarship is required in romantic
movements^ '’otherwise, this romantic delight in suabilities of
situation, and in audacities of thought, will run riot and pro-
duce those uncouth, clever pieces of extravagance, which charm
the undisciplined." tl) He terms scholarship the only arbiter
of style, a novel must deal with its matters in a spirit of
impartiality. It must be marked by simplicity since progress
in sira licity is always a feature of progress in art. "The
genius, which gets at the ultimate simplicity of things knows
with what care of expression, at what ex._ ense of space, in what
tone and key, uo com .unicate its apprehensions of each several
thing." (2)
He realizes that no writer can escape the influences of his
own age, nor does he want him to
5
but he feels that the writer
should show that in them .hich is universal.
"It is the office of art, to disengage from the con-
flict and the turmoil of life the interior virtue
,
the
informing truth, which compose the fine spirit of its
age: and to do this, with no ^ettiness of parochial
pride in the fashions and the achievements of its own
age, but rather with an orderly power to connect what
is, v;ith what has seen, looking prophetically towards
what will be." ( 3 )
(1)
-
-Lionel Johnson, The art of Thomas Hardy
,
p. 13*
(2)
--Lionel John on, The art of Thomas Hardy
,
p. 6c.
(3)
--Ibid
, p. 12.
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He finds unity of effect Hardy's chief distinction. He
considers unity of design an excellence which atones for many
faults
.
There is a stress on reason in his encomium of Jante
.
"Nowhere do the greatness of the ancient vorld ana of
the new so harmonize as in him; and our age of looser
thought and feeling may find in him a wisdom, none
the less profitable for oeing the result of a passion-
ate spirit and a stern logic; confronting eternal
re lities faithfully an^ fearlessly, through a pil-
srimane that closed in the Luce e ^erna and the Rose
of Paradise." (1)
He condemns the Romantic . attitude toward nature, saying;
"We have fallen in love with' a way of torturing nature into
complicity with our vague emotions: we should do well to gain
the Homeric simplicity and grandeur of mind, the Lucretion
sense of majesty and power, the Virgilian sense of rapture and
lory, in the presence of the natural earth." (2)
Johnson feels that "The supreme duties of the artist
[toward his art, as of all students toward their studies, are
[two in number, but of one kind: a duty of reverence, of fid-
elity, of understanding, toward the old, great masters; and a
[duty of the old great masters towards the living age and the
Jliving artists. (p) jn ocher words, he feels that the artist
while adhering to the spirit of the classics must still keep
1
(1)
--Lionel Johnson, Post Liminium, d. 101.
(2)
—Lionel Johnson, Reviews and Critical Papers, p. C4.
(1) --Lionel Johnson, The Growth of Love, Introduction, p. XI.

close to life, to humanity. "Art is, of course, independent
of time and place: we are equally at h me with Clytemnestra
and Uncle Toby, Dido and Hester Prynne ; we -require, and in
them we find, the ’one touch of nature,’ the common
humanity." (1)
In keeping close to life, the writer must not lose sight
of the moral principles that govern it. "So Ion; as art pro-
ceeds from, and appeals to, men of a whole and harmonious
nature, art must express that wholeness and that harmony: an
artist is forbidden, by the facts of his natural structure to
disassociate his ethics from his aesthetics." (2) In harmony
also with his theory of keeping close to life is his prefer-
ence of the city to the country. London seems to him to be
the summons to a fuller life and a fuller understanding. he
realises that the city places obstacles in the way of the
carrying out of his Aristotelian purpose of seeing life
steadily and whole. Nevertheless, he says: "And in. London,
the man of letters whose business lies in the expression of
life, real or touched with imagination, is quickened to action
by the presence of great crowds The more abundant and
varied life be, the better for the man of letters: it
educates hi .
'
( 3
)
here it may be appropriate to insert Johnson’s conception
(1)
—Lionel Johnson, cost Lininium
, p. IOC.
(2)
—Lionel Johnson, The Art of Thomas Hardy
, p. 200.
( 3 ) --Lionel «]
,
_h h
,
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of humanism:
"I recommend neither self-dependence nor plagiarism,
he, who falls into neither of those criminal mistakes
is the erfect humanist: he reveres the past, he
comprehends the present: he 1 sees life steadily and
as a whole.* The humanists, in any literal sense of
that term, ere the catholics of art: ' in alanced
and well roportioned in mind, they exag orate
nothing-, and they ignore nothing; out upon the facts
of life, spiritual and material
,
they look with a
discernment, which tries to realise them all at
tl eir true value
.
( 1
)
Johnson's stylistic theories are of the same classical
cast. He speaks of style as "the perfection of workman-
ship, " (2) and expresses the idea that a man and his style
are inseparable. He finds admirable such qualities as
strength, restraint, clearness, conciseness, simplicity,
stateliness, ana grace. He objects to the artificial, the
excessive, and the irrelevant. In criticizing a writer for
his artificiality, he says: "Rather than let his work win
the way by the subtle power of its ideas, he prefers co force
our attention by ike studied abrui ; ies of his phrases." (3)
In drs. '.Yard's '.arc ell a he finds an occasional excess of
phrase. In the writer past his prime of life he notices a
general tendency toward excess and extravagance. "What was
once his strength has now become his weakness, and his virtue
has changed into vice It is in writers whose whole life
has been full of suCcesful toil an untiring effort, that
(1)
--_jionel Johnson, The ir t of Thom'- s Hardy
,
p. 11.
(2)
—Lionel Johnson, Reviews and Critical Papers,
(3)
—Ibid, p. 31.
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(1) The introduction ofmanner degenerates into mannerism,
the irrelevant is one of Kipling’s faults.
Bacon’s Essays is to Johnson a fine example of classical
values
.
"His permanent appeal in the Essays lies in his
incomparable strength and weightness of phrase; it
is easy to execrate the meaning of message of his
brief mediations, whilst wonder! lg at their superb
manner, their haughty reticence, and restraint.
Rich with classic and historic instances and illustra-
tions, teeming and pregnant with undelivered inner
meanings, majestic in their disdain of superfluities
the great sentences pass in procession with, an air
of proud assurance.”
( 2 )
(2)
Kipling is praised for his vigor; Davidsom, for the
compression which gives dignity to his lyrics; G-old smith,
for his simplicity and race; fanning for a "certain stately
beauty, a rave and chastened simplicity, measured and
academic." (3)
Johnson gives condidorable attention to the theory as well
as the writing of sacred poetry. In his opinion, true sacred
poetry connotes certainty about sacred thinrs. "here
’spirituality’ produces woeful verse, tedious pietism; a pre-
cise f>a * th
,
ardent at the heart and rich with the blood, of
life, as produced lyrical 'lories, poetry of celestial pas-
sion, Uranian chaunting." (4)
(1) Lionel Johnson, lev! ews and Critical Papers , n. 65
(2) Lionel Johnson, Post Liminium , p. 132".
(3) Lionel Johnson, Cr ‘ t ' ?a,l Papers , p. 94
(4) Lionel Johnson. Post Tdm 1nlun , p. 113.
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The reason why so many modern writers of religions verse have
failed to write beautifully is that they have shackled them-
selves with dryV formal phrases and commonp laces. They have
been afraid to face the details of divine history.
"Sacred poets must feel towards the contents of their
creed as lovers toward the separate and single
beatities of their mistresses: a personal devotion
to each gracious detail, with a. comprehension of
their place and office on the gracious whole." (1)
Even here we notice a kinship to the Aristotelian theory. He
goes on: "There must be reverent familiarity, no less than
an awed veiling of the eves." (2) If anyone objects to this
familiarity, it ' ' because he has never realized his faith.
Tn Christina “ossetti’s sacred poetry he finds his standards
foil owed.
"But Miss Rossetti, in her sacred poems, brings to-
gether all the elements of art, excellence and of a
Christian’ s faith. Their chief note, their unique
interest and delight, is a tenderness in them, a tre-
mulous and wistful beauty of adoration rising and
passing at times, into something like a very joyous
adoration of friend by friend." (3)
Johnson brings his Classic formula to the literary prob-
lem of Ireland. x o the loud clamor for patriotism in the
poets of Ireland, he replies: "A cosmopolitan artist, a
citizen of the world, with no local patriotism in his heart,
has never yet done anything memorable in poetry or in anything
else." (4)
(1) Lionel Johnson, Post. Liminium, p. 113.
( 2 ) Ibid. , p . 113
.
[5 Ibid., p. 116
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But, he feels there are other ways of manifesting
patriotism in poetry than the writing of political poems .'
1
"A wider, deeper, higher vision would recognize that Irish
nationality and Iris/, patriotism can make themselves powerful
in a thousand forms and themes of literature . 11 ( 1) He adds
that while the folk-son; s of a country are Beautiful, the
purely political verse is always inferior to them and very
frequently abominable. He
"Is inclined to think that a nation does not
produce its greatest art in times of storm and
stress, but at and after the period of triumph:
when the nation is exulting in its strength and
; lory, with a sense of new youth and health and
,
107/. T elancholy, and sorrow, and the cry of pain,
it has been said by some, are more poetical than
serenity and ardour: for my own part, I do not
elieve it."
(
2 )
To those who feel that the poets should imitate the
work of Hangan and Carle ton he replies that imitation usually
produces the worst literature. Lest this statement be
misunderstood, it should be added that he justifies and
advocates borrowing the best achievements of foreign art when
they can be adapted to the service of the Irish fuses.
With those who want to de-Anglicize Irish . iter ture he
agrees to the extent of relieving that Irish writers should
not copy Li, lish work. He finds it deplorable that the
greater poets in Ireland are unable to write their poetry in
(1) Lionel Johnson, Post Llml nlum, p. 175.
(2) Lionel Johnson, Poetry in Ireland
,
p. 50.

Irish. "Put, alas I we have lost our own language, and English
is not at all the same thing: we can and we do Irishize it
to a great extent, as hy the use of Gaelic turns of speech;
|
and a most beautiful thing t. at Irish English often is from
the tongues and pens of our orators and of our writers. But
there are limits to our possibilities in the direction of
introducing beauties and graces into English verse, which in
spirit and effect shall be truly Irish." (1) He warns against
the striving in poetry after Irish idiom, which may make
I
bad English and bad Irish. He suggests that "surely Irish
I
poets do Ireland no disservice, if they labor faithful!'5 ' to
exoress their Irish imaginings in an English verse worthy
l
to express them; if they strive to make the tongue of ’the
Saxon’ convey somewhat of the joyous or the mournful beauty
that is in the indominatal le heart of Ireland." (2)
| „
To those who are afraid that the literature of Ireland
|
may have lost Its nationality he says:
"A living, literature cannot help being national:
it may feed upon the literature of the past, and
.
of other nations: but if it be good literature,
it must bear the sign and seal of Its own nation-
ality and its own age. Indeed, nationality lives
in literature and art, when it is almost dead in
other- things: they are the expressions of the
soul of a country, they are racy of the soil,
they refuse to serve their country's conquerors." (3)
j(l) Lionel Johnson, Post Limlnium
,
p. 185
!(2) Lionel Johnson, Catholic World, 92: 858-61 Mr. ’ll.
'
(3) Lionel Johnson, Poetry in Ireland
, p. 36.

To the Irish poets he recommends discipline, austerity
ol taste, and a constsnd progress towards an iaeal perfec-
tion .
n An Irish poet of today may lack a thousand Irish vir-
tues: hut if he give a devoted care to the perfect-
ing of his art, he will have at least one Celtic
note, one characteristic Irish virtue. While he is
intent upon the artful turns and cadences of his
music and the delicate choice cl his words, striving
to achieve the last graces and perfections possible
to his work, he is at one in spirit ith the poets
of old Ireland. M (1)
In Johnson's Hellenic doctrine we find represented most
of the tenets of the Humanist cr ed. The Humanist key- .ords,
discipline, restraint, and reason, are some of the most
frequently used words in Johnson' scritical vocabulary.
Norman Foerster tells us that the true Humanistic values are
to be found in what is known as classic literature. Johnson
reminds the writer of his duty to the old masters and goes
on to say: " sure and sound is the whole world's judg-
ment: in Sophocles and in Vergil, in N nte and in Hilton,
virtue and truth shine clearly." (2) Babbitt finds indis-
pensable to the practice of Humanism an inner check, ethical
in quality. Johnson finds literature inseparable fro..:
etnics. Lewis I.iunford in his paper, Towards an Organic
Humanism
,
comments on the New Humanist's ungriendliness
(1) Lionel Johnson, Post Liminlum
, pp . 166-167.
(2) Lionel Johnson, The Growth of Love, Introd., p. XII.

towards science and "contemporary fact."(l) We have
already noted Johnson's satiric arraignment . of science and
other facts of contemporary life that he considers
antipathetic to the classic ideal.
So, it can be seen that to achieve a critical
composition that will e ratifh d y the Humanists one needs
only to assemble Johnson's literary opinions: lis
antagonism towards all that savours of the Romantic, unrest,
excess, lack of restraint: his advocacy of the Classic
virtues of erfectio
,
proportion, serenity, restraint,
simplicity, clearness, conciseness, definiteness, dlynity:
his use of the classics as criteria: his alliance of
literature with ethics: his concern with life and humanity.
Lionel Johnson may e termed the Irish representative of
Humanism.

GEORGE MOOEE
In the work of George Moore we find an interweaving of
the influences of his associations in the world of art and
in the world of literature. We know that, while living in
Paris, he joined a group of artists which included Manet,
Degas, Pisarro, Eenoir, Sisley, and Monet, and that he became
a special friend of Manet. It is not surprising, therefore,
to find him saying, "I am sick of synthetical art; we want
observation direct and unreasoned." (l)
The first literary influence he mentions is that of Shel
ley, of whom he says, "So it will be understood that Shelley
not only gave me my first soul, but led all its first flights
(2) The following excerpt makes manifest the influence he
felt from Mallarme, Verlaine, and the other symbolists. "Wot
the thing itself, but the idea of the thing evokes the idea,
ochopenhauer was right; we o.o not want the thing, but the
idea of the thing. The thing itself is worthless; and the
moral writers who embellish it with pious ornamentation are
just as reprehensible as kola, who embellishes it with erotic
arabesques. We want the idea drawn out of obscuring matter,
and this can best be done by the symbol." (3) Many analogies
can also be found between the work of Moore and that of Flau-
(1) George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man , p. 127.
(2) Ibid.
,
p . 11
.
I 3) Ibid.
,
p. 180.
,-
bert, as well as that of Balzac, Zola, and Goncourt.
The strongest English influence was undoubtedly that of
Pater. In speaking of the effect of Pater on Moore, Bobert
Sechler remarks: "It may be summed up in one noun, ’beauty.’
For Mr. Moore now seeks before all other qualities to give
the sense of beauty to his prose." (1) Moore, himself, says:
"Until I read ’Marius,' the English language was to me what
French must be to the majority of English readers. I read
for the sense and that was all; the language itself seemed to
me coarse and plain, and awoke in me neither aesthetic emotion
nor even interest. ’Marius' was the stepping-stone that car-
ried me across the channel into the genius of my own tongue."
( 2 )
Evidence of the influence that the literary decadence of
his period had on Moore may be found in his theories. Moore,
himself, would no doubt acknowledge this influence, for in
his -livowal
s
he makes Gosse remark to Moore, "I am glac that
you think that the age a man lives in influences his art as
much as his individual talent." (3) i±gain, he says, "To quote
that very trite mutton-chop-whiskered gentleman, Matthew
Arnold, not only the man is required, but the moment." (4)
Moore’s criticism is made up for the most part of his
137
(1) Robert Sechler, George Moore
:
A Disciple of Pater
, p. 152.
(2) George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man, p. 513.
(3) Ibid., p. 213.
~
(4) George Moore, ^vowals , p. 115.

ideas on the following subjects: (1) the aristocratic
nature of art, (2) pure art, (3) essentials in the writer,
(4) theme and materials for literature, (5) elements essen-
tial to literature, (6) literary style, (7) literary forms.
Most of his literary theories will be found to emanate
from his aristocratic conception of art. lie makes this
conception clear when he declares that art is the direct
antithesis to democracy. He scorns all that is popular.
It is not likely, he says, that the writer whose aim is art
will write popular successes. He does not write with popu-
lar taste in mind.
"I am inclined to think that everybody writes
to please himself, and that although the writer may
know his books are not as good as the books on the
shelves above him, he will continue to take pleasure
in his own work with a sigh of regret perhaps that
it isn't better." (1)
His disdain for all that is common is exemplified by
his ideas on style and on the various literary forms.
His most distinctive theory is that pertaining to pure
art. To him pure art is synonymous with art for art's sake.
His explanation of the terms is found in the following
passage:
"It has been babbled for the last thirty or
forty years, very few caring to ask themselves if
art could be produced for other than aesthetic rea-
sons and the few that did fall to thinking do not
seem to have discoverec. that art for art's sake
means pure art, that is to say, a vision almost de-
tached from the personality of the poet." (2)
(1) George Moore, Avowals
, p. 37.
(2) George Moore, Pure I oetry
, p. 10.

Pure poetry, being outside the author’s personality, avoids
moral questions, is concerned with things rather than ideas,
is in short free from the subjective.
In attempting to justify the avoidance of moral ques-
tions, he say3: "We maintain on the contrary that morality
is above literature just as the tides are uninfluenced by
any amount of water you would take out of the sea or put
into the sea." (1) More of his conception of morality is
in the passage that follows: "’A meager mind,’ I mutter to
myself, ’one incapable of the effort necessary to understand
me if I were to tell him, for instance, that the desire of
beauty is in itself a morality.’" (2)
Further information about his theory of pure art may
be obtained from his discussion of Theodore de Danville:
"He had no new creed to proclaim nor old creed
to denounce, the inherent miseries of human life
did not seem to touch him, nor did he sing the
languors and ardours of animal or spiritual pas-
sion. And it was a long time before I began to
understand that it is enough if the poet sings like
a lark for love of the song." (3)
Moore gives considerable attention to the qualities
that he believes essential in the writer. Among these
qualities is an inner consciousness of truth: "The vulgar
do not know that the artist makes but little use of his
empirical knowledge of life, and that he relies almost en-
(1) George Moore, Moore versus Harris, p. 11.
( 2 ) George Moore
,
Memo irs of My DeVcT Life
, p . XX
.
(3) George Moore, Confession s
-
of' a Young Mari, p. 72.
.,
*
.
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tirely upon his inner consciousness of the truth." (1) With
this there must be an awareness, of the eternal, which gives
mystery end awe to a work of art. The importance of enthu-
siasm he tries to make vivid by telling that without his
enthusiasms he would be less than nothing. He regrets that
Dickens did not learn the value of seriousness. Every author,
he maintains, should have a clear vision in the mind, for
without it there is little use in writing. Finally, he in-
sists that the writer take time to master the craft of
writing. This the writer can do by himself. "The artist,
the poet, painter, musician, na novelist go straight to the
food they want, guided by an unerring and effective instinct;
to teach them is to destroy the verve of the artistic in-
stinct." (2)
On the subject of the theme and the materials of a
work of literature, Moore expresses the following ideas.
The test of a theme is the amount of truth to human nature
that it represents. He does not restrict the author's choice
of materials to the representative; on the contrary, he be-
lieves "that the final achievement of genius is the intro-
duction and artistic use of the abnormal." (3) He thinks
that the writer should plumb the depths of life, and dis-
approves of the rnglish novel because it has been concerned
(1) G-eorge Moore, Hail . nd Earewe 13, : Salve , p. 38.
(2) G-eorge Moore, Confessions ' of a Young Han, p. 127.
(3) George Moore, Impressions and Opinions , p. 23.

only with the surface of life. In choice of materials he
agrees with James in preferring character drawing to adventure.
In the representation of any object, he finds necessary the
introducti n of some touch that reveals the author’s self.
In discussing the essentials of literature, Moore
accents instinct and emotion. "Our instincts are deeper
than our reason, and it is pleasant to remember that art rises
out of our primal nature, and that the art that never seems
trivial is instinctive." (1) Passion and emotion he con-
siders indispensable. A fault he finds in Kipling is that
he saw more than he felt. He finds a like fault in fielding.
"In Tom Jones we are in a fieldless, treeless,
flowerless planet; but even fielding’ s indifference
to nature would not matter if the book were not pas-
sionless; any sudden movement of passion or feeling
would provoke our sympathy, and we should see in our
imagination the sun lighting up the middle distance
and the raincloua above it." (2)
Turgueneff, in Moore’s opinion, was saved from disaster by
emotion.
"This love of the idea was so constitutional
and so inveterate in him that had he not been the
marvellous artist he was, his pursuit of his idea
would have lured him into all disaster, and he
v/ould have been overwhelmed and lost in the shoal-
ing waters and quicksands of instruction and pur-
pose. But although he steered his bark perilously
near these dangerous shores he always was able to
put the helm up in time and get off into deep
water of human emotion without a started plan,
or loss of a single spar." (3)
(1) George Moore, .,vowals , p. 23.
(2) Ibid.
,
p. 26
.
(3) George Moore, Impressions and Opinions
,
p. 69
..
€
Lest it be judged by these remarks that Moore completely
rejected thought, it may be well to include here the follow-
ing remark he made while speaking of Balzac:
"Thinking of him, I could not forget that it
is the spirit and not the flesh that is eternal;
that, as it was thought that in the first instance
gave man speech, so to the end it shall still be
thought that shall make speech beautiful and remem-
berable." (1)
At another time he states: "What I wish to establish here
j
is that it is a vain and fruitless task to narrate any fact
1 unless it has been tempered and purified in thought and
stamped by thought with a specific value." (2)
Eglington tells us that "Moore’s life has been one long
!
quest of style. His style is his wisdom, his vision of life,
j
his whole experience." (3) This statement is not surprising
I
i in the light of Moore's avowal that he had learned that cor-
|
rectness of form is the highest ideal. The first principles
|
of art he considers to be rhythm of feeling and proportion.
Insistence on rhythm is a motif that runs through his doc-
trine of form. He declares that a sequence of events, whether
simple or complicated, if worked up to a logical ending in
which there is a sense of rhythm and inevitableness, is in-
dicative of genius. Again and again he speaks of "that sense
of rhythmic progression which is so dear to me." (4) To him
(1) George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man, p. 101.
(2) George Moore, Impressions and Opinions, p. 68.
(3) John Eglington, Letters from George Moore to Ed.
Du.iardin
. Introduction, pp. 14-15.
(4) George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man
.
p. 10.

In discussing Oscar"rhythm" is synonymous with "style."
Wilde’s work, which he thinks unoriginal because it doesn’t
go deep down to the roots, he comments: "I was struck by his
style; by style i mean rhythm." (1)
Moore apparently believes* in the theory of selectivity,
for he says;
"No Greek dramatist ever sought the synthesis of
things more uncompromisingly than V/histler. And he
is right. Art is not nature, Art is nature digested,
nola and Goncourt cannot, or will not, understand
that the artistic stomach must be allowed to do its
work in its own mysterious fashion. If a man is
really an artist he will remember what is necessary,
forget what is useless; but if he takes notes he
will interrupt his artistic digestion, and the re-
sult will be a lot of little touches, inchoate nd
wanting in the elegant rhythm of synthesis." (2)
In Moore’s ideas on diction we can find traces of his
scorn for all that is popular. He is inclined to be indul-
gent toward errors of diction provided they are not on the
side of the commonplace, which to him is abhorrent. To him
the unexpected word and eccentricities of expression are al-
ways dear. The unusual is always very precious to him we
can see when he remarks that "an essential condition of a
work of art is that it should be rare; another condition is
that it should be brief." (3)
ii
On the novel, drama, poetry, and criticism, Moore has
George Moore, Moore versus Harris, p. 10.
George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man
,
p. 127.
Ibid
. ,
p . 70
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
'r'-X^y' : y. %
.
<>
$
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written in detail. He defines the realistic novel as "the
expression of a hase of life which the writer. has lived th
through." (l) That his natural propensities take him within
the boundaries of this definition is apparent when he says:
"I had heard of Grania for the first time that night, and she
might be written about; but not by me, for only what my eye
has seei,
,
and my heart has felt, interests me." (2)
We are led to suspect, however, from the following
passage, in ahich Moore expresses at considerable length his
ideas on the subject of Realism, that it was his interest
in style that drew him to the Realistic movement.
‘
"One thing that cannot be denied to the Real-
ists: a constant and intense desire to write well
,
to write artistically. When I think of what they
have done in the matter of the use of words, of the
myriad verbal effects they have created, how they
have remodelled and refashioned the language in their
untiring striving for intensity of expression, for
the very osmazome of art, I am lost in ultimate won-
der and admiration. ./hat Hugo did for
[Flaubert, Goncourt
,
kola, and Luysmans
French prose. No more literary school
ists has ever existed, and I do not except even the
Elizabethans. And for this reason oui failures are
more interesting than the vulgar successes of our
opponents, for when we fall into ohe sterile nd
distorted, it is through o.ur noble and incurable
hatred of the commonplace
,
of all that is popular..
The healthy schooal is played out in England
;
all
that could be said has be^n said; the successors of
lichens, Thackeray, and George Eliot have no ideal,
and consequently no language and nothing to say,
and the reason of this heaviness of expression is
that the avenues are closed, no new subject matter
French verse,
have done for
than th real-
George Moore, Confessions of a Young Elan
, p.
George Moore,- ail and Farewell : nve
,
p. 6.
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is introduced, the language of English fiction is stagnant.
But if the realists should catch favor in England, the
English tongue may be saved, for with the new subject they
could introduce, new forms of language would arise." (1)
The structure of the novel interests Moore a great
deal. He demands that a story be an organic whole. A
novel must have proportion; it must have crescendo.
Of the Cure de Tours
,
which represents his idea of the
perfectly proportioned story, he says:
"It begins at exactly the right point; the development
proceeds without long waits; nowhere is there an unnecessary
line; and it ends in sequences rhythmical and as final as
those which unite the parts of Beethoven's finest symphonies."
( 2 )
Despite his insistence on unity he thinks that one should
be indulgent on the subject of digression provided that the
digression is interesting or valuable.
Moore’s opinions on the drama are given chiefly in
negative form. He devotes his discussion of this
department of literature to a listing of the elements he
objects to finding in a play. In answer to the hy-
pothetical question, what kind of play do you wish to
produce, he replies:
"Plays which a manager of a regular theatre will not
produce, not because they are bad, but because he thinks
there is no money in them. What kind of plays are these?
Plays in which the characters
,
although true to nature,
are not what are known as 'sympathetic characters,' plays
in which there are no comic love-scenes--plays which
(1) George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man
,
p. 225.
(2) George Moore, Impressions and Opinions
,
p. 43.

"contain no comic relief
—
plays which deal with re-
ligious and moral problems in such ways as would not
command the instantaneous and unanimous approval of
a large audience drawn from all classes of society
—
plays in which there is no love interest, plays com-
posed entirely of male or entirely of female charac-
ters, etc." (1)
Two of his strongest literary antipathies are directed against
humor and dialect in the drama. Humor he considers more com-
mercial than literary. "A few years would have been sufficient
to dissipate the vile English tradition that humor is a liter-
ate quality." (2) He thinks that Yeats’s stooping to farce is
disgraceful. The reason for his objection to the use of dia-
lect is probably that it smacks of the common. "But, Yeats,
a play cannot be written in dialect; nor do I think it can be
written by turning common phrases which rise up in the mind
into uncommon phrases." (3) Moore summarizes his requirements
of the drama when he says that a play should be "rare."
On the subject of free verse, Moore says: "The Muses woulc
answer: Free verse, like free steam, is powerless, but confine
steam, and confine verse within the limits of a ten-syllable
line with rich rhymes, and a great power is generated." (4)
The last literary form on which we have Moore’s opinions
is critic ism .pnore as the story of the critic's soul than as
(1) George Moore, Impressions and Opinions
. pp. 238-239*
(2) George Moore, Avowals pp, 90.
(3) George Moore, Hail and Farewell
, p, 362.
(4) George Moore, Pure Poetry
, p. 35.

an exact science. He feels that emotional understanding is
essential to competent criticism. Of the kinds of art judg-
ments he believes that there is the brain judgment and the
sense judgment of a work of art. "And it will be noticed that
these two forces of discrimination exist sometimes almost in-
dependently of each other, in rare and radiant instances con-
founded and blended in one immense and unique love." (1)
The main tendency of these theories expressed by moore
i
places him in that department of Romanticism popularly known as
the "Art for ^rt's Sake" Movement. This tendency is determined
by his advocacy of pure art, which he acknowledges to be
synonymous with art for art's sake and which he explains as
an art that is outside the artist's personality and concerned
|
with things rather than ideas. This definition excludes
j
morals from the province of art. The attitude of the artist
is entirely objective. He writes to please himself. His
j
art is of aristocratic nature; he scorns that which is pop-
ular or commonplace. Ctyle is .-oore ' s main literary interest;
1 and because the realists are at the moment aosorbed in
1 prool ms of stvle
,
he claims membership in their group,
j
j
Correctness of form is his highest ideal. He thinks of this
in terms of progressive rhythm, decidedly Romantic is his
contention that passion and emotion are indispensable and that
important art is instinctive. Aven in criticism he finds
(1) George ,-oore
,
Confessions of a Young ...an
,
p. ICO.
!
i

emotional understanding essential. He speaks of excess as
genius. He opposes empiricism by saying that the artist re-
lies on an inner consciousness of truth. Upon enthusiasm
he places a high value.
Running through this criticism will be found a cross-
current, for Moore, who disavows the idea, nevertheless, in-
sists that fact should be purified by thought. Another demand
he makes of the author is seriousness and an awareness of the
eternal, both Classic virtues. Classic, too, is his theory,
"Art is nature digested. "( 1)
(1) George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man, p. 12 7 .

LADY GREGORY AND THE OTHER FOUNDERS OF THE
IRISH THEATRE
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One day in 1898 while Lady Gregory was spending a f'ew
days at Duras with old Count de Basterot, Edward Martyn
came to call on the Count, bringing with him William Butler
Yeats, whom Lady Gregory did not know very well at the time.
Thinking that the Count wanted to talk to Mr. Martyn alone.
Lady Gregory took Mr. Yeats to the office. Her account of
the afternoon follows: "We sat there through that wet after
noon and though I had never been at all interested in theatres,
our talk turned on plays. Mr. Martyn had written two. The
Heather Field and Maeve . They had been offered to London
managers, and now he thought of trying to have them produced
in Germany where there seemed to be more room for new drama
than in England. I said it was a pity we had no Irish theatre
where such plays could be given. Mr. Yeats said that had always
been a dream 01 his, but he had of late thought it an im-
possible one, for it could not at first pay its way, and the®
was no money to be found for such a thing in Ireland.
"We went on talking about it, and things seemed
to grow possible as we talked, and before the end
of the afternoon we had made our plan. We said
we could collect money or rather to have a sum
of money guaranteed. We would then take a Dublin
theatre and give a performance of Mr. Martyn 1 s
Heather Field and one of Mr. Yeats’s own play.
The Countess "Cathleen . I offered the first guarantee
oT~twenty five pounds 1
"
( 1
)
1.)) Lady Gregory, Our I rish Theat re., pp. 6-7

Such was the beginning of the collaboration of Lady Gregory,
Yeats, Martyn, and hoore to which the Abbey Theatre owes its
existence. It was this collaboration and the resultant con-
tact with the theatre that shaped most of the critical opin-
ion of Lady Gregory. Because of this collaboration in
formulating the dramatic standards and policies of the
theatre, it is difficult to know whom to credit with the
ori inal ideas. We feel, however, that, judging by Lady
Gregory's individual statements and her general acceptance
of the thieatre's policies we are safe in assumi g that those
expressed ideas that did not originate with her were at
least approved by her.
The principles enunciated are concerned with the pur-
pose in founding the theatre, the requirements of a play to
be accepted, other desiderata such as folk-elements, emotion,
intensity, the personal, selection of the significant, verse,
and hard work.
The purpose in founding the theatre was a desire to
bring to the sta e the deeper thoughts and emotions of Ire-
land, to show the country as the home of an ancient idealism
not as a land of buffoonery and easy sentiment, which was iws
common delineation, in the theatre. Accompanying this was
the desire to experiment, without which. Lady Gregory says,
interest in creation dies. This purpose is set forth in the
letter sent out at the initiation of the project:
"We propose to have performed in Dublin, in the spring
of every year certain Celtic and Irish plays, which
“"
i . •' > ' . 2 A
.
.
.
.
with a high ambition, and so to build up a Celtic and
Irish school of dramatic literature. We hope to find in
Ireland an uncorrupted and imaginative audience trained
to listen by its passion for oratory, and believe that
our desire to bring upon the stage the deeper thoughts
and emotions of Ireland will ensure for us a tolerant
welcome, and that freedom to experiment which is not
found in theatres of England, and without which no new
movement in art or literature can succeed. We will
show that Ireland is not the home of buffoonery and
easy sentiment, as it has been represented, but the
home of an ancient idealism. We are confident of the
support of all the Irish people, who are weary of mis-
representation in carrying out a work that is outside
all the political questions that divide us."(l)
The statement about freedom to experiment holds a certain
amount of dramatic irony in view of the riots which followed
the attempts to experiment.
The founders were people of courage, not to be intimidated'
They were advised to put on more popular w^rk, but they clung
to their ideals, putting on what they considered good until
it finally achieved popularity. At one time, thinking that
they had conceded too much. Lady Gregory wrote to Yeats:
"We have been humoring our audience instead of educating
it, which is the work we ought to do.... I only read
Gerothwohl's speech after you left, and thought that
sentence most excellent about the theatre he was connected
with being intended ’for art and a thinking Democracy.’
It is just what we set out to do, and now we are giving
in to stupidity in a Democracy. I think the sentence
should be used when we can. "(2)
In order to insure acceptance of his play by the Abbey
Company, a dramatist had to be sure that it qualified in the
following ways; it must be a criticism of life or a vision
^ l'.Lady Gregory, Our Irish Theatre, pp . 8-9.
(LSjl Ibid., p. 104,
1
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of life important for beauty or style; it must be free from
propaganda; it must not be shackled by adherence to formula;
it must depend for effect on logical and unified expression
of subject and not on introduction of extraneous incidents;
it must show the author's awareness that his principal work
is the shaping and reshaping of the plot rather than the
writing of the dialogue.
The qualifications were promulgated on the printed form.
Advice to Playwrights Who Are Sending plays to the Abbey
Dublin, which accompanied rejected plays that showed promise.
The advice re a ;
"The Abbey Theatre is a subsidised theatre with an
educational object. It will, therefore, useless
as a rule to send it plays intended as popular enter-
tainments and that alone, or originally written for
performance by some popular actor at the popular
theatres. A play to be suitable for performance at
the Abbey should contain some criticism of life,
founded on the experience or personal observation
of the writer, or some version of life, of Irish life
by preference, important from its beauty or from
some excellence of style; and this intellectual
quality is not more necessary to tragedy than to
the gayest comedy.
"We do not desire propagandist plays, nor plays
written mainly to serve some obvious moral purposes;
for art seldom concerns itself with those interests
or opinions that can be defended by argument, but with
realities of emotion and character that become self-
evident when made vivid to the imagination.
"The dramatist should also banish from his mind the
thought that there are some ingredients, the love-
making of the popular stage for instance, especially
fit-ted to give dramatic pleasure; for any knot of
events where there is passionate emotion and clash of

will, can be made the subject mat .er of a lay,
and the less like a play it is at the iirst sight
i the better clay may come 01 it in tne enc . loung
j
writers should remeijiber that tney must get all u heir
effects from tie logical expression of their subject,
and not by the addition of extraneous incidents; and
that a work of art can have but one subject. A work
or art, though it must have the effect of nature, is
art because it is ot nature, as Goethe said: and it
must possess a unity unlike the accidental profusion
of nature.
’’The Abbey Theatre is continually seat plays
which s ow that their writers have not understood
that the attainment of this unity by what is usually
a long shaping and reshaping of the .lot, is the
principal labor of the dramatist, and not the • .ritin '
of the dialogue
.
M (1
)
This form, to be sure, was written by Yeats but
represented a consensus in policy of the directors.
stricture on adherence to formula expressed therein is
repeated in Lady '‘'regory's criticism of Raftery's poems
:
n As it was, both his love ooems and his religious
poems were caught in the formula imprted from Greece
and from Rome; and any formula must make a veil
between the prophet who has been on the mountain
top, and the peoole who are waiting at its foot for
his message . The dreams of beauty that formed them-
selves in the mind of the blind poet became flat and
vapid when he emoodies them in the well-worn names
of Helen and Venus.” (2)
This insistence on freedom from the restraints of formula
|
is akin to the es aousal of the expression of the personal to
j
which she commits herself in discussing tile poetry of Dr.
i Hyde
.
’’But these national ballads, though vehy popular arc,
I think, not so good as his more personal oerr.s
.
tic
(11 )Lady
2 jLady
Gregory,
Gregory,
Our
Poets
ri sh Theatre
,
and Dreamer s,
pp
P>
101-102 -
21 .

suppose no narrative of what others have done or
felt or suffered can move one like a flash from
’that little infinite, flattering, external flame
that one calls oneself. ”’ (1)
Another point of correspondence between the precepts
in the letter of advice and the tenets expressed by Lady
Gregory, herself, is the belief in selectivity. In telling
of the opening performance of Spreading the News, she says:
”1 heard it v attacked at that time on the ground that
Irish people never were gossips to such an extent, but
it has held its own, and our audience have had their
education as well as writers and players, and know now that
a play is a selection not a photograph and that the much
misquoted ’mirror to nature’ was not used by its author
or any good play -writer at all.” (2)
The importance ascribed, in the letter, to passionate
emotion has a. counterpart in the stress she places on
intensity and emotion. Intensity she associates with great
poetry, while of emotion she says: "Lor to have a real
success and to come into the life of the country, one
must touch a real and external emotion, and history comes
only next to religion in our country." (3)
In Lady Gregory’s opinion, the folk-contribution to the
Abbey drama and to literature in general is of immeasurable
value. The importance she attributes to it is expressed
when she says of one of Dr. Hydes ’s Irish ballads:
"There are some verses in it that attain to the
intensity of grear poetry, though I think less
t ! by the creation of one than by the selection of
many minds; the peasants who have sung or recited
1.
Lady Gregory, roets and Dreamers, p. 77.
2.
Lady Gregory, Our Irish Theatre, p. SI.
5 » Lady---Gr-egory-, -IbLd^-:y
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their songs from one generation to another,
having instinctively sifted away by degrees what
was trivial, and kept only what was real, for
it is in this way the foundations of literature
are laid.” (1)
She feels that it was from his life among the people
Synge got emotion and it was work in dialect that liberated
his style. She announces with pride that she was the first
to use the Irish idiom as it is spoken, with intention
and belief in it. She summarizes the importance of the
folk-heritage to the Theatre in explaining the signigicance
of the founding of the Gaelic League.
fr It was the discovery
,
the disclosure of the folk-
learning, the folk-poetry, the folk-tradition. Our
Theatre was caught into that current, and it is that
current, as I believe that has brought it on its
triumphant way. It is chiefly known now as « folk-
Theatre. It has not only the great mass of primitive
material and leg-nd to draw on, but it has been made
a living thing by the excitement of that discovery.
All our writers, Mr. Yeats himself, were influenced
by it. Mr. Synge found what he had lacked before....
fable, emotion, style. Writing of him I have said
’He tells what he owes to that collaboration with the
people, and for all the attacks, he has given back
to them what they will one day thank him for.... The
return to the people, the reunion after separation
the taking and giving, is it not the perfect circle,
the way of nature, the eternal wedding-ring? ' ”( 2
)
vot only to folk-plays but to verse plays also she is
4.'
especially partial. It is her intention that verse plays
shall always be a part of the Yeats’s work at the Abbey Theatre
(l.) Lady Gregory, Poets and Dreams, p. 63-
(2.) Lady Gregory, Our Irish Theatre , pp . 76-77-

M I feel verse is more than any prose can be, the apex of the
flame, the point of the diamond." (1)
She tells us that one learns best how to write a play
by seein one’s work on the stage. Among the things that
she learned is the getting rid of unnecessary character.
She learned, also, to write her plays according to the re-
quirements of the stage.
In view of the number of farces written by Lady Gregory,
it is interesting to learn her idea of farce. This idea
we get from a letter written to her by Yeat’s: "If I can
make it obey my own definition of tragedy, passion defined
by motives, I shall be all right. I was trying for too much
character. If, as I think you said, farce is comedy with
character left out, melodrama is, I believe, tragedy with
passion left out. (2)
That she believed in hard work for the writer is implied
in the avowal: "Neither Mr. Yeats ror I take the writing of
plays lightly. We work hard to get clearly both fable and
idea." (3)
The most strongly marked phases of the criticism of
Lady Gregory and the other founders of the Irish theatre
seem to be a desire for freedom- -freedom from propaganda,
freedom from restraint of formula, freedom to experiment;
(1). Lady Gregory, Our Irish Theatre, p. 78

idealism, a high estimate of the value of the folk-contribu-
tion to literature, an affirming of the necessity for in-
tensity and emotion, and a defense of selectivity. Here it
should be mentioned that the enthusiasm for the folk-contribu-
tion was Lady Gregory’s individual donation. It can be seen
that, with the exception of selectivity, these principles are
from a definitely Romantic mold and that they are the govern-
ing principles of most of the writers of the Irish Renaissance
I
JOHN MILLINGTON SYNGE
A real chile of the Irish Literary Renaissance was John
Millington Synge . It was in 1898 in Paris where he was at-
temptin' to interpret French life and literature that he met
William Butler Yeats and was at once taken into the fold of
the Literary Revival
.
The latter, radiating enthusiasm for the new Irish liter-
ary movement, urged him to abandon his present field and to go
to the Aran Islands, where he might live among . the Irish
peasants and write of their life. Synge took the advice and
spent most of the eleven remainin years of his life in Ire-
land: if not in the Aran Islands, in Dublin, Kern”, Wicklow,
Connemara, or the Flasket Islands.
Of the small body of literary criticism he left, Maurice
Eougeois says:
"Fnlike Mr. W. E. Yeats, he did not profess to ex-
pound the leading principles of the Irish literary
school,* unlike the lamented ’Irish’ essayist, Lionel
Johnson, he nev r Indulged in learned criticism;
nor did lie, like ’John Eglington, ’ the analyst, dis-
cuss with keen dialectal acumen, Ireland’s literary
ideals. The theorizing tendency was, we have seen,
practically non-existent in him; his art creed, and
the main requirements he set forth as essential to
drama, are to be found not in some perfervid mani-
festo, but only in three short introductions, and
in a few poems.” (1)
In these introductions Synge expresses his ideas on three
main subjects: imagination, reality, and extrava ance.
(1) Maurice Bourgeois, John Millington Synge, p. 187

In the first of these introductions, that to The Play-
Boy, is found the key to all Syn e ’ s work. "In Ireland," he
says, "for a few years more, we have a popular imagination
that is fiery and magnificent, and tender: so that those of
us who wish to write start with a chance that is not riven
to writers in places where the springtime of the local life
has been forgotten, and the harvest is a memory only, and the
straw has been turned into bricks." (1) It is around and
out of this folk- imagination that his plays are written, and
he acknowledges his debt to it.
His method of writing he thinks of as collaboration with
the oeasantry, and he illustrates It by instancing his writing
of The Shadow of the Oden
,
during which he got his aid from
the servant girls in the kitchen whose conversation he could
hear through a chink In the floor. He finds that "in coun-
tries where the imagination of the people, and the lan°’uag:e
thev use, Is rich and livin r
,
it is possible for a writer to
be rich and copious in his words, and at the same time to give
the reality, which is the root of all poetry, In a comprehen-
sive v.nd natural form." (2)
As he tells us that on the stage one must have reality,
we realize that the influence of Yeats extended no farther
than the initial inspiration. S 0 we are not surprised to find
(1)
- John Millington Synge, Preface to The Playboy of the
of the Western word
(2)
. .-Ibid .
~ ‘ ~

in the Passing of the Shee a formal repudiation of the
romanticism of Yeats and A. E.
"Adieu, sweet Angus, T'seve, and Pand,
Ye plumed yet skinny Shee,
that poets played with hand in hand
To learn their ecstasy.
"We’ll stretch in Red Dan Sally’s ditch.
And drink in Rubber fair,
Or poach with Red Dan Philiy’s bitch
The badger and the hare."
He has a romantic craving for the rich, the extravagant,
the "fully flavored", but, as he says, his joy is found only
"in what is superb and wild in reality." (1) In harmony with
this idea is his belief that, although poetry of exaltation
is the highest type of poetrTr
,
"when men lose their poetic
feeling for ordinary life, and cannot write poetr^ of ordinary
things, their exalted poetr^ is likely to lose its strength
of exaltation, in the way men cease to build beautiful
churches when they have lost happiness in building- shops." (2)
He remarks that the ordinarv life of the eighteenth century
was put into verse that wasn’t poetry, and that when Coleridge
and ^hellev brought poetry back, it turned into verse that was
not always human. Before it can be human again, he feels that
it must first be brutal.
Reverting to his idea of the overshadowing importance of
imagination, he says that the seriousness of the drama can be
(1) John rill in-' ton bynge , Preface to The Playboy of the
hest-enk World #
(2)
- John Millington Synge, Preface to Poems
.

measured, not by the extent to which it is taken up with seri-
i
ous oroblems, but by the decree in which it nourishes the
j
imagination. the drama is didactic only in its infancy and its
j
decay. As nourishment for the imagination he recommends
|
humor as one of the most needful things," and it is dangerous
to limit or destroy it. ! ' (1)
In reconstructing the circumstances of Synge's life, we
cannot help feeling that his literary creed spelled for him
escape. Prevented through physical weakness from living his
life intensely, he found in his plays vicarious outlet for his
desire for the fullest life. Pursued always by fear of death,
he retreated not to the shadowv realms enjoyed by Yeats ut
to the farthest limits of warm, vivid, vibrant reality.
He talks of the need for humor. He personally needs it
j
to veil his looming fear, Synge's plays represent an attempt
|
to compress the essence of life into his brief remaining years.
The theme of the ephemeral nature of life and beauty re-
sounds mournfully throughout Synge’s clays. Deirdre tells
i
Haisi that "there is no way to keep life, or love with it, a
i short space only." (2) In The Tinker ’ s Weddln?
•
,
Mary wistfully
soliloquizes: "Maybe the two of them have r good right to be
walkin' out the little short while they’d be young." (5)
U)
( 2 )
( 3 )
John Millington °ynge. Preface to The Tinker’s bedding
John Millington Synge, Deirdre of the Sorrows
,
Act II,
John Millington Synge, The Tinker’s Wedding, Act I,

The same fistful echo is heard from the lips of Mora in The
Shadow of the Glen as she muses: "It’s a pitiful thing to be
getting old, but it's a queer thing surely." (1) In reaction
against this gray perspective of life, Synge demands a litera-
ture that dazzles with its imaginative coloring. He dwells in
a house of imagination, but it is imagination which has its
stakes in reality.
In reviewin' Synge’s theories of imagination, reality, and
extravagance and his plays, we feel ourselves to be in the
romantic atmosphere of Elizabethan literature, with all its
extravagance of imagination and language. Yet we do not find
this atavistic nature of Synge’s literature strange, for it
came into existence in a land from whose horizon the last rays
of Elizabethan color have not yet entirely faded, in whose
cottages one still hears accents that were familiar to
Shakespeare
.
In these cottages Synge’s olays found life. Had it not
een for the Revival movement, he would not have made his way
into those cottages. So, we repeat, Synge is indeed a child
of the Irish Renaissance.
(!) John Millington Synge, In the Shadow of the Glen.
—.
I
•
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PADRAIC COLUM
Despite the fact that Fadraic Colum is one of the
most prolific and important of present-day Irish writers
and has achieved much popularity as a literary commentator,
he is one of the least theory-hound of critics. His crit-
icism is in the main appreciative rather than judicial.
There is, to be sure, much in the nature of critical
standards to be inferred from his reviews, but the body of
theories directly expressed by him is rather limited.
His criticism seems to be fashioned from a
knowledge of the Irish people and the Irish literary
traditions and a conviction that these traditions should
be carried on. His opinions on the drama were sharpened
into definiteness, no doubt, by his early contact with
the clashes of dramatic theories in the Abbey Theatre.
His theories mav be divided into four classes, pertain
ing to (1) the nature of the Irish people and their
literary traditions, (2) the requirements of literature in
general, (3) the requirements of the drama, and (4) the
use of assonance.
Colum find.s an understanding of the Irish people to
be a pre-requisite to the understanding of their literature
"Unless an outsider realizes the traditional witty
audience to whom the story-teller and poet must communicate
orallv, be will not understand even the work of men who

write in English- -the Anvlo-Irish writers of today. "(1)
The Irish are a youthful people. "Because they are youthful,
Romance makes them hold their heads high and puts extravagance
into their movement, their gestures, their speech. : '(2) This
is probably the reason why he is convinced that an Irish Sir
Walter Scott could do more for the Irish people than an
Irish Ibsen. "He could give a common pride and a common
inspiration to the Irish people, not merely in Ireland but
in America and in Aus tralia . " ( 3
)
In speaking of the natural literary tendencies of the
Irish, Colum tells us that the Irish mind is not mystical
but intellectual, but that it is inclined toward an interest
in what is remote, esoteric. To Kuno Meyer’s statement
that the Ancient Irish avoided the obvious and commonplace
and liked best the half-said thing, he adds that subtility
is still a racial heritage. Of the Irish novelists vdho,
under Scott's influence, wrote novels full of description,
exposition, and of extended form, he complains that they went
against "the racial genius that is for compactness and
brilliancy. " ( 4) Satire, he says, is a traditional literary
type, and "as the Irish spirit asserts itself a^ain in
literature, satire comes to the fore and books such as
(1) Padraic Colum, The Catholic World , 136: 310-17, Dec. 1932,
(2) Padraic Colum, The Road Round Ireland, p.82.
(3) Padraic Colum, The Forum , 53: 133-48, January 1S15.
(4) Padraic Colum, The Nati on , p. 396, Oct. 10, 1923.
•»
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George Moore's 'Hail and Farewell' and. James Joyce's
'Ulysses' belong to Ireland as the literature of chivalry
belongs to Spain. "(1)
Of the extent to which he finds contemporary Irish
poetry national, he says:
"It Is national in 'A. E.'s' poetry--if not in
those impassioned statements in which he
celebrates or rebukes the actions of some group
or some individual; it Is national in W. B.
Yeat's poetry, in his range from invective to
the poetry of ideal love; it is national In
the landscape that Joseph Campbell evokes, in
the bardic exuberance of language that James
Stephens turns Into poetry; in the delicate
rhythms of Seumas O'Sullivan's lyrics and In
the remoteness that they hold; in the hedge-
rows and the little fields that- Francis
Ledwidge's poetry images; In the dedication
that is in Joseph Plunkett's, and in the high
and happy adventurousness that is in Thomas
MacDonagh ' s poetry. ?i ( 2)
Colum favors the use of the Irish folk-lore. In fact
he feels that a wider use can be made of it. It can be used
as material for children's stories. His experience in
writing for children has taught him that "No sophisticated
teller of children's stories has been able to better the
incidents that folk-tales hold. But the folk-lore of
-Lreland is not the only material out of which children's
stories can be and have been made. There are the romances.
"
(5) He knows too that a story to be good as a child's story
must be simply written and must not be too reflective.
(l
.) Pacraic Colum, The Hoad Round Ireland, p. 79.
(2.) Padraic Colum, The Bookman
,
54: 109-115, October 1921.
(3.) Padraic Colum, The Bookman
,
48:578-83, Jan. 1919.

Although he talks more of the G-aelic tradition, Colum
is aware that the English tradition will persist with it in
Irish life. Of this condition he says, "Their conflict or
their blending will make Irish intellectual richer and more
vital . " ( 1
)
Among the demands that Colum makes of literature in
general is the demand for clean outlines., Ee finds clean
outlines in Synge's work which Is in harmony with the Gaelic
tradition. "The characteristic of this art was a starkness
of statement that is far removed from the featureless,
muffled-up art that has been the familiar thing in the great
cultivated countries ever since the Renaissance ."( 2 ) In
writing of lather Allan's Island by Amy Murray, he praises
the work because its effect Is not blurred by the
superimposition of exposition. "What she writes is narrative
made bare of exposition and with dramatic presentation in
its stead. All of us who write about remote places and un-
familiar people would like to know how she came to her
discovery. ' ( 3)
In Colum' s opinion, a strong theme is necessary to
unify a literary work. The lack of such a theme weakens
Moore's Hall and Farewell . "The literary obsession that
p-.)Padraic Colum, The Saturday Review of Literature, p. 206
Oct., 15, 1927.
(2.) Padraic Colum, The Road Round Ireland , p. 371.
(3.) Padraic Colum, Father Allan's Island, p. VII.

runs through the second part makes the story thin; the ep-
isodes, because there is no strong current to carry them
in, become external and dis jointed ."( 1
)
Colurn shows a great deal of critical interest in the
drama. In discussing the requirements of the drama, he
mentions situation as beinv of' prime importance but finds
speech following closelv after it.
"Situation is of the first importance in a play,
for, of course, there is no play If there is no
situation. But speech has an importance that
transcends everything else excejjt situation. A
play has to 'oe talked into existence. And good
plays are plays that are talked into existence
entertainingly, beautifully. " ( 2)
He speaks of the necessity of exalted speech: "Yeats
as a poet has been a leaven In the theatre, putting into it
that element that Is essential if the theatre is not to be
trivial].y entertaining--exalted speech. "(3) In verse drama
the poet should endeavor to get the rhythm of actua.1 speech
into his verse. The speech of the Irish country seems to
him fine material for the dramatist. He does not insist,
however, that the country is the only legitimate source of
material. On the contrary, he says:
"Sean O’Casey has discovered a new material:
he has shifted the centre of dramatic interest
from the peasant to the dwellers in the city
tenements. Unlike the other dramatists who
departed from the country cottage he dis-
covered a material which is just as rich as the
fl
.) Padraic Colum, The hoad Round Ireland , p. 289-
(2.) Ibid. p. 276 *.
(3) Padraic Colum, Theatre Arts Monthly, Lee. 1935, p. 943,

traditional material of the Abbey play. Dublin
has its own folk-life and its own communal
tradition, and he has been the first to put that
life and that tradition on the stays. 11 (1)
Colum mentions os significant the fact that O'Casey
is a Protestant brought up among devout Catholics and
consequently has a less limited view of the peoijle. We
assume that he considers these conditions an advantage to
Casey although, he does not state this definitely. He does,
however, say that the circumstances of O'Casey's life
would be of no value to him as a dramatist if he did not
love the men and women and children he has known. This
indicates a belief that the author must be in sympathy with
his characters. His opinion on the treatment of
characters is indicated when he says, "a dramatist's
characters have to be recognizable types. "(2) An
additional theory of the drama that may be inferred from
his comments is that obvious means should not be employed to
intensify the feeling in a play. This inference is based
on his account of a conversation with Synge concerning the
introduction of an open grave in Deirdre . "I spoke doubt-
fully of the impression that this would make--would it not be
a too obvious heightening of the tragic feeling? "( 3)
( 1) Padraic Colum, The Road Round Ireland
, p. 267.
(2) Padraic Colum, The no ad Round Ireland
,
p. 36.-370*
(3) Padraic Colum, Theatre .Ar t s monthly
,
Dec. 1935, p. 937 -,
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His awareness of the value of theatrical experience is
apparent in his discussion of Yests’s The Countess Cathleen .
With theatrical experience on the part of the poet, this play,
he thinks, would have been a classic. The first scene is
perfect, but the other scenes want effectiveness because
of the author’s lack of theatrical experience. "The other*
scenes are not so telling. There is the love of the
Countess Cathlenn for Aleel the poet. This might have been
used, to give rise to a series of developing situations which
would reenforce the main situation. It does not come near
doing anything of the kind It was a pity that he did
not see Everyman before he mve The Countess Cathleen a form
in which there are several changes of scene and a lanse of
-
time: played on a platform with a single scene, as in
Everyman
,
and no time intervals. The Countess Cathleen
would have been better gathered together ."( 1
)
Among the requirements he makes of the drama are con-
flict and contrast. He asks also that the characters of a
play based on heroic legend should have dignity. He feels I
that the fantastic element weakens the play. "This is a
fantastic element that often comes into Yeats f plays and
detracts from the audience’s complete sympathy: by
fantastic I mean the intrusion of the author’s private
notions " ( 2
)
(1) Padraic Colum, Theatre Arts Monthly , Dec. 1935, p. 937*
(2) Ibid..
_
.
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The subject of assonance also Interests Colum a vreat
deal. He thinks that the poet would do well to make use of
the assonance found in Gaelic verse. "Leaving aside its use
as an enhancement of quantitive verse, what would be the
advantage of the use of assonance in English verse today?
Well, for one thing it would give the verse of the poet who
was able to use it with sufficient subtility a dis tinct ion--
it would brine? in a fresh music: it would put fresher words
in the salient places in the line, giving relief from those
words which the exigency of rhyme is making more and more
hackneyed. However, it would mean that verse more than
ever would be the medium of those whose ears were trained
to vocal sounds, for assonance, being more faint than rhyme,
needs more aural sense. The great benefit of the
innovation, to my mind, would be that it would give rhyming
words something which they badly needed- -a bath of
oblivion. " ( 1
)
Again he turns his attention to the subject of
assonance while discussing the work of Austin Clarke. "He
assures us that these vowel-correspondences--and there is
no doubt but that he-is right in his contention-permit
lovely words neglected for the reason that there are no rhymes
for them to take the tonic place in the line Such
( 1). Padraic Colum, The Forum, 94:348, Sup. 13-14, uec. 1935,

poems as The Planter's Daughter and Aislinv have music
as lovely as it is unfamiliar--like the notes of the hog-
lark or the curlew. This distant haunting music has come
from the union of English and Irish verse. "(1)
In reviewing Colurn's literary opinions, we can see that
they are basically Romantic. The return to the Gaelic
literary standards, the use of the speech of the country
people, the author's sympathy with his characters, the use
of folk-tales and romances as material for children's
stories--all these ideas he supports are the essence of
Romanticism. Classic, however, is his stress on situation.
So, too, is his admiration of the dramatic method in nar-
ration. As Irving Babbitt reminds us n The New Laokoon
,
Homer didn't paint the beauty of Helen, but put it into
action by showing its effect on the old men on the wall of
Troy. When viewed as a whole, Colurn's critical theories
appear as a background of Romanticism inlaid with Classicism.
(1.) Padraic Colum, The Collected Poems of Austin Clarke, p. 16

LORD DUNSANY
There are two main divisions of Lord Dunsany's literary
opinions: those on pofe'try and those on drama. In respect
to poetry, he talks oi the poet’s Inspiration, the truth of
his message, the poetic attitude, the poetic function, the
qualities or poetry, simplicity as the product of culture,
and the kinds of poetry. His dr latic dicta embrace the
following topics: the definition oi a play, the source of
material, the author’s work se n as interpretation, the er-
ror of using the local as material, the avoidance o- the
didactic and personal, technique dictated oy corn on sense,
relevancy and rhythmic progression toward the Inevitable,
his idea of drama, the Importance or dr antic contrast, the
motivation, of the introduction of characters, dialogue, and
the choice of title.
In introducing the Idea of the poet's Inspiration, he
tells us that there are only two ways of understanding life.
One is to find some ancient peasantry and to borrow from
their store of Ion -accumulated wisdom. The otxier Is to
turn to the poets. The poet's inspiration comes from the
Palace of Truth. Therefore, though he may fail to convey
the message, he is never wrong.
For the poetic qualities of imagination and poetic
dictio . he turns to the peasantry:
"I have looked lor a poet amongst the Irisn peas-
ants because it seemed to me that almost only

amongst them there was in
worthy ci poetry, as well
pable ol dealing with the
daily use a diction
...s an imagination ca-
great and simple things
that are a poet’s wares. Their thou hts
the spr ' n -tine, and all their metaphors
are in
i r e sh .
"
(
1 )
In answer to the question, what is it to he a poet,
he says
:
"It is to see at a glance trie lory o.: the world.
to see beauty in all its
to feel ugliness like a
of others as one’s own,
know single men, to know
a flower, to be thought
the clear voice of G-od.
The role of the poet is
pret'^r. He points out to us
forms and manii estations,
pain, to resent the wrongs
to know mankind as others
Nature as botanists know
a fool, to hear at moments
( 2 )
that of revealer and inter-
the beautiful things that are
about us and translates for us their significance . "To
every poet Is given the revelation of some 1 ving tiling so
intimate that he speaks, when he speaks of it, as an ambas-
sador speaking for his soverei n; with Homer - t was the he-
roes, with Ledwiage it Is the small birds that s." (b)
The intrinsic qualities of poetry, he tells us, are
sincerity, beauty, and truth. rossess n these qualities,
the poet cannot be wrong. mus t also express, o t ol the
depth of his experience and the wide range ci his kno ledge,
a whole people rather than individuals; remembering that "the
final product of the culture ol' man seems to oe little more
than a return to a certain simplicity that was long since." (4)
(1)- Lord Huns any, Sonrs or the Fields
,
Lord Dunsany, ays
,
p.29*
( •? ' Lord Dunsany, Son s pi the Fields
,
( 4 Ibid;* or. 15-14*,
*
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He divides poetry into two classes: that which takes
its material from the world about us and th it which finds
its material in the inner world of the imagination.
"Of pure poetry there are two kinds, that which
mirrors the beauty of the world in which our bodies
are, and that which builds the more mysterious
kingdoms where geography ends and fairyland be-
gins with gods and heroes at war, and the sirens
singing still, and Alph going down to the dark-
ness from Xanadu
.
11
( 1
)
Dunsany defines a play as "lire or time shaped to a
certain curve, by means of events, ever;, thing that you use
in
.
the play going toward it." (2) In discussing the art
of play writing, he advises the writer to begin when his
material comes to him. The source of material he apparently
supposes to be Inspirational, for he replies to the question,
whence does the material come: "I know no more than the
ivory carver who is not a hunter. it is that Hash that
suddenly brings to you (rarely enough, perhaps, to any of
us), that suddenly orings a dramatic idea. .hen you have
that, there is tie point to begin." (3) He, himself, would
never, or at least rarely, choose a conscious theme for any
work of art. So that this statement may n t seem like an
;
advocacy ox vagueness, he explains his reason.
"There is so much, I feel, in the artist’s spirit.
It is tbere by no cleverness of his. ^ regard it
as being a spirit a little more sensitive than
the rest, and. its - unction that of the drop of
(1) Lord Duns any. Song of the fields, Intros.., p. 9*
(2) Lord Dunsany, art -• writing,. - .
(3) Ibid., p. 52.
'
.
1ruU# C
'
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dev/ whicri has a very tiny share in infinity, and yet
refleets the whole sky. I look upon the artist's
work as be in the giving back to others what he has
got out of the universe, and I thi.nl' ii m. theory or
the artist is correct, there must obviously e i r
'lore in his spirit than his intellect can ever dis-
cover . " ( 1
)
He sees the .rtist ’ s work ’ a s interpret t ive . The wri
-
ter must show the meaning of the events he narrates, whether
real or ima dinary, and tell trie reason rack-, of the.-.r hap-
oenin or of their being ima. ineo.. Since his work is that
o^ interpretation, the writer must not use the obvious be-
cause it is already seen without his help.
The drama should be universal rather than local. It is
made local by the use of actual fact.
"If you use too much actual fact to patch your
dreams with, th t fact sooner or later is bound
to stick out like a piece of rock showing through
a wall of dreams. It can not lit In with the rest.
It should be all imagination, or all sheer fact,
but I think if it is all sheer fact it will prob-
ably be libelous, and In any case, p or art." (2)
The drama should Iso )e iir.persc el. ..lien it becomes
didactic, it beco <es also personal. He pci >ts out that
"if you p.ut people on the st ge who necessarily
have certain foibles, feds and points- of view,
for they are only human, and If you criticize
then from your point of view to make your own
points, then you are intrudin your own person-
ality more than the artist should who Is concerned
with mankind, not with his own self." (3)
So, too, if Information is to be given in the play, it must
be 'iven in such a way that the audience will receive it
-Lord un s an y , The frt of piting , p . 51.*
( 2 } Ibid . , p . 63 *
( 3
)
-' ibXvi.. p. ^ __

II
I
without being taught.
7/hen the dramatist is at work, his technique must be re-
' gulated by common sense, ^mong the rules dictated by common
!|
sense is the one that says that everything in the play must be
directed toward the event that is coming. "All that you bring
into a play must be directed towards your purpose. All the
events must move towards one end." (1) The one end must seem
|
inevitable. The dramatist must feel "when a work of art is
over, when the play is done, that it is not merely his own
i views that he has expressed, but that he has contrived to shape
events in such a way that fate has seemed to have a hand in
it." (2)
To Dunsany drama means something that is unexpected hap-
pening suddenly. He is very fond of false climaxes, of lead-
ing the audience to believe that a certain event is going to
mark the turning point of the play and then proving that they
I
were wrong. He stresses the idea of surprise in drama, for
'1
*
"That is practically that art of the drama to surprise by
truth." (3) He stresses also the importance of dramatic con-
trast. He feels that contrast should be the author 1 s method
,
(1)
Lord Dunsany, Ibid., p. 58.
(2)
Lord Dunsany, The Art of Flaywrlting
, p. 68.
(3)
Lord Dunsany, Ibid., p. 60.
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of work, that events cannot be considered properly visible on
the stage unless the writer has contrasted them with others.
He calls attention, also, to the importance of having
ji
the introduction of the characters into the play sufficiently
motivated. ”0f course, you can never bring them on violently.
If you drag a character upon the stage, make somebody come for
an unreasonable or insufficient motive, why that will at once
tear illusion, and illusion is all you have to make a work of
‘art with. M (1)
The dialogue of the play should be subordinated to the
l!
events. Too great an obtrusion of dialogue is a sign of poor
dramatic structure. "Then, your material being dialogue,
(there is, after all, no other in a play) you have to build
with it not for its own sake, not concentrating too much upon
the cleverness of the dialogue, but moving toward, all the
time, the purpose of your play, which is events rather than a
mere flow of words." (2)
Finally, he believes that in giving a title to a book it
is only honest to name the book after what it is about.
(1) Lord Dunsany, The Art of Playwriting , p. 64
(2) Lord Dunsany, Ibid . , p. 61.

ST. JOHN ERVINE
I
The drama is the focal point of St. John Ervine ' s literary
theories. This is not surprising for the major part of Er-
vine r s attention has been given to the drama and the theatre.
His theories comprise such topics as the artist’s purpose,
dramatic criticism, the correspondence between racial develop-
ment and the development of the drama, the difficulty of
writing drama, the qualification of the dramatist, the nature
of instinct for theatre, the drama as a representation of
human conflict, the essentials of tragedy, conformity to Greek
patter, expressionism, and the technique of writing a play.
Of the author’s task Ervine says:
"It is the purpose of the artist to take the
life of his time and express it more compactly and
clearly than it is expressed in the large, loose
confusions of general intercourse, but he does not
express life with limited fidelity (and the flat-
ness) of the camera, which can portray only a part
of life and only the surface of that part of life.
The artist expresses life completely, surface and
spirit, but the manner in which he expresses it varies
with his vision: He may express life in a way which
is plain to the ordinary beholder as Dickens expressed
it, or he may express it in a way which seems to be
a denial of life, as Blake expressed it: and each of
these expressions is an artistic expression completely
true to life." (1)
He defines dramatic criticism as "an exrjression of personal
opinion; and the more clearly the critic reveals the fact that
(l) St. John G. Ervine, The Forum . June 1914, p. 941*

IIn rev:' -wing the body of Lord Dunsany * s critical opinidns,
we find it's most nrominent features to he his theory of insoi-
ration and the emphasis he places on imagination. He proclaims
the supremacy of inspiration, even over intellect, not only in
the realm of poetry hut In that of drama as well. Because the
poet is inspired, his natural mission is that of revelation.
Out of this radical theory develops logically the idea that
since the writer is an inspired revealer, he must be concerned
with mankind not with self. Consequently his work must he
[universal and impersonal. The importance he assigns to im-
agination prepares for his declaration against the use of
actual fact. These two main r cc f * of his theories are obvious-
ly Romantic in their nature. So, too, is his rejection of the
dictum of Dante as he suggests turning to the peasantry for
poetic diction. In accord with this suggestion is his approval
of simplicity. He shows himself Romantic also in his fondness
for strong effects, for surprise and contrast. His insistence
on the poet’s having a thorough knowledge of Nature and a
resentment of the wrongs of others displays additional
Romantic tendencies.
Duns any, it can he seen, follows the other Irish writers
along: the main highway of Romanticism. When he Is found in
such paths of Classicism as the simple and the impersonal,
it is because they are natural bypaths of the Romantic course.
II
I,
,
„
.
,
,
.
.
.
.
» .
;
his judgments are merely his opinions, cne more mLeresting
they become.” (}.)
Among his opinions there appears prominently the idea tba
drama corresponds with the mental and spiritual state of “he
race. Something of which there was an abundance in Shake spear 41* s
time is now lacking; until it is recovered there will be felt
in the theatre the want of the joy of great life; "What it
was I cannot say. It may have been a high fervour of spirit,
but if I were pressed to say what it was, I should reply that
it was a noble and a manly religious faith." (2)
The drama, it seems to him takes more skill than the othom
literary forms. The reason is that it places so many restrain!;
and limitations on the author in respect to number of charac-
ters, number of scenes, and other similar technical considera-
tions. To the dramatists Ervine issues the warning: "Two
dangers at present threaten the theatre then. One that it may
become womanised; the other that it may become a machine for
party propaganda." (3) In explanation of che first part of
his warning, he says that a theatre where women's ideas pre-
dominate v/ill not attract men.
To the man who aspires to write plays, logic and learning
are not essential. What is necessary is the instinct for the
theatre. This he explains, is probably possessed by those
(1) St. John Ervine, Some Dramatic Opinions, Introduction, p.
8
(2) St. John nrvine. The Organized Theatre, p. 42
(3) St. John Ervine, The Theatre in My Time, -p. 64
..
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who express themselves naturally in dialogue rather than in
narrative and who present the incidents of the story swiftly
and tersely. He is fully aware that it is more important that
the writer should have something worth saying than that he
should have skill in the mechanics of s; ying it.
Ervine passes over expressionism ss a curiosity of
dramatic literature. He ptyrophesies that the dramatists of the
future will think in terms of human conflict. The formality of
the classic drama leaves him unmoved.
n It is because of this faith in formality despite
the difference of their minds* that Aeschylus and Soph-
ocles and Eurioedes seem to us to be wearing exactly
the same clothes and to be saying exactly the same
thing; and it is for that reason that they leave us in
precisely the same state of dispassion. Contact is
not established by Aeschylus and Sophocles and ? t is
only established by Eurioedes when he violates the can-
on of the Greek lav/ that a play shall be made after a
strictly defined pattern and concerned more with ac-
tion than with character and not made a vehicle for
mere emotion; but the method* whoever employs ' t * is not
free from monotony of a mechanical operation* and
at its best it leaves us with the conviction that this
sorrowful business has nothing whatever to do with
us. n (l)
He lists for us the characteristics of a great tragedy:
”A great tragedy resolves our doubts. Tt leaves
us with a sense of finality in affairs and prevents us
from raising notes of interrogation or making specu-
lations of what would have happened if this or that
had been differently ordained. Such a play may cause
us to feel pain, but it must fill us with pride; and
if the pain with which we depart from its performance
is greater than the pride with which it fortifies us
then we may be sure that there 1 s some base material
among the elements of which it is composed.” (g)
(1) St. John Ervine, The Organ! zed Theatre
,
p. 69.
(£) St.. John Ervine. How to Write a Piay , p. 105.

As a preface to Ervine’s rules of dramatic technique,
there should be given his statement that a man with a flair
for the theatre can violate all rules. His rules of technique
have to do with structure, characters, and dialogue.
The first rule he gives is that the events of the play
must be seen b^ the audience. By this he means that there
must not be Ion? expository passages; as much as possible of
the action must occur on the stage. Another danger against
which he must guard is nor giving enough exposition, assuming
that the audience knows more of the story than it does. On
the other hand the writer must avoid redundancy or repetition
in character, situation, and dialogue.
"The dramatist has to be extremelv economical.
He has to obtain his effects by a series of shortcuts,
and must not use two words where one will do. Compared
with the novelist, he must be miserlv. If he is not
careful to express the utmost feeling in the fewest
words, he will lose effect.' (1)
It is verv important that he should e thoroughly ac-
quainted with his characters. "I have always believed and
have always asserted that a dramatist should know his people
so well that he is able to describe their lives lefore the
opening" of the play and their lives, if they do not die in
the play, after it. (2) Everything the character says or does
should be consonant with his nature.
(1) St. John Ervine, How to Write a flay
,
p. 42.
(2) Ibid., p. 113.

The dramatist in writing dialogue must he selective. It
|
is s mistake to make a verbatim report of speech that he has
|
heard. He must obviate many of the interruptions and diver-
sions that take place in ordinary speech. He must slsnt the
!
dialogue more directly toward his objective.
"His business is to write dialogue which shall
have the look of literature and the sound o the
street; it must have the similitude of ordinary con-
versation and, at the same time, be attractive and
compact and shapely. Any educated person can com-
pose dialogue which will not outrage the rules of
grammar, but grammatical exactness Is not enough: it
can destroy drama by making the characters appear to
be creatures out of a book rather than creatures out
of life. The dialogue must be selected and shapely
,
and yet seem to be as broken and unshapely as actual
speech Is; and it must be strong enough to -ear the
burden of the play, for the dialogue ha not only to be
interesting; in itself an i to reveal the nature of the
person who speaks it, cut to carry on and develop
the theme.” (1)
The salient idea In Ervine* s literargr credo Is freedom.
The dramatist is to express life accordln, to his vision. The
critic ives words to his personal opinions. Much Greek drama
leaves us cold because it is chained to formula. finally.
j
freedom to violate every rule of dramatic technique is the
iprerogative of the writer with dramatic genius. In his demand
|
for freedom, Ervine is representative of the Irish literary
j movement and of Romanticism in general.
j(l) St. John Ervine, How to Write a Play, p. 25.

JAKES JOYCE
To find the literary doctrine of James Joyce, we
consult A Portrait of the Artist as a. Young Man because
Padraic Coltrni tells us: "His aesthetic is in that con-
versation which the hero of 'Portrait of the Artist,’
Stephen Dedalus, has with the student Lynch, ’/that Stephen
says there is word for word what Joyce used to say to man?/
of us who were with him in his early twenties." (1)
In these theories may he seen the indirect influence
of his earl?^ training by the Jesuits through the dir ct
influence of Saint Thomas Aquinas. The following passage
in which Stephen is speaking' is evidence of it:
" This hypothesis Stephen repeated is
the other way out: that, though the same
object may not seem beautiful to all people,
all people who admire a beautiful ob.iect
find in it certain relations which satisfy
and coincide with the stages themselves of
all esthet'c appreciation. These relations
of the sensible, visible to ?rou through one
form and to me throu h another, must be there-
fore the necessary qualities of beauty. Now,
we can return to our old friend Saint Thomas
for another penny worth of wisdon.
"L?/nch lau hed:
It amuses me vastly he said--to hear
you quo tin, him time after time like a jolly
round friar. Are ?rou lau hin; in your sleeve?--
" Mac Alister answered Stephen would
call my esthetic the or?./- applied Aquinas. So
far as this side of esthetic philosoph?/ ex-
tends Aquinas will carry me all along the
line. When we come to the phenomena of art-
fill Padraic Colum, The Road Round Ireland, p. 566.
.-
istic conception, artistic estation and art-
istic reproduction, I require a new termino-
logy and a new personal experience." (1)
Another traceable influence on his literary the-
ories is that of music. We know that his father was
supposed to have had the best tenor voice in Ireland.
Proof of his own interest in music is found in the
fact that, while in Paris, he began to train his voice
for the concert stage. The nature of this influence is
explained to us by Colum:
"These lyrics come to me not merely because I
have heard Joyce sing them and heard him re-
peat verses beautifully, but because I know
how much his mind dwells upon melody, and be-
cause I know that his ideal in literature is
that which is simple and free the liberation
of a rhythm,. Under the measureless crossness
and slag of 'Ulysses' one can find the lyric." (2)
The theories expressed i.y Stephen Dedalus in A
Portrait of the Artist as a_ voun Fan are chiefly in the
department of aesthetics. They are woven around the
relation between the emotions and art, the nature of
rhythm, the nature of art, the difference -etween
beauty and truth, the qualities of eauty, and the
aesthetic image in literary forms.
He first defines pity and terror. "Pity is the
feelin which arrests the mind in the presence of what-
soever is ; rave and constant in human sufferings and
(1^ James Jovce, A Portrait of the Artist as a voun Pan,
pp., 246-247
( 2 .) P a ire i c Polum , ri'he ^uad Round Ireland. o. 511.

——
unites It with the secret cause. " (1)
Pity and terror he considers essential phases of
the tragic emotion. The aesthetic emotion is static in
that it arrests the mind and raises it above desire and
loathin' . The kinetic arts which excite desire or loath-
ing, such as the porno; raphi cal or the didactic, are
improper. r’he beauty which the artist expresses cannot
awaken in us a kinetic emotion or a purely physical sen-
sation. It induces instead an aesthetic stasis which is
produced, pro Ion; ed, and finally dispelled by the rhythm
of beauty.
This rhythm of beauty he defines as "the first
formal esthetic relation of part to part in any esthetic
whole or of- an esthetic whole to its part or parts or of
any part to the esthetic whole of which it is a part." (2)
He defines art as:
"the human disposition of sensible or intelli-
gible matter for an esthetic end." "To speak
of these things and to try to understand their
nature and, having understood it, to try slowly
and humbly and constantly to express, to press
out again, from the gross earth or what it
brings forth, from sound and shape and colour
which are the prison gates of our soul, an im-
a; e of the beauty we have come to understand
that Is art." (5)
The difference he finds between beauty and truth
is that*
186
( 1\ James J: rce, A Portrait of the Artist as a Youn fan,r>. 239, |
(2) lb id. , j. 241.
( o) Ibio . . p . 242
. ^
i!

"truth is perceived by the intellect hich
is appeased by the most satisfying relations
of the intelligible: beauty is beheld by
the imagination which is appeased by the
most satisfying relations of the sensible.
The first step in the direction of truth is
to understand the frame and scope of the
intellect itself, to comprehend the act itself
of intellection The first step in the
direction of beauty is to understand the frame
and scope of the imagination, to comprehend the
act itself of esthetic apprehension.” (1)
Stephen tier quotes Aquinas’s statement that the
three things needed for beauty re 'holer ess, harmony,
and radiance, he explains that this means that one
first sees the aesthetic image against a background
which is not it and s es it as one role. One next
perceives it as made up of parts, the sum or .hich is
harmonious* The radiance he interprets as the vi ...tnes
of a thing.
’’This supreme quality is felt by the artist
when the aesthetic image is first conceived
in his imagination. The mind in that mysteri-
ous instant Shelly likened beautifully to a
fading coal. The instant wherein that supreme
quality of beauty, the clear radiance of the
esthetic image, is apprehended luminously by
the mind which has Deer arrested by its whole-
ness .n.' fascinated by its harmony is the
luminous silent stasis of esthetic pleasure,
a spiritual state very like to that cardiac
condition - hich the Italian physiologist, Luigi
Galvani
,
using a phrase almost as beautiful as
Shelley r s, called the enchantment of the heart." (2)
(1)
. James Joyce, A Fortrait of the Artist as a Young Jar
pp. 243-244.
( 2
)
. Ibid
. ,
p . 250
.
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Stephen sees art as cU viclin itself into three forms:
the lyrical, in which the author expresses his image in
its immediate relation to himself: the epical, in which
he presents it in immediate relation to himself and to
others; the dramatic, in which he expresses the ima e
L in
!
in its immediate relation to others. lie explains his
idea in more detail saying:
” he lyrical form is in fact the si: plest ver-
bal vesture of an instant of emotion, a rhythmi-
cal cry such as ages a ;o cheered on the man
who pulled at the oar or dra, ed stones up a
slope. he who u tors it is more conscious of
the instant of emotion than of himself as
feeling emotion. The simplest epical form is
seen erner ;ing out of lyrical literature when
the artist prolongs and broo' s upon himself
as the centre of emotional ravity is equi-
distant from the artist himself and from
others. The narrative is no longer purely
personal. The personality of the artist passes
into the narration itself, flovir round and
round the persons and the action like a vital
sea. This progress you will see easily in
that old English ballad Turpin Hero
,
which be-
gins in the first person and ends in the third
person. The dramatic form is reached when the
vitality which has flowed arc eddied round
each person fills every person with such vital
force that he or she assumes a proper and in-
tangible esthetic life. The personality of
the artist, at first a cry or a cadence or a
mood and then a fluid and lambent na. native,
finally refines its-. If out of existence, im-
personal! zes itself, so to sgoeak. The esthetic
image in the dramatic form is life purified
in and reprojected from the human imagination.
The mystery of eo the tic like that of material
creation is accomplished. The artist, like
the Hod oi creation, remains writhin or behind
or beyond or above r s handiwork, invisible,
refined out of existence, indifferent, paring
his fingernails .
" (1)
James Joyce, A Portrait of the Ai-tl st us a foun-, Lan, . 51-2
_Sl» —
It is Colii.s's belief that the inclusiveness noticed
in the work of Joyce's maturity has its motivation in
the i.h copy that nothin:.' in man should be denied.
"It may be, Joyce commented, that people deny
the divine part of themselves in deny in. some-
thing belonging to themselves such as their
name; it may be that the Jews have done so.
As James Jo e made this comment a new sort
of under,. tandin_ of his work came to me: He
has conducted himself so as never to den?/- any
part of himself; it may be that the rossness,
the blasphemy, the huniiiatin disclosures tba
are in 'Ulysses' and in 'Portrait of the Artis
as a Young T "an' are there because he thinks
that these things may be an attribute of what
is divine in himself. ! (1)
Joyce's literary attitude is essentially aristocratic.
He believes that it is necessary for the artist to iso-
late himself from the multitude. he tells us that the
Irish Literary Theatre failed because It surrendered to
the popular will. This theory he posits as ollows
:
"If an artist courts the favor of the multi-
tude he cannot escape the contagion of its
fetich'ism and deliberate self-deception, and
if he joins in a popular movement he docs sc-
at his own risk. Therefore the Irish Literary
Theatre by its surrender to the trolls has
cut itself adri. t from the line of advancement.
Until he has freed himself from the mean in-
fluence about him sodden enthusiasm and
clever insinuation and every flattering in-
fluence of vanity and low ambition- -no man
is an art’st at all. ut his true servitude
is that he inherits a will broken by oubt
and a soul that yields up all its hate to a
caress; and the most se ming-Independent are
(1) Padraic Colum, The Road Round Ireland pp . 328-329
cf
cl-

those who are the first to reassume their
bonds . ut Truth deals largely *. ith us.
Elsewhere there are men who are worthy to
carry on the tradition of the old master who
is dying in Christiania.” (1)
In this last sentence he expresses his admiration of
Ibsen, which he . requently introduced into his conversation.
Ths statements made by Joyce on the subject of general
aesthetics are mainly definitive. The opinions expres- id
on literature seem to draw their vitality from a mastering
desire for freedom. When Stephen Dedalus demands for him-
self free do fron nationality, freedom from religion, we
feel that it is the author who is speaking. Coium tells
us: "The Irish Revival had no allegiance from him he
distrusted all enthusiasm, he said. (2) ^ay not his st nd
have been based on a :elief that any movement limits the
freedom of those promoting it? The aloofness from the
multitude that ne claims for the artist is not evidence, of
classic detachment but is another phase of his struggle
for independence. Ke works for the liberation or rhythm.
He rejects the principle of selectivity in choice of mater-
ial. He admires Ibsen, who, no count, is to him a symbol
of the freedom of the artist. He follows him into the
field of realism, and then proclaiming his freedom still
more emphatically, advances into expressionism. James
Joyce stands, today as Ireland’s outstanding literary
( 1). J my , _ ; 7 d.v of tb : t 1 m a : , F . 8 .
( P\ Padraic Colu . , mar .1 re lend , . 315-S16.

revolutionist
.
Although hr is not consciously in sympathy with the
Irish literary movement
,
his criticism shows a family
resemblance to that of the other Irish writers. The
demand for freedom, which he voices in many different
•ways
,
'nay # heard at frequent intervals throuynout most
of the literary criticism of Ireland.

THOMAS luACJOKAGH
Poets"-- and it is with poets we are most concerned
in a youthful literature--" ( 1 ) and poetry are the principal
considerations of Thomas ^acDonagh in his exposition of his
critical opinions. In compiling these opinions, we find
that they fall naturally into two groupings, those relating
to poetry in general and those relating to prosody. The
first group is made up of his ideas on the nature and func-
tion of poetry, the poetic attitude, the essential qualities
of poetry, the enemies of poetry, and legendary materials.
MacDonagh conceives of poetry as not only a criticism
of life but an interpretation and Illumination of it. He
elaborates on this idea as he says: "For, once more, poetry
is an interpretation, and illumination, and not a narrative.
It recalls, it recollects in tranquillity, it suggests, it
brings a light, it brings a key." (2) To him the poet is
the voice of his time. His task is to make others see, for
the function of all art Is revelation.
"This he does chiefly by the great Instrument of
inspiration. Choice. He chooses the portion or
phase of Truth that he is to reveal, and he chooses
the veils that he must impose in order to make
that Truth visible. Here it is that the artist
is liable to obscurity. He is apt to lose con-
sciousness of his purpose of revelation to others
in the overwhelming devotion that the vision re-
quires. Then It Is that the quality of his inspira-
tion decides the nature of the obscurity that
(1) Thomas hacDonagh, Li terature in Ireland , p. 142.
(2) Ibid., pp. 88-89

is certain to result. if his vision be powerful and
his inspiration deep he will choose to scale the top-
less peaks of beauty and attempt to set down the splen-
dour of the spreading plains of Truth. He will fail
to clothe his vision with the necessary veils. His
work will have the obscurity of Nature. If, on the
other hand, his inspiration be more subtle and super-
ficial, running hither and thither in intricate mazes
of wonder, he vh 11 multiply veils on detailed portions
of his subject, adding one to another according as
the various points of view and possible relations of
parts come within his cognizance. His work will have
the obscurity of Art." (1)
One of the essentials of the poetic attitude, MacDonagh
tells us, is the looking on life with fresh eyes. A prere-
quisite of this is that the nation be fresh. The poet must
also be free from self-consciousness, which is detrimental
to the creative impulse. "If the Elizabethan age was the
greatest in matter of poetic achievement, it was so because
it was free from self-consciousness." (2)
Among the qualities MacDonagh finds admirable in
poetry are clarity, sincerity, universality, restraint, and
subtlety. "Essential to true poetry," he says, "are sin-
cerity and clarity." (3) He opposes the universal to the
esteric, saying of the poetic: "He may set too high a val-
ue on the secret phases of his vision. The best is that
which is universal." (4) It is his conviction that the
characteristic of form that most often elevates Irish verse
to the hei ght of poet ry is restraint. He foresees the
( 1 ) --Thomas LacDoriaghy "Li terature 1n Ireland, pp. 93-94.
( 2
)
--Thomas MacDonagh, THomas C amp ian’ and tHe Art of English
Poe try
,
p. 5.
(3)
—Ibid., p. 120.
(4)
__Ibid., p. 5.

poets of the next age making restraint a canon of their
art, recognizing the too easy use of the adjective as a
vice. Like the ancient Irish poets, he finds the half-
said things the dearest.
He warns the poet against the dangers of propaganda,
make-believe, pedantry, empty phrases, too easy music, and
criticism. Andrew Malone, in his book. The Irish Drama,
says: "MacDonagh’ s politics provided the motive for all
that he did during his short life; everything that he did
was for the greater glory of Ireland, as all his activities
were directed towards the political liberation of the
country. 1 ' (1) Nevertheless, this is what MacDonagh thinks
about propaganda in poetry:
"A kindred danger that has beset the Irish less
perhaps than the Anglo-Irish poet is that of
rhetoric, the expression of the collective
emotion rather than the individual, that which
has given a small number of the greatest odes
to the world and most of the poorest poems.
The collective is in general the enemy of true
sincerity. Propaganda has rarely produced a
fine poem. A great hymn, whether of religion
or patriotism, is rarely other than the cry
of a poet calling to his God or his Country
as if he alone experienced the emotion that
he sings, though poignantly mindful that many
felt it in a better day." (2)
He is not in sympathy with the tendency toward giving
undue importance to sound values. "True poetry always finds
its expression in beautiful moving words. Its effect is
{ 1 \ Andrew^ E. Malone, The Irish Drama, p. 268.
( 2l Thomas MacDonagh, Literature in Ireland
, p. 151.
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marred if empty phrases, however melodious, are added.
1
' (l)
Whereas he realizes that self-criticism is a good and
a necessary thing is a mature literature, he finds a danger
in too much of it. "It brings a self-consciousness that
gives pause to the impulse which creates, or which would
create spontaneously without taking thought. Once the
impulse pauses it misses its mark.” (2)
He does not seem to favor the return for material to
the early literature of Ireland. His attitude toward
the movement is expressed in the following:
"It would be vain, even if unluckily we wished
it or could do it, to set bounds to literary
genius, which is always breaking new soil, or
rather always coming in a new manifestation....
Some in our days or after our day may make a
great new literature in the tradition of this
old world of Early Irish Literature. But I
rather expect that the literature of tomorrow
will be in terms of the life tomorrow and that
the old v/orld is too different, too far apart,
too much wronged now, I fear, by misrepresen-
tation." (3) "We are true to the best of the
old literature when we are true to that part
of it which we inherit now in the twentieth
century, when we discover in ourselves some-
thing that has remained true by the changing
standards and measures." (4)
MacDonagh explains the essential difference between
prose and verse as lying in the fact that in verse there
is not a recurrence. He states that there are two main
kinds of verse in English, song verse, which may be
(1) Thomas
(2) Ibid.,
(3) Ibid.
,
(
4 ) Ibid.
,
MacDonagh,
p. 143.
p. 112.
p. 113.
literature in Ireland, p. 149.
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spoken and chanted but which suggests an air, and speech
verse, which has its origin in human speech as distin-
guished from song. On these he comments; "Lyric poetry,
the sheer clear lyric singing of ecstasy may reach a
height and intensity ineffable.
"The poetry of speech-verse at its greatest in some
passages of Shakespeare, of Milton, of Keats, of Words-
worth, in English, has loftiness and power, a depth and
a height, that make it seem and be the noblest expression
of human thought." (1) He says that chant-verse, which,
he explains is the combination of a chanting quality and
a wandering rhythm caught from Irish traditional music,
overflows both song-verse and speech verse. "For not only
does something of the word reverence of chanted speech
unstress the lyric beat of this poetry, but something of
the musical quality of chant lightens and changes the
weight of its speech-verse." (2)
He discountenances the atLempt of the French symbol-
ists to invent a new music-language code.
"To do so thoroughly it would have been nec-
essary to invent vocables that are not already
occupied by meanings. It is possible to con-
struct verse of known words full of such won-
derful music as would of itself arouse emo-
tions that the sense of the words would not
arouse; but it is next to impossible for one
who knows the language in which such verse
is written not to follow the meaning of the
words, or, if the words are void of meaning,
(1) Thomas MacDonagh, Thomas Camp ion and the Art of Poetrg
P. 51 *
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not to be perplexed or alienated by its absence.
With one who does not know the language or
who is not sufficiently familiar with it to
follow it when spoken, the case is different." (1)
He repudiates the idea that modern verse should con-
form to the rules of classic verse. Large quantities
of quantitative verse would be intolera le. He oes
still further and says: "One cannot repeat often enough
the truth that the true poet sings by ear and not by
rule, his ear no doubt formed y the music of the verse
of his language, but his own, hear in; that music in his
own way, directing his tongue to utter his music in his
own way. Afterwards , the rule." (2) With Campion he
agrees that English will not bear long lines in verse.
Whereas quantita tive verse cannot well r me, in
accentual verse, especially accentual song-verse, rime
evolves naturally. It is the answer of En; lish son; -
verse to the cal] of music. His approval of rime is
given more definite expression when he says, "Rime is,
in the first place, replete with emotion, and emotion
is the sprin of poetry." (3) He does not encourage
the use of assonance in English, which is not, like
the Irish, a highly vocalized lan; iiage with a undance
of open vowels. Where rime can go far, in En lish
assonance can go only a little way. He criticizes
( 1 1 Thomas MacDonagh, Thomas Campion and the Art of Poetry
p. 62.
" ~ ~
(2; Ibid.
,
p. 19,

Goldsmith’s The Traveller lor its common ri.es.
Concerning internal rime, he writes:
"It may be asked if, after what I have written
in a previous chapter of dividin'- lines of
long verse into short lines, there can be,
according: to my system, such a. thing as inter-
nal rime-- if the rime does not automatically
r.eak up the fine. It does not. Internal
rimes will be found to be less emphatic than
end rimes- - . " ( 1
)
The main body of MacDonagh’s critical opinion is
Obviously romantic. He bel'.eves in inspiration and reve-
lation and in a creative impulse, which works spontane-
ously. In the same vein he talks of che need for fr edom
from self-consciousness and for the habit of looking at
life with fresh eyes. Definitely anti-Augustinian is his
stand that the modern verse does not need to conform to
rules of classic verse and that the poet sin;s by ear,
not by rule. Throughout his criticism, however, can be
heard over-tones of classicism. He thinks of poetry as
a criticism, interpretation, and illumination of life, and
rejects art for art’s sake. Of the Classic virtues, clar-
ity, sincerity, universality, and restraint, he expresses
his admiration. The Romanticism of MacDona h, which is
stabilized by the soundest virtues of Classicist., is rep-
resentative of the tenor of the Irish literary movement.
( Ip Thomas MacDonagh, Thomas Campion and the Art of Poetr^,
p. 107.

JAMES STEPHENS
The literary opinions of James Stephens may be considered
in five divisions: (1) the nature of literature and of liter-
ary materials, (2) the relative values of Romanticism and
Classicism, (3) the differentiae between prose and poetry,
(4) the tests of superiority in poetry, (5) the technique of
poetry,
"Literature," Stephens tells us, "is an ideal expression
of the environment; that is of the human society it is born
from." (1)
What is going on in contemporary society no cultivated
man can afford to ignore, whether it is good or bad. His
concern is with the reality of the present.
"The past is a word to conjure with, it is a word
to hypnotize with, but it is not a word to evoke
reality. Reality is present action. The past is
the memory of actions done, and, as these are in-
corporated in our present minds, we need not be
afraid that we shall greatly depart from them or
shed more of our national characteristics than we
have no use for. It is certain that Ireland will
revisit her past with vast curiosity and reverence,
but she will not remain there long enough to eat a
railway sandwich. She will return with her booty
to the eternally present time of an eternally modern
world. The Irish past is not a catalogue of events
and personages. The Irish past is the Irish
language." (2)
The author’s expression of society is not, however, a
(1) James Stephens, Century, 104;811-18, Oct. 1922.
(2) Ibid.
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portrayal, out, having been motivated yy the unconscious, must
be considered a criticism of life. "He is not a self, but a
national or communal conscience. His protest is against ugli-
ness and maladjustment. Perhaps one should say the ugliness
that is maladjustment, for it may be there is no other ugli-
ness." (1) In this statement there is no implication of
didacticism, for Stephens tells us that the intention of the
author is neither to instruct nor to entertain, out to satisfy.
Spephens demands of the author not ultimate truth out the
immediate truth of emotional appreciation. Truth, in his
opinion, is not a matter of intellection.
"It is a passion, the passion of life, end it sways
us in blind hungers, blind loves, blind loyalties,
and in blind ambitions* It sways us unconsciously
,
in other words, and it is lv/ays incapable of being
expressed or explained or exposed. Art, therefore,
can only remind us of something we have done or
suffered, and it can convey to no man an experience
which he has not personally fathomed* Culture is a
conversation between equals, and the artist of every
grade is the liaison officer who lin s that Vo.st
diversity together for social pu.,oses." (2)
Because life is being and he feels that the reaction to
it should oe an emotional one, it is his belief that there
probably never was an intellectual artist.
The material of the writer is what „an does and thinks
about it. "This endless succession of deeds that are passions
James Stephens, Cent- rv 104$8ll-l6 Oct. 1922.
(2) Ibid.
*

is the stuff that must be translated out of the whirl of move-
ment into the thin quietude of words and paint and speculation,
and it can be translated only by a passion that is the equal
of itself.” (1) He expects the writer to use his materials
with passionate exactitude, "for passion without exactitude is
just nihilism: while exactitude without passion is only the
labor of the pedant." (2)
When Stephens talks of the expression of environment, he
is not thinking in terms of provincialism. This is proved by
what he says when talking of the necessity of learning the
Irish language.
"We shall talk like Irishmen, or we are done for; we
shall think like Europeans or we are done for The
music, paintings, literature, and economics of today are
no longer local or sporadic. They are world inheritances,
or rather, world urges; and for their purposes it is
correct to say that there is universal idea with which
every national speech must be saturated if that speech
is to continue as a living medium of expression or to
represent anything whatever of actuality. " (3)
Stephens amplifies his statement about the purpose and
duty of the author by adding:
"In everything whatever, whether as substance or
quality or intention, we all know as much as the
artist does; but to know and to see are, temporarily
two things; and it is in this revealing, in a carry-
ing deeper and deeper into consciousness, and so
into fullness of knowledge, that the artist is in his
art. He subtly, or powerfully, or harmoniously
makes more and more manifest that which at first.
(1) James Stephens, Century . 104; 811-18, Oct. 1922
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
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seemed to be quite adequately manifested: for lie
reveals that the matter dwelt upon was not so
completely apprehended as we had thought; and.,
communing with him, we discover that we have
reserves of perception, which, but for him,
would have lain undisturbedor even unsuspected;
reserves of powerful acceptance, and realization,
•which, but for him, might have been carried
unused to the ’-rave. Thus, and by him, life is
made more abundant, and knowledge is brought more
closely to the consciousness from which it now
seems so irreparably sundered. "( 1
)
It Is Stephens's belief that whether an artist is a
Classicist or a Romanticist is determined by the epoch in
which he lives, for time assigns the subject, which carries
with it an appropriate technique. In both schools of lit-
erature he sees danger. The discipline placed by a
Classical period on Its superior minds Is sometimes so
narrowing that what is gained In cuallty is lost in variety,
and for this loss and the loss of enthusiasm it entails
there is not sufficient compensation. The Romantic artist,
on th.. other hand, through insufficient discipline is often
led Into too abundant a variety with a consequent lack of
control and direction. In this discussion Stephens leans
to the Classical right as he says:
"In the Classical mode a consciously directed
discipline is maintained by the artist upon
his subject. This discipline or gravity can
be conceived of as a good in itself; and.,
seemingly, can be relied upon to achieve that
elevation of spirit and utterance which is
(!) James Stephens, Poets and Poetry of the Nineteenth
Century, ppT XXVITT-XXI ,'i
.

finally the poetic aim.... The Romantic artist,
however, is much at the mercy of his subject,
or is not incontestably master of it; and he
can only arrive at the great utterance, which
he also seeks, not so much by a rapt dis-
tillation of the matter, as by the addition
to, or the imposition upon it, or a moral
or philosophical value. "(1)
The defining of value he deplores, feeling that value has
then "been brought to subjection, almost to domesticity, and
that quality, which is the soul of poetry, that sense of
magic or infinity which illumines and delights, may be fore-
gone by mere limitation: for poetry is not comprehended,
but realized; and it ceases to be gnomic at its peril. "(2)
Stephens, in a criticism of Shelley, charges the
Romantic group with an unwillingness to work.
"Work has to be done; searching has to be done;
difficulties are not available in order to be
evaded, they are even to be sought for; and in a
vast amount of his work (like many another of
his lesser brothers and this is the grava^
men of critical disapproval of the entire Rom-
antic mode.) Shelley did not always seek the
hardest matter, nor the hardest way. "(3)
a.gain he charges them with the inability to lose self in an
imaginative realm and with a reliance on invention rather
than on creation. In all Romantic poetry there may be
sensed a "spiritual winglessness."
(1) James Stephens, Poets and Poetry of the Nineteenth
Century, P. XXXI.
(2) Ibid.
,
P . XXXI.
(3) Ibid., P. XXXIV.
r
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He draws a sharp line of differentiation between d.e
work of poetry arid the work of prose. Statement of fact
belongs to prose. Poetry must transcend fact, and bring
"the chosen matter into another dimension of thought, into
even another dimension of emotion, than those in which it
seemed to be born and active.” (1) He agrees with A. E.
that poetry is written on the Mount of Transfiguration.
Observation, analysis, anti ornamentation make up the whole
duty of the prose writ fir.
"The poet need not to observe or analyse
in the sense that a prose-writer must, for his
usiness does not lie with details or parts.
He will apprehend and generalise. It may be
said that the poet energises matter more
highly than prose can manage, and that it is
this excess of energy which we recognize as
poetry. The duty of a 1 -r cal poet Is not to
express or explain, it is to Intensify life, and
Its essence is properly indefinable . !! ( 2)
Prose may claim all consecutive operations, for "poetry
will only handle with reluctance any matter which is founded
on definite logic or ground." (3) The expression of normal
speeds is the work of prose; to the lyric belongs the ex-
pression in terms of time or speed of all the extremes.
Prose values are transient; poetic values, lasting. "Every
story is situated in time: no poem is. Every story is
sociological: no poem is. Every story is incomplete: no
(1) James Stephens, Poets and Poetry of the Nineteenth
Century
, p . XXXIV.
(2) James Stephens, Collected Poems of James Stephens , pp.V-VI
(3) James Stephens, Poets and Poetr 7T of the Nineteenth
Century, p . XXXV I
.
'

poem is. Therefore prose values are at the mercy of the next
day: poetic values are only at the mercy of the language ."( 1)
Finally, prose needs philosophy, but poetry frequently finds
it a burden.
Of the purpose of the poet he says: "To identify a some-
thing as a completion- -as beautiful, powerful, sufficing, and
enduring--is that which the poet, even unconsciously, seeks
to do. The unconscious will to do this we call inspiration:
the attainment of it is creation. " (2
)
The subject matter of poetry depends on its mode. If
the mode is Romantic, action in diversity is the subject;
it it is psychological, man is the subject; if metaphysical,
the poet uses divinity as his matter. "More closely, the
mind of man, perpetually dwelling upon itself; perpetually
astonished and delighted and affrighted at its own infinity;
endlessly discovering, discarding, and recreating all that
it can hope or imagine, or (which is the s.ame thing) desire,
is the subject matter for the poet. "( 3 )
The mark of the major poet is the infinity of which he
writes. The minor poets
1
1
"work in a mode which does not posit or demand free-
dom, and from which infinity is not deducible. They
must work, that is; on the earth, for the earth; in^ the
(1) James Stephens, Poets and Poetry of the Ninetheenth Cent-
ury, p. XXI.
(2) Ibid, o. XXII.
(3) Ibid, p. XXII.
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mind, for the mind: and their subject matter is
always' one which can be regarded as having a psycho-
logical rather than a spiritual importance. It is
this which makes the true distinction between
the major and the minor modes." (1)
Another characteristic of minor poetry is its sensuous pre-
occupation. Unfortunately sense does not like thought mature
with usage. Love
,
Death, and Humor are favorite themes of
the minor r>oets.
Sterhens accounts for the supremacy of Chaucer, Shakes-
peare, and T ilton as follows:
"Such supremacy is seen to exist, spiritually,
in a superior imaginative vitality; and, technical-
ly, in a more effortless handling of weightier mat-
ter than others can achieve. The matter of such
a poet appears to be more definitely his; and seems,
indeed, so ingested and absorbed that, however abun-
dantly it has already been used, it can yet be con-
sidered as especially his own The technique which
he uses in the manifestation of this work is (apparently)
as natural to the great poet as is his own being.
Such a technique is always seen as an original thing:
it has been liberated by, but has not been inherited
from, previous experiments; and it is not capable of
being used by another than that person. That which we
call 'originality
1
refers always to the technique; it
can n&ver refer to subject, for this is impersonal
and universal." (2)
In Stephen’s discussion of the prerequisites of poetry
we see him leaning again in the direction of Classical stand-
ards. He requires that the statement made be of unshakeable
certainty. Wordsworth' s weakness, he finds, is a lack of
this certainty. Any poet who needs a philosophic basis for
his work is in uncertainty. TTe demands a Hellenic detachment
(1) lames Stephens, Toets and Foetry of the Nineteenth Cen*
(2) Ibid.; p. XXV. tury
,
p. HXV.
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which he terms self-forgetfulness. ".Personal and cul-
tural forgetfulness is necessary, for all personal poetry
is minor poetry: and all didactic poetry is prose." (1)
The X) et has seriousness. "The greater the artist is, the
treater and graver are the questions that should he asked
of him." (2) He is free from the diffuseness that mars
the early work of Keats. His work is possessed of intensi-
ty. Classical also is Stephens’s theory that a good demo-
crat cannot also be a good poet, that "all art wills to
be aristocratic." (3)
To the technique of writing Stephens gives considera-
ble attention. It is his belief that between the techn
nique of living and the technique of art there is no dif-
ference, that they are expressions of the same thing.
"Lifg at present, jazz at present, cubism and dadaism
at present, represent the one identical lack of control
which is the pre c nt technique of life." (4) Since the
tempo of the world is being greatly accelerated, he feels
that the technique from a leisurely past no longer satis-
fies the demands that the present literary material
makes on it, and that a new technique must be evolved to
meet the situation.
(1)
James Stephens, Poets and Poetry of the nineteenth
U^TtTiryy“pi A.XXS7TTI
(2) Ibid., p. XXXIV^
(3) Ibid., p. XXX.
(4) James Stephens, Century , 194:811-18, Oct. 1922.

In the interim, the only adaptable form is the lyric.
The epic would not be an appropriate form at the present
time, for this is the beginning of a new era; and the epic,
which deals only with matured and well assimilated mental
and spiritual knowledge, belongs at the end of an epoch
where it summarizes all that the epoch has signified,
finds the blank verse form as used by the epic poet the
grearest instrument that literary art has evolved, but he
says of it: "The matter that can be submitted to this form
must be the gravest that the mind can conceive, and, natural
ly, the most intensely comprehended. It must also be a
matter that can be held, as it were, stationery. All speeds
are at rest in this form. We may not ask at what pace it
moves, nor require any movement whatever from it. It is al-
ways deeply religious. It is always romantic or truth-t&llin
telling." (1) In the interval between the passing of the old
poetic forms and the birth of a new one, he expects that
there w ill be a prose renaissance. beanwhile, he finds a
lack of mental activity in the prose writers for which their
agility is ot sufficient to compensate.
In the seeming attempt to evolve a new poetic form,
he has made some interesting experiments, which he explains.
The rhythms of The Rose In the Windtry through their slow tem-
po and gentleness to reproduce the swaying and balancing of
(1) James Stephens, Collected Poems of Jam.e
s
Stephens
,
p. VI.

the rose. In The Pit of Bliss he attempts to give in the
third verse the effect of an eagle tumbling through the space
he has climbed, and then in the fourth verse to repeat the
effect in the mind. In explaining his theory of rhythms he
says
:
"In ’The Voice of God' I tried to give an im-
mense quantity and quality of sound and in ’The main
Deep' I sought for a rhythm, and a motion that would
convey the roll and march and rush of great waters.
Acritic, commenting on this poem wrote that it should
not have been published ’even as an experiment.' It
may be regarded as an experiment, but it is also a
thing done. Generally, in dealing with the sea, in
dealing with any external thing, the poet will de-
sert his non-human subject (the sea, or the air, or
what not) and hedge himself, after the first explana-
tory line, behind the thought and action of a human
being. Thus in
’Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean, roll.
Man marks the earth with ruins....
Byron gave one line to the sea, and the remainder of
his poem to intellections, or eve-1 ^latitudes, on the
futility of ambition. In singing about bitds al-
most all poets, even the fery greatest evade their
manifest duty to their mother--they v.ill not sing
or fly--they philosophize. They do an imjustice, on
the one hand, to philosophy, and on the other hand to
their bird, and their readers, and themselves. A bird
sings over and over one phrase, but the poetic bird
sings a dictionary." (1)
The guide to the Irish writer's proper technique,
Stephens feels, is his own language. "We must get back to
our own language, which is our psychology, our technic, and
our treasure-house; then only shall we know if we have any-
(1) James Stephens, A Poetry Recital, p.8S

thing to say, and we will learn quickly enough how to say
it.” (1)
A composite picture of Stephen’s literary theories re-
veals an interesting interplay of Classic and Romantic
ideas. lie first denies the Romantic attraction to the far-
away and the unreal when he declares that the concern of
the writer is with the reality of the present. Undeniably
Romantic, however, seems his belief that the reaction of
the artist should be one of emotion rather than of intellect.
This impression is somewhat blurred by his talk of translat-
ing from the whirl of movement into the thin quietude of
v/ords and of using materials with pas icnate exactitude.
His mention of the dangers of lack of discipline shows his
awareness of the weaknesses of Romanticism. Eut his refusal
of logic as a basis for poetry leaves him outside the. pale
of Augustan Classicism. The sensuous preoccupation of the
Romanticists he labels a mark of minor poetry. The certain-
ty, detachment, seriousness, and intensity he demands of
poetry--ail place him in the ranks of the Classicists. So,
too, does his aristocratic conception of poetry.
In his theories of technique we find the greatest
opposition to Classicism. His idea that between the
technique of living and the technique of art there is no
difference seems to contradict the Classic attitude of de-
tachment and selectivity. His call for a new poetic form
is a departure from the conserva t i sm of the Classicists.
( 1 )—James Stephens, Century. 104: Cll-18, Oct. 1922.

is a departure from the conservatism of the Classicists.
So too are his experimentings in rhythms.
There are many points of contact betv/een the theories
of Stehphns and those of other writers of the movement.
With George Russell he believes in the Mount of Transfigura-
tion. With Douglas Hyde he shares the conviction that the
Irish language is important to the Irish people. To Yeats
and the other disseminators of the legendary materials of
Ireland, he concedes that the reverence for their country's
past must be preserved but like many of the members of the
movement he feels that the chief concern of the writer should
be the reality of the present. Like Yeats, he, too, is in-
terested in experimenting in rhythms. Finally, like the
criticism of many of the Irish writers, his theories revolve
about the central importance of emotion.
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SEAN O’CASEY
No better example than Sean 0 ' Casey can be cited of the
thesis
,
to understand thoroughly an author's works we must know
his literary theories. His plays read in the li at of his
theories display a new and greater significance than that whi ch
is otherwise found in them and disprove the interpretations
made of them by the critics.
Around every literary figure of considerable importance
have grown up myths, which, while Ye; may make colorful read-
,
become at times rather irksome to the author about whom
they are entwined and tend to blur or distort the vision of the
reader. One of the most commonly known myths about O’Casey
concerns the influence the Abbey Theatre is supposed to have
exerted on his dramatic technique. Regarding this, hr. O'Casey
writes in a letter dated October 5, 1937:
"It is a pleasant legend that I learned my art
attending the Abbey Theatre. The truth is ’that before
I began to write plays, I saw just two Abbey plays
—
one called 'Blight' which was produced with another,
the name of which I've forgotten, and Shaw's 'Andro-
cles and the Lion’ seen many years afterwards, and
then from places in the theatre that didn't allow me
to see the action on the stage. But .1 saw more when
I was a kid, in the old ' green's', than the Abbey;
and I had read hundreds of all kinds of lays --mostly
melodramas, all forgotten save the plays of Dion
Boucicault." (1)
The early influence which O'Casey acknowledges "came from
;he Authorized English Bible, Shakespeare, the English Prayer-
Dook, Goldsmith, Sheridan, Burns and i.:ilton--probably because
[1) Letter to the writer.

f
1
|they could be got very cheap." (1) Padraic Colum says of him:
!"Jie is an admirer of Bernard Shaw, and he thinks that 'Back to
Methuselah' gives a complete gospel. Be knows Tolstoy well,
but I do not think he knows the other Russians. He has a fine
[feeling for colour and design and. has some good pictures upon
is walls." (2) Whether any influences are traceable to these
ources must be a matter for conjecture.
The theories that have been expressed by O'Casey relate to
he English theatre and the English critic, realism, symbolism,
lorality, propaganda, national theatres, and the qualifications
f a ’dramatist
.
The first of these topics he discusses in answer to a
Question regarding his literary theories: "The only theory I
jiave is that the English theatre is dead; but that isn't a
!
:,heory--it ' s a fact." (o) The proportion of the responsibility
which he feels the English critics should bear for this may be
judged by the following scathing indictment:
"The critics here are afraid to be alive or alert.
They take their timid thoughts out of a pouncet-box.
Every bare expression they use is carefully covered
with a frill. They take the moaning echo of a shell
to be the thunder of the sea. Their criticesms come
to us on a pseudo-silver salver. Instead of knocking
a bad play over the head with a stick, they flick it
over the cheek with a kid glove. They are pew-openers
in the temple of drama, nicely showing the people to
their places. They are the modern .groundlings in the
the atre--always waiting to be entertained. Shakes-
peare, of course, they are certain about, for tradi-
tion shoves them on to their knees the minute Shakes-
peare turns the corner. They often take a patch of
|(1) Ibid.
(2) Padraic Colum, The Road Round Ireland
, pp. 264-265(c, Sean O'Casey, nett er to the Y.riter.

Flame -coloured taffeta to be the burning sun.
1
' (1)
One of the ideas frequently heard from the critics is
that O’Casey has gone a long distance on the road or realism
away from the ideals of Yeats and has taken the Abbey Theatre
with him; that the influence of his plays has determined the
future of the Abbey Theatre as one of realistic drama. They
have interpreted and evaluated his plays in the deceptive
light of this idea. Yet, Mr. O’Casey, himself, says:
"Realism has had its day and has earned a rest." (2) And
again: "It seems that the closer we move to actual life, the
further we move away form the drama. Drama purely imitative
of life isn’t drama at all." (3) He believes that the craze
for realism has taken all the life out of the drama. If you
take people from the street, put them on the stage, and make
them speak as they do In real life, the result is the dullest
thing imaginable. Real characters are not fit material for a
play unless some of the reality is removed from them by the
heightening, broadening, and deepening of their characters.
In the following passage which further illuminates his
attitude towards realism, we find him expressing a literary
ideal which in its accents on imagination and symbolism seems
not so alien as we should expect to that of Yeats:
"We do not want merely an excerpt from reality;
it is the imaginative transformation of reality, as
it is seen through the eyes of the poet, that we de-
sire. The great art of the theatre is to suggest.
(1) Sean O'Casey, The Flying Wasp .
,
p. 126.
(2) Sean O'Casey, (fbid
. ,
p. 126,
(3) Sean O'Casey, Ibid., p. 123,
04) Sean O’Casey, Ibid., p. 124.
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not to tell openly, to dilate the mind by symbols, not
'by actual things, to expre^a in Lear, a. world’s sorrow,
and in Eamlet the grief of humanity.” (l)
So the poet of Romanticism and the reputed dramatist of
realism meet at the crossroads.
The stress on symbolism is heard again as the dramatist
says : ” but let us have the make-believe of the artist
and the child in the theatre. Less of what the critics call
’life 1
,
and more of symbolism; for even in the most common-
place of realistic dramas the symbol can nev r be absent.” (2)
The Bishop in Within the Gates, hr. O’Casey tells us. is not a
character but a symbol. This explanation may be an indirect
answer to the charges of immorality brought against the clay at
the time of its presentation. The author’s moral perspective
is later made definite in the statement:
"There is no use shouting out that it is nobody’s
business when things said and done c re opposed by
others. Everything said or done in this world has to
.iustifv itself or be destroyed by either force or ne-
glect. Each has to fit himself in And let us
realize that not one of us can mess up his life with-
out, messing up the life of another in one way or
another.” (3)
It has also been said, that O’Casey ’s olays are singularly
free from propaganda. O’Casey, however says: "host literature
is livened v rith propaganda. Shakespeare lias it.” (4) That
jhis ideal of the drama allots for a message can be inferred
!from his statement,
i(l) Sean O’Casey, The Flying Wasp, u. 124
j(2) Ibid., p. 124.
j(3) Ibid.., pp. 144-1*5.
!( 4 ) Ibid
. , p . 22
.
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"A man who has anything vital to say in the form
of a play, says it with strength, arc' puts a comely
shape on what he has to say, should be afforded the
finest hearing the country can give him. This ideal
ill be hard to come by, for if a man has anything
vital to say and says it with strength and comeliness,
a great part of his countrymen will be indifferent;
a good many more (better that the others anyway) will
want him crucified." ( 1
)
Despite this opinion of the probable reaction of his
countrymen, he approves of a national theatre.
"A National Theatre is bound to be a good thing
for dramatists, actors, and audience; ood for all,
except, perhaps, the critics. It would be certain
to have an effect for good and evil on the dramatists
writing for the English Theatre today; a goo influ-
ence by setting before them a standard that they
could aim at, even though they never reached it, nr
evil influ.ence--as good as the good-- by showing that
their work is something to deplore, and to be final-
ly got rid of as contributing nothin but rubbish to
the English drama." (2)
The chief qualification he demands of a dramatist is
"a feeling for life rather than a sense of the theatre
and no training as an actor or as a playwright can
give him that if he hasn't got it before he sits
down to write one word of bis first play. If he
has this feeling he can learn all things; if he
hasn't he can learn nothing. This feeling for life
isn't the real-life characters or matter-of-fact-
ness, which are neither matt er-of-f s ct nor real life,
that the critics chatter and chirrup about; but the
essence of life, its comedy, futility, grandeur,
lust, envy, hatred, and malice, terror, irony, and
sincerity, ana fascinating; carelessness --all ot
some of these gathered together In a comedy form: of
dramatic lit erati-.re that is called a play." (3)
! __
! (1) lean O'Casey, The - lying Y.asp, p. 23.
i (2) Ibid.., p. 29.
(3) Ibid., p. 29

More important than technique, he cays, are passion, pathos,
laughter, and satire.
According to his theories, O'Casey is an essential 1st
rather than a realist. This thesis is supported by his state-
ment to the effect that the dramatist must have a feeling
for the essences of life rather than for the details. He
calls for an imaginative transformation of reality by means
of symbols because in the symbol is caught the essence/ of
life. He believes that a character needs to be heightened,
broadened, and deepened because only in that way is its es-
sence perceptible. His assumption that the dramatist should
have something vital to say runs in the same channel; so
too does his dictum that everything said has to justify itself,
for that which is vital and can justify it: elf is essential.
The critics believe that O'Casey has strayed far from
the early course of the Irish Renaissance. As regards his
choice of materials this is true. This criticism, however,
shows that he, too, like the earlier writers is guided by
the romanticist's sign-post that points in the direction of
imagination.
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DANIEL CORKNEY
Nationalism and Romanticism in literature, poetry, and
drepna- in these three main groupings we shall survey the liter-
ary opinions of Daniel Corkery. The survey of the first group
will include what he considers the national literary ideals of
Ireland. The theories of poetry relate to the nature of the
poetic mind, the poet’s task, and the essentials of poetry. This
ideas concerning the drama concern the duty of the dramatist,
desirable characteristics of the drama, didacticism in the
drama, and symbolism in the drama.
Corkery insists that every Romantic movement is a national
endeavor to find for present needs forms other than the Classi-
cal forms. In explaining Romanticism, he says:
"A Romantic Movement is not usually thought of as a
violent effort to rediscover the secret power that
lay rehind Greek art; yet in -essence that is what
every Romantic movement has been. The personal note,
the overweening subjectivity that marks such move-
ment is a protest against the externality of
Renaissance moulds. The local color, the religious
motif, the patriotic motif these are an adventure
in rough life rather than in the pale meadows of
death. That is, every Romantic movement is right
in its intention: it seeks to grow out of living
feeling, out of the here and now, even when it
finds its themes in the past; just as Greek art,
which also looked for themes in its people’s past,
grew up out of the living feeling of its own time
and place . ” ( 1
)
He goes on to show that the Greek standards were national
standards, which were taken over at second hand by Europe, so
becoming international; that these standards of the Renaissance
destroyed in other nations their memorable aptitudes with the
(1) Daniel Cor'; ery. The ridden Island, Introd, P. XIV.

result that since tht Renaissance there has teen an absence of
self-contained national cultures in nurope.
is national ana anti-Renaissance in principle inasmuch as it
denotes an attempt to express the here and now.
The importance that he attributes to the national attitude
is indicated by his statement that Synge would never have urittej).
Riders to the Sea had it not been for the nationalistic move-
ment that he found in the land when he returned to Ireland,
hithout a sense of nationality, without self knowledge and self-
dependence, the Irish eo le will never achieve self-expression.
If the writer Is to accomplish work that will permanently sat-
isfy the human spirit, he must sink himself into the heart of
hi s own people.
Since Corkery so stresses the importance of national self-
expression, It is ell to look at those traditional literary
ideals which he mentions as being reflective of racial character
lOne uality intrinsically Irish is Intensity. He is not sure
whether It Is a natural racial characteristic or whether It
was induced by centuries of suffering. At any rate, it is the
differentia between, Irish life and English life, and for its
expression little opportunity is afforded by current modes of
.
n
^
1 1 sh 1 i t e ratu re
.
Freedom from sentimentality and a core of hardness are
other distinguishing qualities.
"Tills core of hardness Is scarcely ever lackin c to the
Gaelic poet; track him right down the centuries, and
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one never
. finds, it missing. It Is intellectual in
its nature: hard-headed and' clear- sight ©c
,
witty at
its best, prosaic when not eac er; and. to its •univer-
sality in the truly' laelic world i s due the fact that
one can turn one pages of tne Gaelic book >f poetry,
’century after century, without coming on any set of
vei'v. e ?. cut one c wuid &gp§ o f ••.s r t, : • 1. 11 (1)
\v c. v e rihjgj rlw tnm .and. cue une. '.onn'ic v/ore
.
ari au ,e ent
seen In
. er-.uson* s work, he finds core chars etc ri sties of Irish
sonL anc of racial nature.
h e touchstone Corkery applies to every .ork of art is
.et:.er it at traces ,us to it when we are 'pas sin to roi 1 -h or
_..ave j j.c passed ti rough a cr s: s. 'ice t on cnstone he applies
#
•
poetic mind is so seized upon by its own visions as to
"
>e unaware of what the next word will be until it falls hi on
?.ir,
.
and it is strange that the more entirely the rind is
me grip of the vision, ti e more precise ana hard-edged
.
. il e rose sudden and unpyei editat ed '» or . s that descrl i e
nappenin^ in the happy trz - ce
.
" (2)
ask is to dec en our sense of life
. If he is
et, ue does this by working on our spirit rather than
-
:hj Yet,
ery ^ells is, in a lyric the question of theme la of small
#
Cn Ae 'Scribing what lyric poetry should be, he talks of "the
;
:
""'
e
;
Corkery, The Hidden Ireland. .• c r,.P
n_el .Corkery, che hidden Ireland, p. 250
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music arising from the perfect blending of the word, as a
word, heavy with its own especial treasures—music, color
associations the blending of this word with the thing it
*
represents." (1)
The duty of the dramatist is to direct his creative
energies towards the harmonizing in a higher plane of all the
faculties of his audience. He must consider not one special
attribute of life but the totality of life. This he will do
through impassioned contemplation, which is the only form of
contemplation that serves the ends of art.
"The dramatist vacates the throne when he asks us to
bring with us to his theatre only one faculty, not
all. We cannot do so even if we would. But the
great dramatist does not ask us to do so. Sitting
before Oedipus the King or King Lear or Tartuffe
,
plays that in their imaginative reach would satisfy
Synge himself, are we asked to make no judgments
whatever? And judgments issue from the reason, not
from the imagination." (2)
Corkery carries over the idea of harmony also to the
manipulation cf the elements of the drama. He contradicts the
saying that dramas are made of actions not of words, by stating
that in great drama actions and words ere employed in perfect
harmony.
Another characteristic he deems desirable in a play is
simplicity. As regards simplicity of plot structure, he re-
marks that it is a bad sign if the story of a play is so full
of twists and turns that it takes a long time to
(1) Daniel Gorkery, The Hidden Ireland , p. 228.
(2) Daniel Corkery, Synge and .vnglo - Irish Literature
, p. 71.
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He demands simplicity also in style. He criticizes Synge be-
cause at times "he will have the intensity of delight, the
ecstasy, but he will also have copiousness and lusciousness
of language, forgetting that ecstasy is spare of speech.’ 1 (1)
Referring to the verbal debauch of the Elizabethans, he says
that in so far as the author bedecks his sentences with geegaw
adjectives, he lessens the effect produced by the sentences.
He favors the use of unbookish v^ords, which tests a creative
writer. Among the things interdicted are mannerisms, which
have the power of chilling the mind. Lyricism in general is
also banned, for ’’anyone doubts if lyricism apart from this
function of relief has any place in drama." (2)
All great art is instructive and improving, but that
does not make it didactic. It is the nature of the improve-
ment that determines whether it is didactic. This idea he
develops and explains thus: "For us to be so translated as
even for a moment to be able to see into the life of things,
is surely to be improved; that is, instructed, and not any
longer what we have been. The object of all teaching is
improvement, and great art, willy-nilly, achieves that object.
What the dramatist or musician has to remember is that great
art cannot help teaching, and that for him wilfully to pre-
vent his own work from doing so is to practice abortion
(1) Daniel Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature, d. 96.
(2) Ibid., pp. 88-89" -2-
*

or to present a maimed child to the world, however wildly
hilarious that child may be.
"The drama or symphony cannot be certified as didactic
simply because it improves us. The nature of the im-
provement is what decides the question. If the im-
provement is partial, is an increase on our stock of
information, even such information as directly in-
fluences human conduct, or an Increase of strength
in our will power, the work i3 didactic
Eut when the improvement, however little, is shared
In by all our faculties, is therefore an improvement
of the whole spirit, a harmonious stimulation of all
our powers, the winning to a new plane, the formation
of a new set of values, then the symphony or drama
that has caused the improvement is genuine art." (1)
Corkery believes that every true artist makes use of
symbols, almost unconsciously. All the little incidents in a
play which are charged with significance are to him symbolic.
"Truly significant, truly symbolic, and truly universal are
all synonymous terms; and any one of them may be applied to
the constituents of that residue that remains when the process
of impassioned contemplation has taken place." (2)
Nationalism seems to be the starting point for Corkery'
s
literary opinions. He believes that a sense of nationality
is necessary to the writer. This sense of nationality, which
prompts hi i to write of the immediate, is part of the Rom-
antic endeavor. So accordin to his own theory, Corkery be-
longs to the Romantic movement. But before assuming too much
in this respect, one should recall his statement that Greek
art.
(1) Daniel Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature, pp. 72-3
(2) Ibid.
,
p. 138.
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like the romantic art, although it looked. ior themes in its
people’s past, grew out of the consciousness of its own time
and place. Of course, the assumption of Komanticism seems to
be supported by his discussion of the pov/er of poetic vision.
With such a promise, one would expect a strong focus on
emotion. Yet Corkery feels that the poet should play on the
spirit rather tha n on the emotion alone and so deepen the
sense of life. To be sure, there seems to be an antinomy when
he says that the theme is less important than the treatment in
the lyric. It is, howeger, partly overshadowed by the state-
ment that all great art is improving. Throughout his criticisn
runs the Classic emphasis on harmony. •‘•here must be a harmony
of words, and events, a harmony of spirit and emotion, a
harmonious improvement of all the faculties of the audience.
Although a nationalist, Corkery is not a provincialist
,
for he
thinks of all great art as symbolic and so universal.
A sense of nationalism, the starting point of Corkery’
s
criticism, coincides with the Romantic starting point of the
Irish Renaissance. Moreover, his talk of the power of the
poetic vision is related to the Romantic credo of the group of
theosophists who played such an important part in the first act
of the Revival. In his stress on the form rather than the
theme of the lyric he shows kinship with the Romanticism of
Yeats and Moore. Prom here on, however, his theories are un-
deniable Classic. Yet, in them he cannot be said to have de-
parted from the course of the Irish Renaissance for the admira-
**
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tion he gives to the C3a ssic virtues of universality
harmony is shared by most of his fellow-writers
•

FORREST RL D
In Forrest Reid can be observed a reaction against the
original impulse in the Literary Revival when he says: "Had
Mr. Yeats looked loss to the legends of the past and more to
his own imagination, his own experience of life, I am convinced
that his dramas would have gained incalculably." (1) It is
well, however, before we draw conclusions from this statement
to examine more of heid’s theories. They will be found in
five main divisions pertaining to (1) essentials in an a:tist,
(2) subject matter, (3) attributes of great art, (4) poetics,
(5) literary movements.
The quality that Reid se ms to believe most essential
in an artist is moral sense. This quality means to Reid a
spirit of love for all living creatures. Using this interpreta
tion, he finds the ethical and aesthetic qualities undistin-
guishable in the highest work. When Wordsworth’ s work is great
jit is because of the author’s imaginative sympathy and under-
standing. This insistence on sympathy is at the basis of his
belief that the creation of character is necessary in tragedy.
It is by character that our sympathies are awakened, .mother
quality which he commends in writers is consistency, which he
terms a mark of genius.
Reid’s opinions on subject matter all hinge on the idea
,(1) Forrest Reid, L_. |M_ Yeats
, p. 99.

of hum.unity nd reality. He believes that the arena, first of
all, must have life, that humanity is the stuff upon which the
dramatist must work. When he speaks of humanity, he means
all classes of humanity. The tendency toward limiting the
choice of material to certain classes of the cor unity he finds
a decided handicap to the writer. Reality is frequently men-
tioned by : eid in his laudation of e writer. For ex mple, in
writing of Walter de la Mare’s The Return
,
he remarks, "I have
said that the book is not fantastic, and I would ada th t its
strength lies in its reality." (1) Humor, he tells us, is es-
sential to complete reality. He adas that reality is grasped
by the imagination. "An imaginative man is less a dreamer
than a seer. It is when the imagination weakens that we sink
into dream. That is why Blake, in whom the imagination is all-
powerful, is never dreamy but always definite and sure." (2)
From these comments on humanity and reality we can understand
the basis of Reid’s objection to Yeats's dramas.
A discussion of Reid’s theories concerning the attributes
of great art should be introduced by mention of his faith in
the power of inspiration and emotion. The importance that he
grants to inspiration and emotion can be judged by his remark
that when a larger place is occupied by skill and theory than
by inspiration and emotion, there is a decline in poetry. He
lists, as attributes of great art, nobility, dignity, and
(1) Forrest Reid, Walter de la Mare, p. 131.
(2) Ibid., p. 43:

tenderness. Poetry, he believes, should he judged by its
intensity, ecstasy, sheer beauty, and music, among the other
desirable qualities he mentions clearness of conception, unity,
simplicity, lucidity, beauty of sound, suggestiveness, natural
speech, und individuality.
In his opinion great art is marked also by the absence
of mannerisms, obscurity, and imitation. Regarding obscurity
he says that to have to turn to a note for interpretation of
a poem is fatal because it binds us to a world of ink and
paper. Obscurity is caused sometimes by packing the lines of
a poem too closely with metaphor. This strains the reader's
attention, and all strain upon the reader's attention is bad.
allied to obscurity is subtlety, which is frequently a charac-
teristic of poetic drama. On the subject of subtlety Reid
remarks
:
"But in poetic drama the atmosphere is more
subtle and elusive
,
and somehow it rarely manages to
get across the footlights. Subtlety is a positive
drawback in an art where only broad effects and em-
phasized emotion appear to have value." (1)
Clues to his ideas of the attributes of great art are
obtained from his comments on specific authors, for example,
we have evidence of the value he places on unity when he ex-
presses his admiration for one of de la Mare's novels because
of the single creative impulse that runs through it and be-
ll) Forrest Reid, Y . B
.
Yeats, p. 160.
—— ——
-
f.
*
cause of the continuity of method. In this way we know too
that the simplicity of an author's work always attracts him.
He praises The Wind Among the ^eeds because Yeats removed every-
thing that was not essential, leaving only the essence of
poetry. He finds de la Hare’s work in Henry Brocken best where
it is simplest. ..gain, in speaking of Yeats’s work, he says:
"already, you see, he has got rid of all rheto-
rical ornament, of all that artificiality which comes
in with what is called poetic diction, with those re-
dundancies for the sake of metre or rhyme which a
poet like Swinburne habitually uses, those inversions
which even an artist so scrupulous as Hr. Bridges
tolerates.” (1)
Reid’s ideas on poetics show that he is much interested
in sound effects. Beauty of sound is to him the greatest
quality in Yeats’s work . He remarks on the melodiousness of
certain poems. He objects, however, to a too pronounced tune
because it throws the meaning of the poem too much into the
background
.
Concerning rhythm and rime, he says: "In other words,
the rhythm is governed by 'true speech stresses,' never, or
very rarely
,
imposing a false accent, which is not in the
'natural speech intonation.' There are lyrics which have fine
qualities but which it is impossible to read aloud without
sacrifice either of the sense or of the music, -very misplaced
accent, every rhyme that is but a rhyme for the printed page,
(1) Forrest Reid, VH EH Yeats, p. 49

and which the speaking voice cannot rest upon, is a blot, a
fault in technique. w (1)
One of the demands he makes of poetry is the effect of
i
natural speech. He commends certain alterations made by Yeats
in his poems because
"each alteration tends to bring the whole closer to
natural speech. Note how in the first two lines
what was impersonal in them because touched by the
faintest hint of conventionality became personal; how
they gain, too, with their increased homeliness, a
quality of tenderness, of affection
,
and so become
more dramatically truthful Tn their expression of
the love of the mother crooning such words over the
cradle of her sleeping child." (2)
The interest Reid displays in style, it should be under-
stood, is not indulged in at the expense of content. That
j
style is with him a lesser consideration is evidenced by his
[
statement, "The fact is there as large as life, and these
|
plays of Hr. Yeats’s illustrate it, that with all the tech-
i nique, all the style in the world, one cannot make a master-
piece out of nothing." (3)
The final division of Reid’s criticism concerns literary
movements
.
Ee does not favor them. Great art, it seems to
him, is essentially lonely. It does not find its inspiration
in movements. Too frequently, movements function mainly in
turning out imitations of a beautiful original, "and it must
be remembered that every imitation detracts from that original,
tneds to make what was rare common." (4)
(l) Forrest Reid, ER Yeats
, p. 90.
• >
..
'
r
In liis ideas of literary technique, in his advocacy of
unity, simplicity, lucidity, nobility, and dignity, Reid shows
himself of Classic tastes, his general conception of litera-
ture, however, is basically Romantic. To him the artist is
an idealist, not one who seeks his ideal secluded in his
palace of art, but one who cakes humanity along with him on
his search. His theories are essentially democratic, for he
makes one of the qualifications of the writer a love of hu-
manity in general. The inclusion of inspiration, emotion,
intensity, and ecstasy in his requisition supports his assign-
ment to the division of Romanticism. All these theories
prove that although Reid may scorn literary movements and re-
ject legendary materials, he is still in sympathy with most
of the popular literary ide ..Is of the Irish Renaissance.

SEAN 0 ' FAOLAIN
In the literary theories of Sean O’Faolain the influences
are easily discernible . O f Paolain even points them out to us.
He is of the writers who come from the people, and who know
intimately the poverty anti the struggle that mark life in the
cabin. He is of the generation who, in the flowering of their
youthful ideals, saw come to pass the Treaty and the Civil
i War. "What these have done to Ireland it is not easy to des-
cribe For the world of our youth with all its symbols is
utterly gone.'’ (1) The resultant spiritual confusion he des-
cribes thus: !,The whole social picture is upside down and we
do not know where we are or what is real or unreal, what
clashes are arising in it, what values are really being fol-
lowed in the lives of the people. Every Irish writer of to-
day over thirty is a spiritual deracine." (2) It will be
seen that out of these circumstances and concomitant conditions
have develoned most of his theories. These fall into four
classifications: the author as the product of his environ-
ment, the value of a wide range of experience, literature of
wisdom, and literary freedom.
Concerning the relation of the author to his environment,
O’Faolain says that the writer of spirit refuses to escape
from the unsympathetic material about him; instead he trans-
(1) Sean O’Faolain, The Fortnightly
,
Sept. 1935, p. 367 .
(2) Sean O’Faolain, Ibid., p. 370.
II
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mutes it. There are even times when he pities those whose
conditions of life have never brought them to touch what he
calls "the guts of life." He has no quarrel, however, with
the English critics who declare themselves growing rather
weary of the Irish scene. There are times when he, too, grows
tired of it and longs for romance, for the sensuous delights
the artist naturally loves. But his natural environment must
be the determinant of his materials.
"We may dream of romance. But we know that it must be
made out of what t e have—rags and bones, moonlight, limed
cabins, struggle, the passion of our people, a bitter history,
great folly, a sense of eternity in all things, a courage
’never to submit or yield.’" (1)
The danger of follow ing this course he realizes. He ac-
knowledges that the gamut of those writers who come from the
people has at times been too narrow but explains this narrow-
ness by saying that Yeats could go from Coole Park into any
cabin around Gort but that they could not go from the cabin
into Coole Park. So it v as that their stories were lighted
from only a few angles. That he appreciates the value of a
wide perspective may be seen v hen he says:
"It is that the consciousness of the existence
of many modes of life, and some intimacy with them,
heightens the treatment of any one mode of life,
gives the sense of echo, reverberations ’ ider than the
scene displayed, as well as more color and more
variety in a writer’s work taken as a whole. Hegion-
i
(1) Sean O’Faolain, The Saturday Review/ of Literature, Aug. 1,
1936, pp. 19-20.
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i lism is all very well when, as with Hardy or the
Russian?; it does not delimit one by a narrow cir-
cumference of values.” (1)
Again he attests to the necessity of a wide range for
the artist: "The framework of the artist's ideals is clearly
one which, because he is forever seeking for universality,
j
must be wider far than the framework of the ideals of the
patriot.” (2)
Another of his theories is that relating to the creative
process in its relation to the literature of wisdom. On this
subject he writes: "Without the great moments of life,
moments of love or fear or hate or overwhelming pity, one
cannot, it is true, arrive at the moment of revelation; but
it is afterwards in the moment of tranquil restoration that
with an eye made quiet by the power of harmony, and the deep
power of joy, we see into the life of things. Then comes
the essence of life, that residuum of passion which, where
there is a literary gift, a gift of words and of writing,
produces what I call the lite rature of wisdom.” (3)
i
Host of O'Faolain' s theories emanate from a desire for
freedom. In the first place, he believes that the individual
must be free to express truth as he, himself, sees it. He
agrees with Chekhov that we do not know the norm of life and
(1) Sean O'Faolain, The Saturday Review of Literature ,
Aug. 1, 1936, pp. 19-20.
(2) Sean O'Faolain, The tale Review, March, 1934, p. 498.
(3) Sean O’Faolain, Ibid
. ,
p. 493.
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so must fashion an ideal norm for ourselves. "In the same
way every artist must scratch where his fleas bite him,
while the philosophers argue to their heart’s confusion over
j
subsistent truth." (1) In connection with truth he suggests
that the course of wisdom might be to seek beauty and to let
truth look after herself.
The author must be free from partiality. To be sure,
he concedes, the satirist must take sides, but
"the novelist or the dramatist who takes sides does
so under no compulsion of technical necessity and
does so, in fact, at great risk. It is a byword
in appreciation of the greatness of Balzac, or, bet-
ter still, Shakespeare, that they held the balance
of life so even^u^between their characters, ^ ood
and bad, that ibis next to impossible to define
their own attitude to their people. They are the
greatest who seem to compass all life and balance
all life, and yet leave us questioners of life at
the end." (2)
This need for impartiality he stresses in a cry for a
more generally detached attitude in Irish literature. "There
one sees, too, the need in modern literature in Ireland for
a far greater power of detachment than has been necessary
before, a detachment from politics, a detachment from the
judgments of the people." ( 3 )
He thinks that the partisan atmosphere of Ireland pre-
cludes warmth, geniality, and good humor. It occurs to him
that the Irish writers might develop these qualities in exile
(1) Sean 0’ Facia in, The Yale Review, March, 1934) P«501
(2) Sean O’Faolain, Ibid., p. 497 •
( 3 ) Sean O’Faolain, Ibid., p. 4§2 .

if they could avoid sentimentality, and develop also a quality
of aider intellectual curiosity.
He feels that the mail of letters should be free from
opinions and fashions and be governed only by his enthusiasm.
If his gusto carries him to Arabia, then he is justified in
writing Ho out Arabia; In choice of material, his prerogative
admits him to the bizarre as well as to the possible. "It
is a:i admission of weakness when a writer feels obliged to
select and reject from his experience." (l)
Another type of freedom he favors is that found in
imagination. "Clearly we are still wedded happily to the
Imagination. That has be; n a characteristic of Irish litera-
ture from earliest days . " (2)
He summarizes his demands for literary freedom in saying
"The pure creative genius at work ignores morals, politics,
time, the social order, place, even people. In that surge
and flight of spirit the mind of the artist soars out of all
the bonds that have commonly held it in--soars blindly from
the wrist of the world in utter freedom." ( 3
)
Life is not what we thought it was. The old idols have
been destroyed. We no longer feel that we know what is true.
Therefore
,
why should we be bound by standards that may be
false? ,e must be free-free from provincialism, from pre-
(1) Sean O’Faolain, The Yale Re vie',
,
March 1234, p. 420.
(2) Sean O’Faolain, The London ercury , April, 1235, p. 542.
(3) Sean O’Faolain, The Yule Review , March, 1234.

judice, from sentimentality, free to follow- -though it be
blindly--where enthusiasm leads. This is the substance of Sean
0 T?aolain , s literary dicta.
Our first impression after reading this criticism is
that Sean O’Faolain with his talk of "the guts of life" has
travelled far from those early writers of the Revival who
tailed of ecstasy, mystic experiences, and ancient legends.
Yet the gap between them is not unbridged. Realistic as
O'Faolain may be in his choice of materials, he still joins
hands with the early Romanticists of the Irish Renaissance
in the fight for literary freedom and in laudation of the
Romantic virtue of imagination.
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MISCELLANEOUS THEORIES
Unfortunate!^, it has not been possible for the writer
to collect the theories of all the important "Titers of the
movement, '"ome, like Seumas HacHanus, have expressed their
theories only between the lines of their books, "But I don’t
know where except between the lines in my books--you could
find expression of my literary convictions. You can only get
that by reading a man’s books, I fear." (1) Others have kept
busy writing, without stopping to identify or analyze the the-
ories according to which they are working.
Occasionally, however, one of these writers lets drop a re-
mark the is revealing. In this way we obtain the key to Brian]
O’Uiggins ' s standards *s he writes ir most erva~ir.g humility:
T have written only of co^-^rmlace things for commonplace
people, like myself, and hav° never crested what is labelled
Literature . " (2)
Katharine Tynan Hinkson wrote so much about her fellow-
writers that it is surprising not to find more Judicial criti-
cism in her v-ork. Knowled.g* of her criticism is achieved only
by piecing together, with the aid of inference, hits found
here and there. The chief stress in her criticism is probably
on idealism. After reading he rara^-’s ?-?. ~Drm:: . she -rites:
"I realised the tremendous wsy in which you heard every sound,
(1} Seumas MacManus
,
Letter + o the writer.
ii Brian O’Higgins, Letter + o the writer!

saw every meticulous item of the life of the great shoo: but
oh] the book flooded me with r remulsive dreariness. The de
1y milieu , the tolerance of low ideals--more than tolerance-
were bad. enough: the coarse slobbery illustrations finisher
! me, "(1)
A other of her tenets is appa rentlv simplicity, for
writes of the village genius* "I remember how 1 used to crit
cize his poems and attempt to clarify his too florid style.
tried to get him to read the Bible --the Old Testament— "(2)
More of her interest in form is indicated by her remarks on
the work of V/ilfred Scawen Blunt:
"It will be seen from the specimens I have quoted
that Mr. Blunt’s sonnets are little enough correct
in form: it is characteristic of the mar that he
should choose a form insisting on restraint and then
violate its laws at 'will: the feeling is nearly al-
ways too violent for ' restraint and overflows its nar-
row fourteen-line limit, but the music and the fervor
carry it beyond critic -’* sm, "(3)
The realism of Liam O’ Flaherty arid his attitude toward
the escapism of the romantic movement and toward pass ion is
fleeted in the following excerpts from his book on Conrad:
"Then while T,,e drink - at the sweet fountain of Con-
rad’s work, it is well to remind ourselves sternly
that drinking at e fountain is dangerous on a heavy
march and that the steep road of death with all its
horrors lies before us end thr t of per—
^ spiration is a wound that us of our stre—th.
( 3 ) Katharine Tynan, The
-
, Yp p. 10 f •
Uk Katharine Tynan, iddie Ys i , p. 9 .
( 3) K‘~ thw rine Tynan, The Catholic World June, lorh p. 375.

ut how — et is sin apd subr fgs i$n! How pleas-
ant it i3 to believe that C/rist wc. s indeed toe
one1 th; t all that is now ordained, "S to honour one1
justice, Was - so and 1 • bet How pie
b banish 1 e ruminating, doiabtinv Tiind of* m n
:ander -T +
'
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, i no* sad me ri ^*'u o ^»<a-rp driven
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. the God p,f Bdmane.e is s be? utiful God
arf CoTad Is his nronhet and nine is mi y - ' oi
;
.sc.oun to
tor
t oto i, o,yen t! eugh I
(epi rock . nd hate the .. >ft gi * th
re there is no frost In mend i
porn on a o „
oi sunbaked h" ”
ft thoughts,' and tl e swift flight of rav-
enous birds, and the squeal of terror of hunted
imals are to me reality. I have seen the sated
buck horn his mate, and the wanderer leave his wife
in search of fresh bosons with the fire of joy in
his eye . for me, that nan is great who is his own
God and the slave man is a harnessed lout who jingles
the conne:
1
of his hire in the sc les mediocrity.
"Great God of Passion, whose hoar -" face is inscribed
with the lines of great est poetr’” f has ’it t
and in whose fruitful loins st_ll ”est Illisfs of
verse and nrose, to be w-" tter on th? st ’ll unconquered
stars, in commemoration of the rout of Jahveh and hi
.
angels, by man the unappeasable conqueror, let us act
s jud ;e. On that great voy - 3
^
Cor will
be the songster to amuse the tired warriors when a
halt is called. "(1)
Maurice 1/alsh
,
after stating that he has never expressed
his theories except in his novels, writes:
"The Irish, all down history, were great story-tellers.
.e sto Her, 1 the n ; is 1 was an
member of the clan. But as in all other countries
the story-teller has fallen into ill-repute in Ire-
land. Mo young rising literary gent "ill descend to
i/
( 1} S ' ty
,
Jo s? Conr 3
,
. ] -11.
i

"story-tellinr. TT e holds fast hy psycho-analysis.
You know it is touch work to wr it e a rood story--
to visualize your scene and you.r action, to build
ui — ir characters and "hold them tc fe , to
send vhat is in mind across ho the reader.
Analysis is easier. A mighty clever youi— critic
revlev/inr er r last stor,r rraised ne thus faintly:
’h® has ^o sense of analysis but only by act!
and the subtly-spoken word.’ We create no cbo.ras-
ters any -more.
"If I haye any literary conviction it is that the
~~ f c fine f ellc ship of men i 3 worth rl ile,
that the portrayal should sho™ their flesh an.d bone
and eh r iefi ti c o_" thihkiric and acting, while
i-nor in— me r* e f1 e sh17’ th 1 nr s ,;Th ~ c"1^ a
5
no import-
ance—no importance at all. Eroticism cuts no ice, n (l)
1) Maurice Walsh, Ls + t*r to rit'

SUMMATION, CLASSIFICATION, AND EVALUATION
To study the nature and the value of the criticism of
Irish Literary Renaissance, it is necessary to see the crit-
icism as a whole. This can be done best by clearing from de
tails the outlines of the criticism of each author and then
assembling them so as to exhibit their main trends. In the
following summation these outlines can be seen.
Summation
Stopf ord Brooke
Most of the theories expressed by Stopford Brooke per-
tain to poetry. The function of poetry, he says, is to re-
veal what is infinite and perfect, and in doing so to engage
the reader's permanent passions. The subjects of poetry are
the natural world and human nature. The poet may write of
the past, but he must not ignore the present. In Brooke's
opinion the essentials of great poetry are imagination, emo-
tion, simplicity, naturalness, continuity, impart iality
,
in-
dividuality, and appeal to the multitude. The writer must
recognize the importance of careful work and the study of
great models. On the subject of nationalism in Irish liter-
ature, Brooke says that it is important that Ireland should
guard her distinctive nationality, and that the way to do
this is to preserve the ancient Irish literature.
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WILLIA? BUTLER YEATS
Yeat*s criticism is very distinctive. To him, the
function of art is revelation. The artist creates a "-little
world out of the beautiful and significant things of this
world, and then shows it to those who will look. The subject
of all art is passion, which in Ireland takes two forms, love
of the Unseen World and love of country. The latter is to find
expression in literature based on the history and legends of
the nation. Yeat-’s nationalism is motivated by a reaction
against rationalism and materialism. He wants to stir the
imagination by a revival of the ancient legends and an accom-
panying restoration of ancient national ideals. Essential to
great literature, he believes, are inspiration and revelation,
imagination, emotion, consideration of subject rather than of
audience, freedom in choice of subject matter, freedom from
propaganda, form, and style. That Yeats believes in the value
of hard and careful work is indicated by his personal writing
habits
.
The technique of writing he considers of great import-
ance. He talks a great deal about the importance of form.
The beauty of language is to him a major concern. With the
rhythms of language he has experimented a great deal, and now
he knows that the rhythms that delight him most are wavering,
meditative, and organic . He has tired of the conventional
(
language of modern poetry, and believes that it is necessary

that a work of literature should be masculine and
intellectual in sound. In general, the author's style should
reflect the color and the scenery of his own climate. Because
Yeats believes that the poet should occupy hi. self with the
essences of things rather than with the things themselves and
should do his work by suggestion rather than by direct state-
ment, he stresses the importance of symbols.
Since Yeats's drama is a poetic drama, most of his
theories are applicable to both poetry and drama. Some of his
opinions, however, are slanted directly toward the drama. For
example, we have his statement that every drama is a moment of
intense life. It is a picture of life in action. The dif-
ference between tragedy and comedy is that tragedy is passion
without character, while comedy is the clash of character.
Farce is comedy from which character has been eliminated. Of
his opinions on the structure of the drama, Moore tells us that
he believes that the first act of a play should be "horizontal"
the second "perpendicular", and the third "circular." Yeats
himself tells us that the play should move swiftly from inci-
dent to incident, not turning aside for the sake of a metaphor.
He believes, too, that in drama the rhythm should oe obvious
only where the beauty of the passage comes to a climax.
Important among Yeats's miscellaneous literary opinions is
that pertaining to imitation. He thinks that as a preparation
for his ’work a writer should purify his mind with the great
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writers of the world. The influence of other nations does
rv£
not make a writer less national. He must not, however,
imitate slavishly. His work must give the impression of
newness
.
A. E.
A. E.*s criticism is based on his theosophical creed.
Since he believes that the ideal of the poet is truth, he
thinks of poets as prophets and the function of poetry as the
creation of a national ideal. The subject of uoetry, he says,
should be the true and the good as well as the beautiful, as
materials for literature he suggests the ancient legends of
Ireland. Some of the essentials of art that he mentions are
humanism, naturalness, clarity, simplicity, and intensity.
Content to him is much more important than form.
William Larminie
Larminie believes that the function of poetry is the
interpretation of the facts of life against a background of
trancendentalism. When he says that the poet should draw his
materials from the facts of life, he is not confining the poet
to contemporary life, for he remarks: "I am by no means in-
clined to exclude Irish legends from the subjects permissible
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to Irish posts." (1) Rejecting the "Art's Sake"
theory, he insists on the importance of the idea. In dis-
cussing the technique of writing poetry, he protests against
the use of worn-out rimes and suggests the substitution of
assonance
.
John Eglington
Liteiature, according to Eglington, is the expression of
nationality. Its goal Is truth and wisdom. From Mother
Nature the poet will receive his inspiration. Like Larminie,
Elington turns away from the "Art for Art's Sake" theory.
Literature, he says, must concern itself with reality. It
must have its source in an interest in life and its problems.
He refers to the simple and universal facts of life. Regard-
ing the use of the ancient legends, he is skeptical. If they
are to be used, they must be adapted to the age. It is
necessary, he mainta^n s, that Irish literature should be
freed from political bias and that new ideals of nationality,
found under the surface of tradition, should be introduced
into it.
John Todhunter
Todhunter believes art to be the emotional expression of
emotion. At the same time, opposing the "Art for Art's Sake"
1. William Larminie, Literary Ideals in Ireland, p. 57.
J.
.
.
-
£
school, he insists that in all art there must be ethical and
philosophical elements. Another requirement he makes of art
is that it should have a certain amount of reality. In dis-
cussing poetry, he remarks that an attempt to introduce
assonance into Snglish verse would handicap the poet. Trans-
lations, he says, should be in the original metres.
T. W. Rolleston
To Rolleston, art is the expression of life. He repre-
sents the Irish literary movement as the impulse to express
the Irish imagination in an Irish way. Its task is the spi-
ritual unification of Ireland. In the unifying process
drama, because of its popular form, will be found an impor-
tant aid as it will also in training the writer in expression.
The drama must cover the whole of Irish life. So the drama-
tist must maintain contact with the life around him and employ
language that reflects his contact with life, While express-
ing life " in the light of the Whole", he expresses his own
personality, which must be characterized by critical intelli-
gence and a moral nature of nobility and refinement. The
artist must always be free to express life as he sees it.
The test of his art is life rather than beauty. The presence
of beauty indicates that the test has been passed. Life
expresses itself according to the laws of rhythm, contrast,
and harmony.
247

Lionel Johnson
Lionel Johnson thinks of literature as the expression of
a personality. The origin of literature is life in contact
with the passions and emotions of men, inciting their minds
to expression. On the subject of nationalism in Irish lit-
erature, he says that a spirit of patriotism is necessary in
an artist, but that there are other ways of manifesting
patriotism in literature than the writing of political poems.
For instance, the folk-songs of a country are always superior
to the purely political verse. He believes that Irish lit-
erature should be de-Anglic ized to the extent that Irish
writers should not copy English work. He fears, however, the
results of striving in poetry for Irish idiom. The ideals of
literature that he recom ends are sanity, measure, harmony,
scholarship, reverence of the old masters, detachment, sim-
plicity, universality, and reason. Ethics, he maintains, may
not be separated from life and humanity. Hi3 standards of
literary technique are of the same nature as his general
standards of literature. He admires strength, restraint,
clearness, conciseness, simplicity, stateliness, and grace.
He disapproves of the artificial, the excessive, and the
irrelevant, as has been said, Johnson's theories are of a
Humanistic mold.
Jeorge Moore
Most of Moore's literary theories grow out of his aristo-

Icratic conception of literature. He supports the "Art for
Art's Sake" theory. Despite this stand, he demands that the
theme of a work of literature should represent truth to human
nature. He also requires that the author should sound the
depths of life. Instinct, emotion, and an inner conscious-
ness of truth he "believes essential to art. The importance
of thought he also acknowledges. He scorns the popular and
all that is not "rare”. Style is to him all important. The
qualities of style that interest him most are rhythm and pro-
portion. Simplicity and selectivity also have his approval.
His criticism of the various literary forms is rather frag-
mentary. He admires the realistic novel because the realists
write artistically. Of free verse he disapproves because it
is unrestrained. In listing the elements that he finds ob-
jectionable in the drama, we find that he disapproves of most
of the popular conventions of the drama, such as love interest
comic relief, and sympathetic characters. In short, Moore
seems to object to everything in literature that is likely to
have a popular appeal.
Lady Gregory and the Other Pounders of the Irish Theatre
Lady Gregory and the other founders of the Irish Theatre
contribute their share to the dramatic criticism of Ireland
in their demand for freedom in literature from propaganda and
from the restraint of formula, and in the emphasis they place
on the importance of idealism, intensity, emotion, and selec-

tivity. Lady Gregory also expresses enthusiasm for the Irish
folk-contr ihut ion to literature.
John Millington Synge
The key ideas expressed "by John Millington Synge in his
limited "body of literary criticism pertain to the importance
of the folk- imagination, the necessity for reality on the
stage, and his joy in the extravagant. As nourishment for the
imagination, he prescribes humor. Didacticism he condemns.
Padraic Colum
Padraic Colum* s Romanticism is made manifest by his in-
terest in the return to the Gaelic literary standards, by
his recommendation of the speech of the country people as
material for the dramatist, by his approval of the use of
folk-tales and romances as material for children’s stories,
and by his requirement that the author should be in sympathy
with his characters. A Classic note is heard in his stress
on situation, on the dramatic method of narration and in his
demand for clean outlines in literature. Like Larminie
,
Colum believes in the use of assonance.
Lord Dunsany
The literary theories of Lord Dunsany fall into two divi-
sions: those on poetry and those on drama. He believes that
the function of poetry is revelation and interpretation. The
poet receives his inspiration from the Palace of Truth and so

is never wrong. Dunsany turns to the peasantry for poetic
diction and imagination. The essentials of poetry, he says,
are sincerity, beauty, and truth. He defines the drama as
life shaped to a curve, the materials for which come from an
inspirat ional source. The drama must be universal and imper-
sonal. Being impersonal, it will be free from the didactic
element. Everything in the play must move toward one ine-
vitable end, Dunsany likes strong effects in drama, such as
surprise and contrast. He asks that the introduction of the
characters into the drama should be strongly motivated and
that the dialogue be subordinated to the events.
St . John Ervine
3t. John Ervine's criticism is centered around the drama.
It is his opinion that the drama corresponds with the mental
and spiritual state of the race. There is at present a lack
in the theatre of the joy of great life. The reason for this
is probably that there is not enough religious faith in the
life of today. The theatre at present must guard against two
dangers: that of becoming womanized and that of becoming a
machine for party propaganda. More important to the drama-
tist than logic and learning is instinct for the theatre.
More important than form is idea. The classic drama fails
because it is chained to formula. The test of a great tragedy
is that it leaves us with a sense of finality and a sense of
pride. Before giving rules concerning economy, harmony, and
.
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selectivity in the drama, he declares that the writer with a
flair for the theatre can violate all rules.
James Joyce
James Joyce's literary theories are all rooted in a de-
sire for freedom. He wants freedom from the influences about
him, from nationality, from religion.
Thomas MacDonagh
Thomas MacDonagh thinks of poetry as an interpretation
and illumination of life. He considers the poet the voice of
his time. The poet speaks through inspiration. In the choice
of his materials he must have freedom, and must not feel bound
to the ancient literature of Ireland. He must be free also
from self-consciousness, and must look at life with fresh eyes.
The essentials of poetry are clarity, sincerity, universality
,
restraint, and subtlety. MacDonagh warns the poet against
the dangers of propaganda and facility. He declares that the
poet should not be chained to the rules of verse. The use of
assonance in English he discourages bp.t approves the use of
r ime
.
James Stephens
James Stephens tells us that literature is an ideal ex-
pression of the human society from which it is born and that
the writer's concern is with the reality of the present. The
author does not give us a portrayal of society but a critisism.

His purpose, however, is not to instruct or even to entertain
"but to satisfy. The artist’s reaction to life is an emotional
one. From him Stephens demands the truth of emotional appre-
ciation. The materials of the writer are man’s thoughts and
actions. Passion and exactitude must govern the use of his
materials. Whether the writer is a Classicist or a Romanti-
cist is determined by the period in which he lives. In both
Classicism and Romanticism there are dangers. The discipline
imposed by Classicism is likely to be destructive to variety
and enthusiasm. Romanticism, on the other hand, often results
in lack of control. The Romantic writers are too often un-
willing to work, jn their poetry there is a "spiritual wing-
lessness." Stephens differentiates sharply between the pro-
vince of prose and that of poetry. Facts belong to prose.
•Poetry must go beyond fact and beyond time. He believes with
I A. S. that poetry is written on the Mount of Transfiguration.
The major poet writes of infinity. He has superior imagina-
tive vitality. The subject matter of the minor poet lacks
spiritual significance. In the poet there should be a feeling
of certainty and of detachment. He should be possessed of
seriousness. His work should be marked by intensity. The
|
technique of writing should correspond to the technique of
living. To the democratic conception of literature, Stephens
is strongly opposed.
i
Sean C ’ Casey

Sean O’ Gassy's literary theories are "based on the drama.
In his opinion it is time to end the reign of realism, The
drama should be an imaginative transformation of reality,
suggesting by symbols rather than telling openly. The most
important qualification in a dramatist is, according to
O'Casey, a feeling for the essences of life.
Daniel Corke ry
Both poetry and drama occupy Gorkery’s critical attention.
The poet’s task, he says, is to deepen our sense of life. The
poet does this by working on our spirit rather than on our
feelings alone. The duty of the dramatist is to consider
through impassioned contemplation the totality of life and to
direct his work toward harmonizing in a higher plane all the
faculties of his audience. Corkery expects poetry to have
depth and warmth. Among the qualities he looks for in a play
are harmony, simplicity, universality, and freedom from did-
acticism. In discussing Romanticism, he remarks that every
Romantic movement is right in its intention because it grows
out of a sense of its own time and place. He believes that
such a sense of nationality is necessary to Ireland, if she is
to achieve self-expression.
Jorrest He i
d
Romanticism and Classicism are blended in the literary
criticism of Rorrest Reid. It is his belief that the material

of the dramatist is humanity. He makes plain the idea that
when he speaks of humanity, he is not referring merely to
certain classes of the community. With the enthusiasm that
Yeats shows for the legends of the past, he is not sympathe-
tic. He prefers that a writer should show a moral sense, an
interest in and sympathy with humanity. He considers inspi-
ration and emotion essential to the poet. On imagination he
leans heavily "because he feels that it is through imagination
the writer grasps reality, which is a requisite of literature.
Other requisites he mentions are clearness of conception,
unity, simplicity, lucidity, and individuality. From his
criticism of Yeats’s poetry we learn more about his literary
standards. He admires "beauty of sound but objects to a sound
pattern that is too definite because it obscures the meaning
of the poem. Rhythm and rime, he says, should be so used as
to give the effect of natural speech. Finally he insists
that the poet should guard against obscurity.
Sean 0 'Faolain
The following are the most important of O'Faolain’s
literary opinions. In the moments of tranquillity that fol-
low the great moments of life, revelation comes to the
author. Then he finds the essence of life and, if he has a
literary gift, produces a literature of wisdom. His mater-
ials are determined by his environment. He needs, however,
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a wide range of experience "because he is striving for univer-
sality. He needs also to "be free to express truth as he sees
it. Not by opinions and fashions, but by enthusiasm must he
be governed. Like all the other Irish writers, O'Faolain
acknowledges the importance of imagination.
Miscellaneous Theories
Collected here are a few supplementary bits of criti-
cism. Brian O’Higgins tells us that he writes of common-
place things for commonplace people. Katherine Tynan ad-
heres to idealism and simplicity. Liam O'Flaherty scorns
the escape offered by romance and apostrophizes the god of
Passion. Finally, Maurice Walsh believes in portraying a
fine fellowship of men and in showing their characteristic
way of thinking and acting.
Classif icat ion
When this collection of the critical perspectives of the
individual authors is assembled, it forms a mosaic in which
can be traced the general design of the literary criticism
written during the Irish Renaissance. Our purpose is to
ascertain to what extent this design is a Romantic one.
The most popular conception that the writers of the
Irish Renaissance have of the function of art is interpreta-
tion and revelation. Yeats’s purpose is to make men under-
stand his vision of Ireland. Larminie believes in interpre-
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ting the facts of life in relation to their background of
transcendentalism. To Brooke the purpose of poetry is to
express the infinite and universal. Bunsany talks of reveal-
ing and interpreting, of pointing out the significance of the
beautiful things around us. To MacDonagh, the poet in his
revelation of truth is the voice of his time. Stephens con-
siders him a national conscience, and his work a protest
against ugliness and maladjustment. He expresses contempo-
rary society. Ervine tries to take the life of his time and
to express it compactly and clearly. Eglington sees the poet
dealing with the hidden realities of the life of each man.
Moore feels that the writer should plumb the depths of life.
The creation of national ideals is the work that A. 3. sets
for the poet. Rei<i, too, wants to take humanity with him on
his search for the ideal. In Corkery’s opinion, the task of
the artist lies in deepening our sense of life. O'Baolain
asks that the artist should express the essence of things.
Johnson thinks of art as the expression of a personality.
There seems to be a relationship to a certain extent
between the time the writer joined the literary movement and
his choice of literary materials. Most of those who helped
to launch the movement on the wave of enthusiasm for their
literary heritage from ancient Ireland naturally favor the
use of legendary and folk materials. The younger writers
do not show so much interest in the legends. O'Srady, Hyde,

Yeats, A. E.
,
and Lady Gregory are chief among those who make
use of legendary and folk materials. Rolleston wants Irish
themes but does not want them limited. History, scenery,
legendary literature, the current life of the country are all
suitable materials. He feels that the whole of Irish life
should be used and not just the life of the peasantry.
Larminie thinks that the facts of life are the materials for
literature, but he does not exclude, legends. Synge makes use
of the folk- imagination. Colum suggests folk -tales and ro-
mances as good material for children’s stories. She beauty
in the world around us and in the world of the imagination is
the material suggested by Dunsapy. He believes in utilizing
also the imagination and poetic diction found among the peas-
antry. He disapproves of the use of local, actual facts.
Gorkery sinks himself in the heart of his own people and
finds his material there. The work of Moore is always the
expression of the life he has lived through, what his eye has
seen and his heart has felt. Stephens employs the reality of
the present, what man does and thinks about it. The spirited
writer, O’Yaolain tells us, makes use of the materials about
him even if they are unsympathetic. It can be readily seen
that the search of most of these writers for materials has
been a Romantic one: in legends, in folk-tales, and in the
life o_ the peasantry. It should be observed, however, that
the attitude of O’Faolain and O’Hlaherty, the representatives
of the younger generation of writers, in choice of literary
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materials is one of stern realism.
As should he expects;; when the origin of the movement
is take into consideration, nationalism and literature are
closely allied in the minds of most of these writers. They
are trying, as Rolleston gays, "to express the Irish imag-
nation in an Irish way." (1) He sees the movement motivated
by the desire to unify Ireland spiritually. Corkery feels
that a sense of nationality is necessary to self-expression.
It is Johnson's belief that an artist without local patrio-
tism in his heart has never accomplished anything worth
while. Joyce, on the contrary, in the person of Ste hen
Dedalus, demands freedom from nationality.
One of the loudest voices heard in the criticism of the
movement is that carrying the cry for freedom. Yeats, Lady
H-regorv, rooks, Eglington, Ervine, even the patriot T,rac-
Donagh, make a protest against the strangle-hold of propa-
ganda upon literature. O'Casey, to be sure, comes forth with
the statement that most literature c ntaii.s prep agenda, and
cites the work of Shakespeare. Yeats, /. E.
,
and Lady Gregory
take a stand for freedom in choice of subject. Ervine claims
for the dramatist the freedom to express life according'- to his
vision. Freedom from nationality, from religion, from the in-
fluence of the multitude, in collection of materials, in the
(1) T. W. Rolleston, Irish Art and Thought, p. 52.

rhythm- -this is apparently what James Joyce wants. C'JTaolain.
insists on the artist's right to express life as he sees it,
to work in utter freedom.
The idea of inspiration is given prominence in the
critical doctrine of Yeats, A. 3., MacDonagh, Stephens,
Corkery, and Dunsany. Yeats talks of an age of revelation
that will come in place of this age of criticism. After
observing dreams and visions, he has arrived at the conclu-
sion that the imagination has a way of discovering truth that
the reason has not. ^round the Mount of Transfiguration, A. 3.
builds his theory. This is the term he applies to the place
where our aspiration and knowledge are taken, metamorphosed,
and returned to us as inspiration. Stephens, also, expresses
belief in the Mount of Metamorphosis. Corkery has faith in
the power of the mind's vision, while Dunsany feels that
inspiration comes from the Palace of Truth. It is interest-
ing to observe that, although popular opinion attributes the
quality of mysticism to the Irish, very little interest in
it is noticeable in Irish criticism. The three writers who
speak of it at length, Yeats, A. 3., and Larminie, are all of
the Anglo-Irish group. Johnson openly attacks the mystics,
saying that even the greatest mystics have never been among
the greatest writers.
The Romantic element of imagination is generally
stressed by the Irish writers. Instead of opposing imagina-
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tion and reason, as is generally done, Todhunter considers
the two inseparable, 7ith the exception of the Classicist,
Lionel Johnson, these writers show much more interest in
imagination that in reason, Moore finds our instincts deeper
than our reason, and says that great art is instinctive,
Yeats, too, denies the restraint of reason, heeding only the
instinct that made him an artist.
Closely allied with imagination in some of these dis-
cussions is emotion. Yeats says that emotion is always jus-
tified by time, thought never. Brooke thinks emotion more
important than philosophy. Moore considers passion and
emotion indispensible , Yith him Stephens agrees, being of
the belief that since the reaction to life should be an
emotional one, there was never probably an intellectual
artist. O’Plaherty apostrophizes the great god of Passion.
To MacDonagh emotion is the soring of poetry. Stephens feels
that the passion of the writer must equal the passion that is
his subject. Corkery, however, feels that the writer should
play on the spirit rather than on the emotions alone. Lady
Gregory, Stephens, and Yeats all favor intensity in a work of
art
.
Both Yeats and Synge express their admiration of extra-
^
vagance in speech while Moore makes the statement that excess
is genius. Lionel Johnson, on the other hand, speaks dis-
paragingly of both excess and extravagance.
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The note of idealism is struck on several occasions.
Fglington maintains that there is no realistic poetry; all
poetry is ideal. To Brooke the office of poetry is to reveal
the infinite and perfect. The founders of the Abbey Theatre
purpose to show Ireland as a land of ancient idealism.
Reid conceives of poetry as a crying for the ideal.
The quality of democracy, which is an integral part of
a romantic movement, is observable in the Irish movement.
Colurn feels that the dramatist must be in sympathy with his
characters. A spirit of love for all living creatures is
one of the essentials of literature named by Forrest Reid.
The Wordsworthian conception of literature, which believes
the ooetic consciousness "able to confer on even common
things the radiance of the imagination" (1 ) is given approval
by John iSglington, Among Stopford Brooke's opinions is the
belief that the highest literature appeals to the multitude.
Recognition of the dialect of the Irish peasantry as
legitimate material for literature is given by Hyde, Yeats,
Synge, Lady Gregory, and Colum. Such recognition is refused
by Moore, Johnson, while admiring the beauty of much of the
Irish English used by the writers, warns against forcing the
Irish idiom into poetry.
l.John Fglington, Literary Ideals in Ireland, pp. Lo-£7.

So far, the lines traced in the criticism of the Irish
literary movement, have been definitely Romantic. Inspira-
tion, revelation, mysticism, imagination, emotion, instinct,
extravagance, idealism, nationalism, freedom, and democracy,
the topics discussed, have been of an indisputably Romantic
nature. Lest it be thought that the criticism of this move-
ment leans entirely in the direction of Romanticism, we shall
now give our attention to theories less definitely Romantic
and to theories decidedly Classic.
We have spoken of the element of democracy which appears
in the critical works of these v/riters. Opposed to this we
find the aristocratic attitude of Yeats, Moore, Joyce, and
Stephens. It was Yeats* s aristocratic conception of litera-
ture that set him to writing drawing-room drama. Moore
loudly proclaims his belief that art is the direct opposite of
drama. Likewise, at an early age, Joyce publicly advocated the
isolation of the artist from the multitude. Stephens declares
that a good democrat cannot be a good poet.
In the case of the Irish writers, delight in the imagi-
nation is not divorced from interest in reality. Yeats, to be
sure, writes in a world apart. A. E., however, the leading
mystic of the movement, professes himself more interested in
life than in the shadows of life and avows the necessity of
working in substance. Rolleston states that the dramatist
should maintain contact with the life about him. Larminie
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writer must recognize the physical life also. The position
1
of Eglington on the question is reflected in his statement
that the writer should concern himself with the realities of
his age. This idea is repeated by Stephens, who says that
the writer’s concern is with the reality of the present,
C 'Casey says that the chief qualifications of a dramatist is
a feeling for life. Even Synge, the major tenet of whose
doctrine is based on imagination, feels that the writer'
concern is with the reality of the -present.
The importance of the content of a work of literature
is generally agreed upon by the Irish writers. Against the
"Art for Art's Sake" theories of Moore and Yeats, which re-
present the descadence of Romanticism, come protests from the
pens of Larminie, Todhunter, Johnson, and Ervine.
That nationalism^ Irish literature is not synonymous
with provincialism is proved by the emphasis the writers
place on the necessity for catholic interests and universal-
ity. Brooke tells that poetry should feel the pluse of man-
kind in general. Rolleston objects to limiting the choice
of materials to certain classes. Aith this objection Reid
is in agreement. Stephens says that the literature of today
is no longer local and points out that the mark of the major
poet is the infinity of which he writes. MacDonagh opposes
|
the universal to the esoteric, for he believes that the
best is the universal. That the drama should be universal

II
I
is one of Dunsany’s dicta. O’Faolain, also, sees the artist
forever seeking universality.
In connection with the theories brought forth concern-
ing universality there should be introduced here the ideas
held by some of the writers on symbolism. Corkery believes
that all the significant incidents in a play are symbolic
to the author. He interprets the symbolic as the universal.
For O’Casey symbolism has the same meaning. Yeats and Moore
believe in employing the symbol to express the idea of a
thing. Their theory is explained by Moore when he says,
"Not the thing itself, but the idea of the thing evokes the
idea. Schopenhauer was right; we do not want the thing,
but the idea of the thing."! 1) The obscurity of some of
the symbols used by Yeats emphasizes the romantic nature of
this conception.
The ethical element, which is generally accepted as a
part of the classic formula receives affirmation from this
group. A. E. thinks truth to be the poet’s goal. Todhunter,
Johnson, Reid, Ervine, Dunsany, and Stephens also make ref-
erence to it. Todhunter presents his conviction that the
beautiful is the revelation of the divine purpose in crea-
tion and that in all art there are ethical elements. Ervine,
who believes that the spiritual condition of the race deter-
mines the state of the drama, opines that what is lacking in
(1) George Moore, Confessions of a Young Man , p. 180.
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the present age is a manly religious faith. Dunsany dec-
lares that truth is an intrinsic quality of poetry. Reid
asserts the necessity for a moral sense in the author, and
defines moral sense as a love of humanity. Johnson denies
the right to dissociate ethics from aesthetics. Stephens
asks for truth, but it is the truth of emotional apprecia-
tion. On the other hand, Moore believes that there is no
connection between art and morality, end the founders of
the Abbey Theatre announce that they don't want plays writ-
ten mainly to serve some moral purpose.
Johnson and MacDone.gh both try to promote the Classic
virtue of restraint. To the latter it is the characteris-
tic that elevates Irish verse to the height of poetry. The
subsidiary virtues of simplicity and conciseness receive the
support of more writers. A. E. regrets the absence of
simplicity in some of the works of Yeats. Brooks advocates
this classic quality, but for a Romantic reason. He believes
it a concomitant of the intense passion he demands in poetry.
In Moore's opinion, verses are robbed, by adornment, of their
intimate sense of life. The starkness of statement found
in the old Irish literature wins the admiration of Colum.
Johnson, Corkery, and Reid «re all laudatory in their com-
ments on the simplicity they find in a work of art. Dif-
fuseness is frowned upon by Johnson, Reid, and Stephens.
The idea of harmony is brought forth frequently
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although in varied forms. Todhunter, Rolleston, and Joyce
find it one of the essentials of beauty. Brooks talks of
the harmony there should be in literature between the natural
world and human nature. Moore criticizes the English fiction
writers for not making an organic whole of their work. Colum
blames the failure of one of Moore f s works on the lack of a
strong theme to unify it. Corkery believes that the drama-
tist should harmonize not only the words and actions of the
drama but also the faculties of the audience. Unity in a
work of art always draws forth admiration from Reid as it
i
does also from Lionel Johnson.
The principle of selectivity is endorsed by Moore, Lady
Gregory, and Ervine. Moore reminds us that art is not nature
but nature digested, and adds that the artist will remember
what is important and forget what is useless. Lady Gregory
feels that the Abbey dramatists have taught their audiences
that a play is a selection rather than a photograph. Ervine
applies the principle to the writing of dialogue. According
to Colum, Joyce does not credit this theory, believing
instead in denying nothing in men.
The importance of clearness is remarked upon by A. E.,
Reid, MacDonagh, and Johnson, a. E. and Reid deprecate the
obscurity in some of Yeats’s work. Johnson and MacDonagh
both include clarity in their lists of the essentials of
literature.
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The general opinion on the subject of imitation seems
to be that the writer should study the masters but not imi-
tate them slavishly. Brooke advises the Irish writers to
study the great models, Yeats gives the same advice in
saying that they should purify their minds with the great
writers of the world. Then he adds the infunction that their
work must seem a new creation. Johnson believes in adapting
the best achievements of foreign countries to the needs of
Irish literature but feels that the worst literature results
from imitation. Reid represents the attitude toward slavish
imitation. Because movements are made up mainely of imitations
he distrusts them.
Hellenic detachment is demanded by several of the writers.
Stephens places the requirement of self-forgetfulness on the
poet. He rates personal poetry as a minor form. Dunsany,
in an effort to keep poetry impersonal, charges the writers
with the duty of avoiding the didactic. Brooke and O’Faolain
both say that the writer must be free from partisanship.
That the Irish writers are aware of how necessary hard
work is to literary achievement is demonstrated by the state-
ments of several of the group. Lady Gregory, for instance,
tells that both she and Yeats work hard in the writing of
their plays. One of the chief faults that Stephens finds in
Romantic writers is their unwillingness to work. They need
more discipline he says, a statement consonant
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with many made by Johnson.
When the Romantic and the Classic theories have been
assembled in their respective categories, the question
naturally arises as to which critical tendency predominates.
The movement sprang from a Romantic origin, the return to
the distant past for literary materials. But it did not
stay there. We soon find the writers asserting that the
writer must concern himself also with the immediate problems
of life. There is an interest in folk-materials. On the part
of some writers this interest is a Romantic one. It is an
adventure in an unfamiliar way of life. In other writers
the interest is a circumstantial one. The life of the
peasantry is that with which they are best acquainted.
Therefore, the interest cannot be termed Romantic. In any
case, it is offset by the strong demand for universality.
Imagination, to be sure, receives a major accent, and
idealism is given a certain amount of attention. Again,
there must be placed against these theories the overpowering
insistence on reality. Around reality are centered most
of the conceptions of the function of literature. The
demand for emotion, passion, and intensity is entirely
Romantic. So, too, is the theory of inspiration. Regard-
ing this theory there should be observed the fact that
those promoting it acknowledge that effort is necessary on
the part of the writer. The cry for extravagance is lost
in the loud demand for simplicity. Undeniably Romantic are
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the elements of democracy in this criticism: belief in love
for humanity in general, sympathy, and interest in all
classes. The desire for freedom is generally accepted as
an indispensable part of a Romantic movement. In the Irish
movement the demand for freedom is widespread. Yet, in
general, the demand is not for freedom from natural restraint,
but freedom from the artificial limitations of propaganda,
freedom to choose their subjects, and to interpret those
subjects as they see them. The movement is Romantic, too,
in that it is nationalistic and so has a patriotic motif.
But here it should’ be recalled that, as Daniel Corkerv savs,
the Greek art, ,:v/hich also looked lor themes in its people's
past, grew up out of the living feeling of its own time
and place. '(1) The harmony, clearness, and conciseness
which these writers sponsor are virtues claimed by the
Olassicists
.
So, the critical pattern we have been tracing resolves
Itself into a design of Romanticism strengthened by
Classicism. The question which now confronts us is what
values are there in this criticism.
Evaluation
It can be seen that the literary criticism of the
Irish Renaissance is not a homogeneous collection of
theories. There is in it a certain amount of dissidence,
(1) Daniel Corkerv, The Hidden Island, Introd. . XIV.
..
(
which, is an incentive to reevaluation of standards. This is
obviously a healthy factor.
The Irish Literary Revival, as has been pointed out,
had its origin in a sense of nationalism. This national
self-consciousness manifests itself in an awareness of the
distinctive component elements of Irish life. Any stimulus
to awareness is definitely valuable, to a writer, for the
greater the consciousness, the more powerful the expression
is likely to be. A danger that may arise from a heightened
sense of nationalism is that the authors, attentive to the
most distinguishing features of national life, may confine
their work to these and so present the reader with an
incomplete picture. That some of the Irish writers have
recognized this danger is made evident by the demand that
some of them make for a wider range. As O’Faolain says, they
need a wider gamut because they are seeking universality.
Acting as a counteractive agent to regionalism, which a
nationalistic literary doctrine may engender, is the effort
to achieve universality, which is generally supported by
the theories of the Irish writers.
The democratic theories sponsored by those writers
who believe in including all social classes in their
consideration are promotive of this effort. Besides helping
to achieve universality, a prime desideratum In literature,
the inclusion of all classes gives plenitude to literature.

Back of this nationalistic movement was the unrest which
s at the heart of every Romantic movement. The Irish
Romanticists, dissatisfied, with current literary standards,
wanted to return to the ideals of ancient Irish literature.
The desire was a wholesome one. Contact with the simple
nd natural ideals of an early period lends a new literary
vigor to the writer. The Interest in the use of an Irish-
English idiom, which followed the restoration of the ancient
literature, had a revivifying effect upon the style of the
writers. Language, the effect of which had keen dulled by
constant usage, took on the vividness of the new.
The literary nationalism of the Irish Revival is
colored with idealism. The striving for the ideal, however,
is balanced by the weight of the interest evinced in reality.
The result of the combination Is a mor? comprehensive In-
terpretation of life. Adherence to reality also provides
ballast for the popular trend toward the imagination.
Again, the theories of reality are compensatory for the
esoteric creeds of mysticism professed by some of the early
writers of the revival.
Another theory that marked the start of the
Renaissance and in which the writers concur is that of in-
tellectual freedom. In fighting for the right of the author
to express his individual vision of truth and to select his
own materials, the Irish writers have done much toward re-
leasing the 11 terature of their country from, the cage in

which it was confined, and giving it a chance to soar to
greater heights.
The writers ’ enthusiastic championship of imagination,
which we have already noted, is extended also to emotion.
This is desirable, for literature should in its appeal
bring all the faculties of the reader into harmonious play.
Unfortunately, however, the Irish writers do not allow
enough for Intellect. Here Is the chief flaw In their
critical structure. To be sure there is a general emphasis
on truth, but it is usually the truth arrived at through
emotional appreciation rather than through intellection.
The individuality that isjnurtured by this fostering of emotion
and Imagination is counteracted by the self-detachment
that is encouraged.
The key theory to the Irish ideal of literary style
seems to be that of intensity. Toward this, most of the
stylistic opinions converge. That which is simple, concise,
and of clear outlines makes a sharp, intense impression.
Lack of harmony is a cause of distraction and therefore
precludes intensity of effect. The desirability of intensity
lies in the depth and richness of the feelings it awakens.
That the Romanticism of Irish literature is not in
general of a rampant variety is indicated by the stylistic
theories expressed. The popular approval of simplicity
itself is an advocacy of restraint. The writers' endorsement

of selectivity, clearness, and harmony is an acceptance of
the principle of control.
With the exception of Yeats and : tore the writers rejec
tne "Art for Art’s Sake" theory, and insist that content is
~>f more importance than form. In this way they prune
omanticism of unhealthy growths.
As we now look over the field of Irish criticism, we
are impressed with the idea that here is a criticism which
when reinforced in the division of intellect will furnish
a sound foundation upon which to "build a vital and worthy
1 1 terature
,
Summary
The Literary Cr iticism of the Irish Renaissance is a com-
pilation and discussion of the literary theories expressed by
the outstanding writers of Ireland’s Literary Revival.
The work is opened with a summary of the nature and the
development of the movement. The next chapter is devoted to
the ideas expressed by Standish O' Grady, who is generally
known as the father of the movement, in the introduction of his
j
history of Ireland. Then follows a chapter on the literary
work and opinions of Dr. Douglas Hyde, who did so much work in
laying the foundation of the movement.
Following this consideration of the origin of the Revival
will be found a series of chapter units, each based on the lit-
erary theories of a single author. The writers whose criticism
is thus presented are Stopford Brooks, William Sutler Yeats,
i George Russell, Lionel Johnson, John Eglington, John Todhunter,,
William Larminie, Thomas Rolleston, George Moore, Lady Gregory,
John Millington Synge, Eadraic Colum, James Stephens, Thomas
MacDonagh, St. John Ervine, Lord Dunsany, Daniel Corkery, James
Joyce, Sean O'Casey, Forrest Reid, and Sean O'Faolain. In an
addendum is given a miscellany of literary opinions expressed
by Katharine Tynan, Seumas MacManus, Seurnas O'Sullivan, Brian
O' Higgins, and Liam O' Flaherty.
The final chapter of the thesis proper is a survey of the
main tendencies found in the assembled body of criticism. The
ll
I ~nr
survey consists of three divisions, which are devoted to
summarization, classification, and evaluation of the criti-
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